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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Dengue virus infections can result in a range of clinical manifestations from 

asymptomatic infection to dengue fever and the severe disease dengue haemorrhagic 

fever/dengue shock syndrome. The disease is now endemic in more than 100 countries in 

Africa, the Americas, the eastern Mediterranean, Southeast Asia, and the Western Pacific, 

threatening more than 2.5 billion people. The World Health Organization estimates that 

there may be 50 million to 100 million cases of dengue virus infections worldwide every 

year, which result in 250,000 to 500,000 cases of Dengue Hemorrhagic fever and 24,000 

deaths each year. The dengue virus non-structural NS1 protein is a 46–50 kDa 

glycoprotein when expressed in infected mammalian cells. A high circulating level of 

NS1 was demonstrated in the acute phase of dengue infection by antigen capture ELISAs. 

The precise function of dengue NS1 protein remains unclear. However, antigen detection 

of non-structural dengue antigens may be of benefit for an early stage rapid diagnosis of 

infection due to its long half-life in the blood. Five high affinity monoclonal antibodies 

were developed and characterized against the recombinant dengue NS1 protein using 

hybridoma technology. Anti-NS1 and anti-HRPO hybridomas were fused and sorted to 

develop a series of bi-specific antibodies. The recombinant NS1 protein was also used to 

immunize chickens for the development of Anti-NS1 chicken IgY polyclonal antibody. 

The different combinations of anti-NS1 mAbs, bi-specific antibodies and chicken IgY 

were used in the development of simple, rapid, inexpensive, highly sensitive, specific and 

easy to perform assays for the detection of dengue virus infection. 



 

The dengue envelope protein was also expressed using recombinant techniques 

for the evaluation of its role as a vaccine candidate. The envelope protein is known to 

induce neutralizing antibodies against dengue virus. The recombinant dengue envelope 

protein was used to immunize mice as a vaccine candidate. Serum antibody analysis 

confirmed virus neutralization characteristics. We also raised monoclonal antibodies 

against the envelope protein to better understand dengue pathogenesis as well as potential 

reagents in dengue diagnostic development.  
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INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 Dengue Diagnostics: Current Scenario 
 
 
1.1.1 BACKGROUND 

Dengue virus is currently recognized as one of the most infectious mosquito borne 

viruses, affecting people in more than 100 countries [1,2]. The disease is endemic, in 

mostly tropical and sub-tropical areas, and recently, an evolving concern in industrialized 

countries, particularly, in Europe and the USA [3, 4, 5]. Current assessment in developing 

countries reveals that dengue fever is one of the most significant emerging diseases of 

modern times. It is estimated that with more than 3 billion people currently at risk, huge 

fatalities are to be expected. Annually about 100 million cases of dengue fever and 

dengue hemorrhagic fever [DHF] are reported [6, 7, 8]. The potential global threat of 

dengue disease spreading stems from increased travel to and from endemic areas. Of 

particular concern is the mutational development of new dengue virus strains being more 

and more exposed to susceptible populations, particularly, in children. Globally, due to 

the quick spread of both virus and hosts, dengue disease has become an epidemic and an 

urgent public health concern [9, 10]. Phenotypically, dengue viruses are single stranded 

RNA viruses that belong to the family Flaviviridae. There are four serotypes, i.e. DEN-1, 

DEN-2, DEN-3 and DEN-4. Primarily the Aedes aegypti mosquitoes transmit these four 

serotypes to humans. Dengue virus is a positive-stranded encapsulated RNA virus 

wherein the genomic RNA is about 11 kb in size and comprises of three structural 

proteins [nucleocapsid protein [C], a membrane associated protein [M], and an envelope 

protein [E], and seven nonstructural [NS] proteins. Infection with any of the four 

serotypes induces a life-long protective immunity to that particular serotype but confers 

only partial immunity against later, secondary infections by the other three serotypes [11, 
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12]. Secondary infection with various dengue virus serotypes is a major risk factor for the 

more severe and often fatal DHF and the Dengue Shock Syndrome [DSS] due to the 

phenomenon of antibody-dependent enhancement [ADE] [13, 14].  

There is no available anti-dengue vaccine or therapy for the treatment of dengue 

secondary infections [15]. Development of an effective dengue vaccine is extremely 

challenging primarily because it must be tetravalent so that it confers protection against 

all four serotypes but it’s efficacy must also, overcome ADE. Furthermore, there is no 

proper animal model for dengue vaccine trials. Currently, some candidate vaccines are in 

various stages of clinical trials but an efficient, safe, low-cost vaccine remains to be 

developed. Dengue infection can range from an asymptomatic infection to a more severe 

form of the disease. The more severe forms of infection include the possibility of 

developing additional complications such as hepatitis and/or other side effects [16, 17]. 

The diagnostic tests developed must be able to determine the severity of the infection at 

every level while simultaneously, identify the different serotypes. Vector control efforts, 

another form of palliative intervention, have also been extensively adopted in dengue 

endemic countries but results are far from satisfactory [18]. Currently, a number of 

different diagnostic tests are being administered including virus isolation [17], 

hemagglutination inhibiton [HI] [23], plaque reduction neutralization test [PRNT] [43], 

reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction [RT-PCR] [45] and immunoassay for 

antibody detection [19, 20, 21]. Other novel technologies are also being aggressively 

pursued with objectives of reducing costs through improving viral test sensitivity, 

specificity, rapidity and simplicity of application. The current scenario surrounding tests 

currently being used for detection of dengue infection along with future objectives for 

promising technologies are discussed in the following section. 
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1.1.2 CURRENT DIAGNOSTICS FOR DENGUE VIRUS INFECTION 

 

 Simplified detection tests are very important for timely and accurate diagnosis of dengue 

for imparting proper care and treatment to the patients. As dengue is endemic in mostly 

developing countries it is very important to develop a diagnostic test that can be carried 

out with minimal training and above all the test must be fast and can be performed at any 

setting [22]. The most commonly used methods for detection of dengue virus infection 

are antibody detection assays, viral isolation and RT-PCR based diagnostics.  Virus 

isolation is considered as the standard protocol in identifying dengue infection. Virus 

isolation is typically carried out from clinical samples using mosquito cell lines [e.g. AP-

61, C6/36] [23]. Associating immunofluorescence techniques with dengue specific 

monoclonal antibodies identifies the virus. Inoculating mosquitoes is one of the better 

methods for virus isolation inoculation [24, 25] owing to its higher sensitivity. Reports 

confirm that virus isolation from whole blood is more sensitive compared to serum [26]. 

But the necessity of proper infrastructure is a major deterrent for the routine use of this 

method. Another method of detection of dengue infection is the detection of dengue viral 

antigens. As high concentrations of one of these antigens [NS1] has been reported in the 

blood of patients with primary as well as secondary dengue infections up to 10 days post 

disease onset [27, 28], detection of this antigen by an ELISA based assays is commonly 

employed to evaluate the severity of the infection. An assay, composed of polyclonal and 

monoclonal antibodies as capture and detection antibodies, respectively, along with 

purified NS1 from dengue infected cells as a standard, has already been developed. 

Analysis of clinical samples with this assay correlated highly with others therefore, 

additional assays were developed along the same lines employing these basic principles. 
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Subsequently, many of the kits developed became commercially available [29, 30]. 

Detecting viral antigens by indirect immunofluorescence assays have also been studied 

wherein monoclonal antibodies and fluorescein conjugated anti mouse or anti human 

antibodies are used. A visual end point [color change] constitutes a positive or a negative 

result. The MAC-ELISA is a commonly used dengue serological testing procedure. The 

assay contains all the four dengue serotype antigens to detect IgM antibodies in clinical 

samples. One of the major problems of this assay is its limited specificity and cross-

reactivity with other flavivirus antigens. It has been reported that the ratio between IgM 

and IgG could be a parameter to differentiate between primary and secondary dengue 

infection. This has been commercially exploited in the PanBio detection kit. Falconar and 

colleagues have improved upon this and established better standards to define the ratios 

for 100% classification of serologically classical dengue infections [53, 54]. 

Microsphere-based immunoassays or MIA are gaining importance as an alternative for 

the diagnosis of many infectious diseases [56]. MIA is based on the covalent bonding of 

antigen or antibody to microspheres or beads and detection is by flow cytometry. MIA is 

faster than a MAC-ELISA and has potential to identify antibody responses to multiple 

pathogens simultaneously [53]. 

 Multiple methods have been pursued for the serological detection of dengue 

specific antibodies that include the HI test [19], PRNT. The IgM /IgG ELISA based on a 

sandwich format and the HI test are the most commonly used serological assays. In the 

past, the HI test was used to differentiate between primary and secondary dengue virus 

infections but recently, antibody capture assays have become more popular. The HI test 

needs pretreatment to get rid of haemagglutination inhibitors and also the test is prone to 

flavivirus cross reactivity as well as serotype cross reactivity. Consequently, there was 
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the complement fixation [CF] test which, when compared to other tests has a higher 

sensitivity but the CF antibodies are found only after a week for a short period of time 

[34]. Of all the tests developed for identifying dengue infection, it appears that antibody 

detection ELISAs has become the most efficacious assay; the key advantages being its 

sensitivity and specificity. A number of kits are available in the market based on this 

principle [31, 32, 33]. The nucleic acid sequence based amplification or NASBA is an 

RNA amplification method based on chemiluminescence for detection of mRNA. This 

method has been successfully used to detect other pathogens such as malaria [35, 36]. 

This technology was then applied for the detection of dengue of all four serotypes and the 

results were comparable to a standard immunofluorescent-based virus isolation assay 

[37]. The PRNT is considered to be a standard assay to measure dengue-neutralizing 

antibodies. The assay analyses plaque reduction at a 50% end point. PRNT is capable of 

assaying dengue serotype specific neutralizing antibodies. The assay is efficient but the 

assay is prone to inter assay variations, which could come from virus stocks being used, 

cell lines to develop plaques or even the culture media being used. Standardization of the 

assay is currently being focused on [55]. 

 Dengue RNA can also be detected in clinical samples from humans or in 

mosquitoes by reverse-transcription–polymerase chain reaction [RT-PCR] amplification 

technique [38, 39]. Another technique, known as dot blot immunoassay, is also available, 

however, this methodology is costly, and therefore routine use in developing nations is 

unlikely. Other sources utilized by researchers to detect serotype specific antibodies in 

clinical samples involved analysis of recombinant proteins domains of dengue virus 

serotypes, collected in strips, and then validated by PCR based diagnosis [40, 41]. 

Dengue virus antigens can also be visualized in samples with labelled monoclonal 
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antibodies, end point visualization done with fluorescent dyes and enzymes. Earlier 

dengue infections as well as current infections can be detected by Dengue 

Immunoglobulin G assays if timely serum collection can be done. Assays are generally 

done using dilutions of each serum sample and used to determine a primary or a 

secondary infection. IgG based assays are very useful but it also has a major limitation in 

that it is not serotype specific although the assay possess higher sensitivity than the HI 

assay. On the other hand IgM based dengue diagnosis, a similar assay, is commonly used 

in clinical settings. IgM appears within 5 days of onset of illness and has both high 

specificity and sensitivity. The antigen purity is a major parameter in IgM based assays. 

There are a lot of commercial kits that use antigens from all the four serotypes in the 

assay thus determining any dengue infection and not being serotype specific. The flaw in 

this assay is that IgM circulates till about 3 months post onset of illness therefore is not a 

proper validation of a current infection. Nonetheless, rapid assays based on this principle 

have been developed for point of care applications [42].  

 The continued and concerted effort in developing low cost and sensitive 

diagnostic applications for dengue is praiseworthy but more research is needed to 

overcome the many limitations of the existing technologies. Virus isolation is a time 

intensive process, requires skilled personnel and expensive infrastructure and cannot 

distinguish between a primary and secondary dengue virus infection. RNA amplification 

techniques are also costly requiring technically trained personnel. The dengue antigen 

detection assays are simple, rapid and inexpensive but lacks the sensitivity of a viral 

isolation or nucleic acid amplification technique. Another important parameter is the 

proper validation and effectiveness of the various commercial assays particularly in the 

developing countries [43]. The current focus should be to improve upon the existing 
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technologies by minimizing the drawbacks and the simultaneous persuasion for new 

technologies such as the use of biosensors. A biosensor based on liposomal amplification 

has already been developed to diagnose serotype specific synthetic dengue sequence [44]. 

Although promising outcomes have been reported, considerable research remains to be 

done to advance these technologies to the next level. Biosensor based detection has the 

potential to be considerably more sensitive than conventional assays. Dengue biosensors 

currently available are chip based having two specific monoclonal antibodies, 

immobilized into a piezoelectric transducer, for detection of envelope and NS1 protein 

from Dengue virus [56]. Multiple antibody coating facilitates the capture of different 

antigens, which increases the detection signal. This technology reported a 100-fold higher 

sensitivity than conventional enzyme immunoassays. Self-assembled monolayer based 

covalent immobilization of a bio-receptor conjugate of a dengue antigen and bovine 

serum albumin was recently performed on a gold chip [45, 59]. In this assay, indirect 

competitive inhibition based diagnoses of IgM antibodies are done. Bovine serum 

albumin was used as a blocking reagent to reduce non-specific binding thereby improving 

diagnostic selectivity. A surface plasmon resonance [SPR] was also used to analyze 

enhancement in the resonance angle of the surface-deposited sample in presence of 

Dengue virus. The SPR procedure has been beneficial to overcome signal resolution of 

optical fibers and other devices that are common issues. SPR facilitates real-time and 

label-free analysis but miniaturization of various components of SPR-based devices is a 

challenge that has to be addressed before the technology can be used for widespread 

diagnostic applications. [57,58]. However, these biosensor technologies need to 

overcome constraints such as interference issues between electrochemical substances and 
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the unpredictability of the biomolecule immobilization on the sensor surface, both 

conditions that may impact sensitivity and specificity [45].  

 

1.1.3 FUTURE DIRECTION AND CONCLUSION 

Recent developments in dengue diagnostics have been progressive along with the 

evolution of novel technologies that demonstrate enhanced viral detection. Evident 

improvements in new and/or existing methods for dengue infection have been made. 

Along with the progress made, however, research also indicates that there is still an 

enormous potential available towards the development of an ideal dengue virus detection 

system. This assay would be exceptionally simple to use, inexpensive, rapid, as well as 

highly specific. First and foremost, the development of immunoassays based on the NS1 

antigen, has been very significant, and this has led to a number of commercial kits that 

are in huge demand. The use of bi-specific antibodies can significantly enhance the 

sensitivity of the existing assay due to their monovalency for an antigen as well as 

simultaneous binding to an enzyme. Bi-specific antibodies are engineered bi-functional 

molecules having dual binding specificities in a single entity. These antibodies, in 

particular, have been successfully exploited in the development of immunodiagnostic 

assays [46, 47, 48, 49]. In our laboratory we have developed a tetravalent diagnosis kit 

for dengue virus that is a sensitive, low cost immunoassay employing bi-specific 

antibodies. This assay has many positives such as specificity, cheap to produce, easy to 

use, along with immediate detection. Furthermore, it can be performed in any point of 

care setting by personnel with minimal technical expertise and, without the use of 

complex instruments [50, 51, 52]. This novel diagnostic application, in combination with 
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other existing technologies needs to be evolved to provide timely therapeutic intervention 

to tackle this devastating, often fatal disease.  
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1.2 A Mini-review of Dengue Vaccine Development 
 

 

 1.2.1 BACKGROUND 

In the last 20 years, dengue virus has spread rapidly and is endemic in more than 

100 countries. Dengue virus infection represents a major growing public health problem 

with an estimated 2.5 billion people at risk of infection in tropical and subtropical 

countries [1]. Early reports on dengue fever outbreaks date back to about two hundred 

years. Recent assessments reveal, that the major burden of this fatal disease is borne, in 

particular, by South East Asians and South and Central Americans [2,3]. Dengue Fever is 

a debilitating and often fatal flaviviridae infection transmitted by Aedes mosquitoes [4]. 

There are more than 100 million cases of dengue infections annually and about half a 

million reports of the more severe and life-threatening dengue haemorrhagic fever [DHF] 

and dengue shock syndrome [DSS] [5,6]. There are four serotypes of dengue virus [DV1, 

DV2, DV3 and DV4]. All the serotypes are competent in causing asymptomatic 

manifestations as well as the more severe and fatal DHF and DSS. Dengue virus 

possesses a single-stranded, positive-sense RNA genome. Translation of the viral RNA 

results in a single polypeptide that is processed by proteases, generating three structural 

proteins and seven non-structural [NS] proteins [7,8]. The structural proteins consist of 

the capsid, the membrane and the envelope whereas the non-structural proteins are NS1, 

NS2A, NS2B, NS3, NS4A, NS4B and NS5. There is also a membrane precursor protein 

[prM], which assists in the folding of the envelope protein. The envelope protein plays an 

important role in the infection process and is also reported to be the target molecule for 

the development of neutralizing antibodies [9,10].  
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 Dengue infection has become a huge burden; both in terms of lives lost, 

particularly in children, but also to the economic setback induced by the costly efforts to 

contain the disease. A primary infection, with any of the serotypes, would induce lifetime 

immunity against that particular serotype; but, a subsequent infection, with a different 

serotype, can increase the severity of the disease.  This common, secondary infection is 

known as antibody dependent enhancement [ADE]. Hence, the development of an 

effective vaccine, catering to all the four serotypes, which would be safe and cost 

effective, is of great significance. Children and young adults who are the most susceptible 

to infections [11] would benefit appreciably from a multi-focal vaccination. Currently 

there are no licensed vaccines available for dengue infection, although there are vaccines 

available for a number of closely related viruses. Although the World Health 

Organization has prioritized the development of a dengue vaccine for a long time, 

effective progress has been extremely slow to develop and has also been very costly to 

sustain [12, 13, 14]. Due to ADE, the foremost issue associated with dengue vaccine 

development is the need for concurrent protective immunity against all four serotypes 

[15, 16, 17]. This short article summarizes various approaches undertaken towards a 

successful dengue vaccine and the challenges associated with it. 

 

1.2.2 VACCINES: EFFORTS AND CHALLENGES 

With the ever-increasing severity of the dengue virus and its crucial impact on loss of 

life, economics of the endemic region etc., the need of an effective vaccine is becoming 

more and more significant [30]. The increase in dengue incidence in the past decade and 

the simultaneous presence of four different serotypes has posed a greater threat to the 

communities and has also witnessed higher volumes of the more severe forms of dengue 
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infection. Although focused and concerted efforts have been made over the past 70 years 

for the development of an effective dengue vaccine, successful application has not been 

realized. Following the end of World War II, Sabin and colleagues reported on the 

efficacy of one of the first formulations of a dengue vaccine. Their work was based on a 

mouse model which involved live-attenuated virus passage multiple times [18, 19] before 

efficacy. After about 15 passages in the mouse brain, the virus became attenuated enough 

for trial in humans [4, 11]. Much later, Halstead and coworkers made efforts by 

attenuating dengue virus in dog kidney cells [20]. Other applications were focused on 

inactivated and subunit virus candidates [2]. The major obstacle faced by researchers in 

the development of an effective vaccine is the phenomenon of ADE. The presence of 

non-neutralizing antibodies developed during a primary infection of dengue was found to 

greatly increase the severity of a second dengue infection with a different serotype. The 

severity of the second dengue infection is enhanced by formation of immune complexes 

as well as by facilitating viral access to Fcγ-Receptor possessing cells [21,22]. Therefore 

an ideal vaccine candidate should be able to circumvent the ADE phenomenon and be 

tetravalent in nature or a combination of four monovalent vaccines delivered as a single 

vaccine. Potential candidates could well be a vaccine or vaccines that would be able to 

confer immunity against all the four different serotypes. Also, the need to understand the 

underlying molecular principles that govern pathogenesis of dengue is very important 

[29]. Currently, with the advent of recombinant DNA technology over the past decade, 

new, and more aggressive applications are being pursued and tested for efficacy. 

Furthermore, the absence of a promising animal model to test the vaccine candidates has 

also been a deterrent in dengue vaccine research. Since emerging economies of the world 

bear the greatest burden of dengue fatality, the development of an affordable vaccine is 
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essential for future developments.  These developments might well involve targeting 

envelope glycoproteins as part of the virus structure and recently considered as the major 

target for vaccine development. Glyco-protein functionality appears to include virus 

attachment and subsequent cell entry. Domain III of the envelope protein is considered 

most important owing to its role in cell receptor binding [28]. Other proteins such as the 

membrane and NS1 are also thought to be protective [26]. Monoclonal antibodies against 

envelope and pre membrane proteins have also been found to be efficient in protecting 

against severe infection [23, 24]. There is also evidence that protective anti dengue 

antibodies are effective in children with maternal inheritance [25]. Cell mediated immune 

responses have also been shown to play a role in active viral clearance [27].  

 Live attenuated-vaccine developmental efforts are considered to be one of the 

most effective approaches. A wild type dengue virus can be attenuated by serial passages 

in tissue culture and alternatively, a chimeric vaccine candidate can be generated by 

modification of a pre-existing licensed yellow fever virus vaccine [31]. Another 

important feature of a live attenuated-vaccine is its ability to induce sustained immune 

responses; very closely mimicking a response in case of a natural infection.   Sanofi 

Pasteur has developed a chimeric vaccine based on the yellow fever vaccine by 

incorporating dengue premembrane and envelope genes of dengue [31, 32]. Recently, an 

efficacy trial of the vaccine in Thailand demonstrated an impressive safety profile along 

with the ability to protect against three of the four-dengue serotypes. Further clinical 

trials are underway to validate vaccine efficacy and safety [33].  Inactivated virus 

vaccines are also in preclinical stages of development and one of the dengue serotype 2 

vaccines manufactured by the Walter Reed Army Institute for Research is scheduled to 

begin clinical trials shortly [34]. Inactivated vaccines have certain advantages over the 
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attenuated ones, including inability to become pathogenic, and also being able to induce 

an immune response in all four dengue serotypes due to immunogenic equality [2]. 

Recombinant subunit vaccine candidates, based on the envelope protein, have also been 

developed. There has also been a study completed by researchers at the Pedro Kouri 

Tropical Medicine Institute where they used domain III of the envelope protein and fused 

it with a carrier protein to develop monovalent constructs for all the four serotypes. Each 

of the constructs developed was able to induce neutralizing immune responses and also 

demonstrated protection against viral challenge [35]. Another bivalent effort is based on a 

domain III and STF2D fusion protein conjugate. There is also a tetravalent conjugate of 

Domain III and Ag473 fusion protein being evaluated in animals [39, 40]. A lot of 

Dengue vaccine efforts based on virus like particles [VLP] are in preclinical phases. 

Virus-like particles lack replication material but are able to mimic antigen presentation 

like a natural viral infection [36]. A tetravalent vaccine candidate has been developed by 

Cytos Biotechnology by chemically attaching envelope domain III to an E.coli expressed 

VLP. Another monovalent candidate has been in development in ICGEB, India where the 

basis for the vaccine is the envelope domain III and P.pastoris expressed VLP [37, 38]. 

The Carolina Vaccine Institute [CVI] has been a pioneer in the development of an alpha 

virus replicon vector expressing envelope protein. This strategy was demonstrated by 

immunizing monkeys resulting in the generation of neutralizing antibodies and protection 

from viral challenge as well. GenPhar Inc., developed bivalent vaccine candidates based 

on an adenovirus construct. Viral challenge studies resulted in absolute protection against 

dengue type 1 and 3 whereas a significant reduction in viremia was observed against type 

2 and 4 [41]. Another strategy, adopted by the Pasteur Institute, is centered on a 

tetravalent dengue antigen from a live attenuated measles vaccine vector. The construct 
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expresses domain IIIs of all the four serotypes along with the membrane protein 

ectodomain. Analysis in murine models showed induction of neutralizing antibodies 

against all the serotypes. Clinical trials of the construct have been planned in the near 

future [38].  With genetic engineering and recombinant technology rapidly making 

progress, the concept of DNA vaccines has been gaining considerable momentum. 

Studies have been conducted with monovalent constructs of dengue in macaques that 

resulted in production of neutralizing antibodies. It also conferred protection to the 

vaccinated macaques when challenged with a wild type dengue virus strain [42].  A 

follow up study was done by the same research group, which involved techniques to 

enhance the neutralizing efficacy of the earlier DNA vaccine construct. Results from 

these later studies revealed that neutralization efficacy could be improved significantly 

from that demonstrated from earlier constructs and was stable for at least 6 months post 

vaccination. All of the monkeys vaccinated, barring one, were completely protected from 

a virus challenge [43]. These important findings led to the transition of DNA based 

dengue vaccines towards implementation of clinical trials [44]. Advantages of DNA 

based strategies involve its ability to induce both humoral and cell mediated immune 

responses, lack of complicity like other vaccine approaches, and technically, found to be 

simpler to develop. However, certain drawbacks were evident, low levels of 

immunogenicity have been observed in data collected from the clinical trials.  Another 

limitation is that of insufficient cell uptake [29] leading to reduced protein expression. 

Nonetheless, promising DNA based strategies are being explored further in other ongoing 

preclinical and clinical phases.  Further studies on DNA based vaccinations including 

design, adjuvant selections, and alternative delivery systems are also being evaluated.  

DNA based vaccines require additional studies as they appear to have the potential of 
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being an effective strategy to counter dengue and other infectious agents.  These vaccines 

are definitely more cost effective, technically easier to manufacture, have enhanced 

stability and are able to deliver multiple agents in one single construct. 

 

1.2.3 TARGETING STRATEGIES FOR DENGUE: A VIABLE ALTERNATIVE 

Dendritic cells [DCs] are a unique class of antigen presenting cells that have an important 

role in both innate and cell mediated immunity. DCs have a significant role to play in the 

activation of T- and B-cell immune responses and are deemed to be more efficient than 

other antigen presenting cells. Targeting dengue vaccines to specific surface receptors of 

DCs may be an important, alternative strategy for enhancing vaccine efficacy. Indeed, 

this strategy has been found to enhance antigen delivery to the DCs more effectively than 

traditional vaccination methods; wherein enzymes and other cells might express adverse 

events before being taken up by the DCs [45, 46]. DCs internalize antigens using its 

many cell surface receptors including Gb3, CD40, Fc receptors, C-type lectin receptors 

etc and present them to both MHC I and II pathways [47, 48]. A lot of studies have been 

conducted on DC cell receptors and antigen targeting.  

Dendritic Cell Receptor [DEC-205] is part of the C-type lectin receptor family that has 

been extensively studied. It is present on both mature and immature dendritic cells and 

targeting DEC-205 results in improved cross-presentation of antigens compared to other 

receptors [49, 50, 51]. Reports illustrate that DEC-205 targeting resulted in an 

improvement in antigen presentation to activation of T-Cells [53]. We have recently 

developed an array of bispecific antibody based delivery vectors to target DCs with biotin 

labeled antigens that could be proteins, DNA, peptides, or gangliosides [45, 52]. In this 
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strategy, the antibody has dual specificity i.e. one arm can bind to any biotinylated 

antigen and the other arm is specific to the DC receptor DEC-205.  

Specific targeting of DEC-205 resulted in a dramatic reduction in antigen dosage by 

approximately 500 fold when compared with non-targeted antigens. Low dose animal 

studies confirmed DEC-205 targeted strategy along with co-stimulatory anti-CD40 

monoclonal antibody application. Results revealed a significant increase in both humoral 

and adapted immune responses for SARS-CoV, Ebola GP1, and, MUC-1 peptide [45]. 

Another study, targeting mucosal DCs, in a murine model with SARS NP DNA, induced 

an evident strong immune response. In another study, when CD40 monoclonal antibody 

was used to stimulate DC maturation, the immune responses were also found to 

significantly increase [54]. Additional dengue virus specific DC targeted vaccine 

candidates are currently being investigated [unpublished data]. DC targeted systems 

involving bispecific antibodies could be, potentially, a viable alternative for the 

development of efficacious dengue vaccines. Results from the studies on SARS-CoV, 

Ebola and other viruses suggest that similar strategies should be employed and tested on 

the dengue virus as soon as possible. Hopefully, application of these strategies will 

drastically reduce dengue fatalities around the world. Potentially, millions of healthy, 

intelligent individuals could be saved.  
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Fig 1.1: Schematic representation of DC Targeted Strategy 
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1.3 Bispecific antibodies for Diagnostic Applications 
 

1.3.1 BACKGROUND 

Bi-specific monoclonal antibodies are artificially engineered immunoglobulins 

with two distinct binding specificities [1, 2, 3]. On the other hand, monospecific 

antibodies are the naturally occurring major IgG class having two identical antigen 

binding paratopes with two identical heavy and light chains [3]. Bispecific monoclonal 

antibodies [bsMAbs] can be produced mainly by three methods: 1) chemically linking 

two antibody molecules, 2) fusion of two different hybridomas and 3) using recombinant 

DNA approaches. Bispecific mononclonal antibodies have been extensively exploited in 

both diagnostic and therapeutic areas. Bispecific antibodies were first generated 37 years 

ago by chemical methods [4, 3]. Hybridoma technology opened a wide range of 

applications in fundamental and applied immunology [5, 1, 2]. In 1975, a major 

breakthrough was made by Kohler and Milstein [1975] in generating continuous invitro 

cultures of fused lymphocytes secreting antibodies with predetermined specificity. Fusion 

of a normal B cell [plasma cell] with myeloma cell [cancerous plasma cell] resulted in the 

generation of a hybrid cell known as hybridoma [5, 1, 2]. This hybridoma not only 

possessed the immortal-growth properties of the myeloma cell but also secreted an 

antibody product of the B cells. Kohler and Milstein were awarded a Nobel prize in 1984 

for this work [5, 1-3]. This landmark discovery has revolutionized the use of bispecific 

antibodies [bsMAbs] because of the specificity of antigen binding abilities. Therefore, 

bsMAbs have many applications in the area of immunodetection, immunohistochemistry, 

adioimmunotherapy, adioimmunodiagnosis, and immunotherapy to targeted drug 

delivery, vaccine development and gene therapy [1-3, 5-7]. Furthermore, bsMAbs with 
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intrinsic binding sites to any two antigens has the capability to form uniform, 

homogeneous and reproducible immunoconjugates with one or two entities in a 

predetermined order [1-3]. This chapter highlights recent diagnostic applications of 

bispecific antibodies in immunoswab assay which might play an important role in 

controlling few of the following human infectious diseases.  

 

1.3.2 SARS [severe acute respiratory syndrome].  

 

Severe acute respiratory syndrome [SARS] is a severe form of pneumonia due to Corona 

virus [SARS-CoV] infection, and has adapted to human to human transmission [8-10]. 

The development of specific diagnostic tests against SARS-CoV is an essential step for 

effective treatment of infected patients and could prevent future SARS outbreaks [9]. 

There are three major diagnostic methods are currently available: 1) viral RNA detection 

using [RT]-PCR [11, 12], 2) antibody detection [13, 14] and 3) antigen detection [14, 15]. 

The most predominant SARSCoV virus derived protein throughout the infection is the 

nucleocapsid protein [NP] [16]. In our laboratory, five monoclonal antibodies [bsMAbs] 

against recombinant nucleocapsid protein [NP] of severe acute respiratory syndrome 

[SARS] causing coronovirus [CoV] were developed by hybridoma technology [9]. A 

highly sensitive, rapid and simple bsMAb based immunoswab assay was also developed 

in our laboratory for early detection of SARS-CoV [9, 17, 18, 20]. In the immunoswab 

assay, easy-touse swabs were first coated with anti-SARS CoV monoclonal antibody to 

capture NP in the test sample followed by detection with bsMAb [9, 17]. The 

immunoswab assay showed NP detection limits of 10 pg/mL [1 pg/swab] in saline, 20–
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200 pg/mL [1–10 pg/swab] in pig nasopharyngeal aspirate and 500 pg/mL [25 pg/swab] 

in rabbit serum. This assay was completed within a period of approximately 45 minutes, 

which make it a rapid test for SARS diagnosis [17]. In another development, an 

ultrasensitive ELISA using mouse monoclonal IgG combined with chicken polyclonal 

IgY antibody for SARS virus infection was also validated. The immunoassay method of 

detecting SARSCoV NP antigen could be used as a cost effective diagnostic kit for 

checking the SARS suspected individuals. 

 

1.3.3 Dengue 

 

Dengue is one of the viral diseases found throughout the world. The mosquito which is 

responsible for transmission of dengue virus between humans and monkeys is known as 

Aedes aegypti [20-25]. Dengue virus is a member of the genus Flavivirus [family 

Flaviviridae] [20, 26, 27]. In many cases of infected individuals dengue fever [DF] 

presents as the dengue hemorrhagic fever [DHF] or dengue shock syndrome [DSS] [20, 

27]. Dengue virus is endemic and significantly causing the death of many children [20, 

22, 28-31]. Till today, dengue disease is not under control and effective immunization 

may provide protection for controlling dengue infections [20-22, 24]. Potential vaccines 

for dengue has been challenging, and there are many problems associated with the 

development of dengue vaccine [20, 24, 32, 33]. Long duration immunity to only one 

serotype is observed in many infected individuals. On the other hand dengue infected 

individuals showed short duration immunity to the other serotypes [21, 24, 34]. One of 

the major problems is that short duration immunity is lost after 3-4 months, and the 

individual has no immunity to the other three dengue serotypes [20, 22]. Currently there 
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is no diagnostic assay available for the detection of dengue virus infection at the acute or 

early stages. This thesis focuses on the development of a novel, highly sensitive 

immunodiagnostic assay for the detection of dengue virus using bsMAb. The assay is 

highly specific and easy to perform since it does not require any technical expertise or 

sophisticated instruments. The general format of the immunodiagnostic assay involves 

coating of dengue virus antigen-specific monoclonal antibody as the capture antibody on 

calcium alginate tipped swabs with aluminum/or plastic shafts as per previously 

published protocol [35]. 

 

1.3.4 Chikungunya 

Chikungunya is another viral disease, which was reported for the first time in Tanzania 

[36, 37]. The epidemic cycle of chikungunya is similar to those of dengue and urban 

yellow fever. Chikungunya virus [CHIKV] is a mosquito-borne alpha virus belongs to the 

family of Togaviridae [38, 39, 40]. Geographically, chikungunya virus [CHIKV] is 

distributed in Africa, India and South East Asia [39, 41]. The symptoms of the diseases 

involves fever, headache, rash, nausea, vomiting, myalgia, and arthralgia/arthritis [40, 42, 

43]. The severity of the disease is characterized by the neurological manifestations such 

as acute limb weakness, and joint pain with a fatal haemorrhagic condition [37, 44]. 

Chikungunya was reported as a major epidemic disease during 2004-2007 in Indian 

Ocean islands and India [39, 44, 45, 46]. No licensed vaccine or effective drug is 

available in the market throughout the world for chikungunya disease. However, the 

expression level of the CHIKV protein is very low in mammalian or bacterial or insect 

cells. Furthermore, the expressed protein is easily degraded. Therefore, there is an urgent 

need for the development of diagnostic assay for the early detection of the disease in the 
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infected individuals. However, current methods of early detection of chikungunya antigen 

in the infected individuals using PCR amplification are very expensive [44]. The PCR 

methods involve use of technically trained manpower, costly chemicals, and sophisticated 

instruments for the assay which the developing countries cannot afford. Till today, there 

are no reports of immunoswab assays as the diagnostic approach for chikungunya. 

Therefore, a sensitive, in expensive diagnostic test using immunoswab assay 

development for the detection of early stages of the chikungunya viral infection is being 

pursued. This immunoswab assay is simple, reliable, fast, and less expensive. 

 

1.3.5 Tuberculosis [TB] 

The gram positive bacterium which is a causative agent for tuberculosis is known as 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis [47-49]. Tuberculosis [TB] is still a major health problem in 

many countries throughout the world. M. bovis Bacillus Calmette-Guerin [BCG] is the 

only live bacterial vaccine in use that has shown no major side-effects. However, BCG 

vaccination is ineffective against adult pulmonary TB, and therefore, an urgent need for 

potential vaccines is a high priority. Furthermore, HIV patients and multi-drug resistant 

mycobacterium strains have contributed to the re-emergence of TB [50]. The major 

problem is that there is no specific diagnostic approach to find out the early stages of TB. 

Unfortunately, the false negative results of current TB diagnostic test such as sputum 

smear microscopy [SSM] are not reliable [47-50]. In addition, clinical symptoms and 

results of chest x-rays are nonspecific [50]. PCR based diagnosis is very expensive, 

which needs costly sophisticated instrumentation and time consuming too. Another 

simple method is the culture method for the detection of TB. The major drawback of this 

method is a time consuming since it takes 2-7 weeks to obtain results. Therefore, early 
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diagnosis is very important since TB is a highly contagious disease at the early stages of 

development. Therefore, our laboratory has developed a novel, and highly sensitive 

immunodiagnostic assay for the detection of M. tuberculosis using bsMAb [50]. TB 

diagnostic test was developed as per [50]. The assay is highly specific, sensitive, and less 

expensive. Therefore, the use of bsMAb in the immunodiagnostic assays plays an 

important role in the modern medicine. This method of diagnostic approach is very 

simple, rapid and cost effective. Early diagnosis always helps the patients in controlling 

the spread of disease at the right time. It will also help the physicians for recommending 

the proper medication for controlling the disease in the infected individual. 

 

1.3.6 Escherichia coli O157:H7 

E.coli O157:H7 belongs to the group of Verocytotoxin or Shiga toxin producing E.coli 

that has surfaced as an important food- and water-borne pathogen worldwide. It causes 

non-bloody or bloody diarrhea [hemorrhagic colitis] and hemolytic uremic syndrome 

characterized by hemolytic anemia, thrombocytopenia, and acute renal failure. E.coli 

O157: H7 is therefore classified as enterohemorrhagic E.coli [EHEC]; it is reported to 

cause about 73,000 cases of infections per year in the United States alone. Several 

outbreaks of E.coli O157:H7 infection have been associated with recreational and 

municipal drinking water in North America, United Kingdom, and Japan. Current 

methods to detect E.coli O157:H7 in water and food are traditional enrichment and 

plating on Sorbitol MacConkey agar and Rainbow agar selective media and other 

immunological methods. The main drawbacks of these methods include time requirement 

[24–48 h for culture], difficulty in isolating DNA from sample [for PCR] and low 

sensitivity. It is important to note that low colony forming units [CFU] of E.coli O157:H7 
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present in contaminated food and water is generally sufficient to cause a severe infection, 

therefore having a sensitive method for detection during investigations of outbreaks is 

vital. A highly sensitive bsMAb-based immunodetection assay was developed by our 

laboratory for the detection of E.coli O157:H7 in water samples. E.coli O157:H7 whole 

bacteria and E.coli O157:H7 lipopolysaccharide [LPS] were used to first generate a 

monoclonal antibody, the hybridoma of which, was fused with anti-HRPO secreting 

monoclonal antibody hybridoma to generate a quadroma producing bsMAb specific for 

both E.coli O157 and HRPO. The bsMAb was subsequently purified using 

benzhydroxamic acid agarose column and used in sandwich ELISA immunoassay. The 

anti-E.coli O157:H7 monoclonal antibody was used as the capture antibody to bind the 

bacteria from samples and the bsMAb was used as the detection antibody. The detection 

limits of the assay were found to be 100 and 750 CFU/ml of sample for tap water and 

lake water, respectively. The immunoassay was further adapted to an immunofilter assay 

format to suit public health applications such as in water testing laboratories. As low as 

50 CFU of E.coli O157:H7/100 ml water were detected indicating that the assay is highly 

sensitive. Moreover the assay is highly specific since it did not detect a 500-fold excess 

of other bacterial strains such as Salmonella, Pseudomonas, and as well non-O157:H7 

and non-pathogenic E.coli. A higher signal to noise ratio and a clean background was 

achieved in the assay since bsMAb served as a high specific activity probe. The bsMAb-

based immunodetection assay therefore functions as a robust, ultrasensitive, and quick 

method for the detection of E.coli O157:H7. It has distinct advantages as it eliminates the 

amplification step required by other current assays and could easily be developed as a 

routine screening assay for detection of E.coli O157:H7 in water bodies especially in 

developing countries [51]. 
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 The use of bsMAb in immunodiagnostic assays has resulted in the development of 

next generation immunoassays that are highly sensitive, rapid, simple, and cost-effective. 

The specificity of the assays approaches the theoretical limit of immunodetection making 

them ultrasensitive. Importantly, these assays are invaluable as a point of care diagnostic 

tool. Such assays are of immense value especially in some resource-constrained countries 

to combat the spread of diseases. Rapid detection of communicable diseases has huge 

impact on the current global health scenario where an infectious disease can make quick 

transition from an epidemic to a pandemic like the recent outbreak of swine flu. Most of 

the current diagnostic assays measure specific antibodies to bacterial or viral antigens and 

therefore may report a previous infection since antibodies circulate in the blood 6 months 

post infection. Such assays rarely detect infection at initial stages making early 

intervention almost impossible. In contrast, bsMAb-based diagnostics measure specific 

bacterial or viral antigens rather than the antibodies and therefore accurately reflect active 

diseased state and make early-stage detection possible. In the coming years, bsMAb will 

prove valuable for use in diagnosis of different types of cancer. Since bsMAb-based 

cancer diagnosis has many advantages and is highly sensitive it will be useful not only 

for early detection of cancer but also convenient for monitoring the progression of the 

diseased state and assessing response to treatment. Given the immense potential of 

bsMAb as excellent immunoprobes, there are efforts to engineer newer forms of these 

antibodies with significantly improved binding specificity and avidity. bsMAb await a 

plethora of novel applications in the field of diagnostics. 
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1.4 Objectives and Hypotheses 
 
 
 

The foremost aim of this research is to develop minimally invasive inexpensive points of 

care diagnostics for dengue infection. We endeavored to design and develop a simple 

dipstick type lateral flow device or a swab based immunoassay for detection of Dengue 

virus infection.  Such formats provide instant visual end points for the presence of 

markers specific to dengue virus infection.  The diagnostic formats chosen are similar to 

the common pregnancy test with ease of use. We have exploited the combined potential 

of mAbs, bsMAbs and Chicken IgY in combination assays for detection of dengue. 

Another aim of this thesis was to develop an effective vaccine candidate for dengue that 

could successfully neutralize dengue virus infection. As an extension of the 

aforementioned aim, the development of monovalent and tetravalent dendritic cell 

targeted low dose DNA dengue vaccine formulations were also pursued. 

The major proteins of dengue virus include the membrane glycoprotein, envelope 

glycoprotein protein and the core nucleocapsid protein. The envelope glycoprotein along 

with non-structural protein [NS1] of dengue virus is considered a good candidate as 

therapeutic targets for the development of therapeutic antibodies. The NS1 is also a good 

diagnostic target. We delved on a multi-pronged approach to ultimately generate the full 

length monoclonal and bi-specific antibodies for oligoclonal monoclonal antibody 

cocktail as therapeutics and bi-specific antibody as diagnostic reagents.  
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1.4.1 Hypotheses 

We hypothesize that sandwich ELISA based on second generation self assembling bi-

specific antibodies with binding specificities to dengue virus antigens NS1 in one 

paratope and an enzyme such as HRPO in the second paratope (BsMAb) in combinations 

with MAb and IgY can successfully detect antigen levels seen in patient body fluid 

samples for screening applications both in hospital settings as well as at point of care 

level.  

 

1.4.2 Salient features 

 

• The immunoassay could be an inexpensive economic alternative to PCR and 

quantitative PCR. 

• The immunoassay shall have enhanced sensitivity in the bsMAb based format in 

comparison to the conventional chemically conjugated mAb [biotin labeled] 

based format. 

• The designed immunoassay shall be able to detect Dengue specific antigen at the 

point of care level and also able to detect specific antigen from clinical samples in 

a hospital setting or a physician’s clinic. 

• Another immunoassay involving chicken IgY as a diagnostic probe with good 

sensitivity and less expensive would be an ideal supplementary diagnostic to 

detect Dengue infection 
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1.4.3 Continuing and future research goals 

• Development of envelope antigen and monoclonal antibodies against the protein 

can also be used to further substantiate dengue-screening assays 

• The Dengue envelope protein as a vaccine candidate would potentially be able to 

neutralize viral infection 

• Anti envelope monoclonal antibodies can be effective in therapeutic strategies as 

well as in understanding dengue pathogenesis in combating dengue and also for 

fundamental understanding of the disease  

• Dendritic cell targeted monovalent and tetravalent DNA vaccines can be a 

significant strategy in the quest for developing low dose dengue vaccines with 

high efficacy 

 
 
 
To achieve the aforesaid aims and objectives the research plan undertaken is illustrated in 

the following flow diagram [Fig 1.2]. 
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    Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of research objectives  
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EXPRESSION OF DENGUE VIRUS NS1 PROTEIN IN E.coli 
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2.1 Introduction 

 

Dengue fever is an important mosquito-borne viral disease of humans. This has been a 

recurrent phenomenon throughout the tropics in the past decade. During 2002, more than 

30 Latin American countries reported over a million dengue fever [DF] cases with large 

number of dengue hemorrhagic fever [DHF]. Annually, there are an estimated 100-

million dengue virus infections worldwide [1]. Increasingly cases of the more severe and 

potentially lethal DHF and dengue shock syndrome [DSS] are reported with children 

bearing much of the disease burden. Dengue virus is endemic in at least 100 countries 

worldwide and causes more human cases than any other mosquito-borne virus. The 

mortality rate of DHF in most countries is 5%, primarily among children and young 

adults. In several Asian countries, this virus is the leading cause of hospitalization and 

death in children. Hence, there is an urgent need for the development of diagnostic, 

prophylactic and therapeutic reagents to manage DHF. The dengue virus non-structural 

NS1 protein is a 46–50 kDa glycoprotein expressed in infected mammalian cells. All 

non-structural proteins are intracellular proteins with the exception of dengue NS1 

protein, which exists as secreted as well as a membrane associated protein. Both forms 

are demonstrated to be immunogenic [2–4]. It was also reported that NS1 is one of 7 NS 

proteins produced during viral replication. It possesses not only group specific but also 

type specific determinants and has been recognized as an important antigen in dengue 

infection [2,4,5]. A high circulating level of NS1 was demonstrated in the acute phase of 

dengue by antigen capture ELISAs [2,6]. The precise function of dengue NS1 protein 

remains unclear. However, antigen detection of non-structural dengue antigens may be of 

benefit for an early stage rapid diagnosis of infection due to its long half-life in the blood. 
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The usefulness of this study was to clone and express of DEN-1 full-length NS1 gene in 

Escherichia coli, for future development of monoclonal antibodies exploiting hybridoma 

and quadroma technology for rapid point of care applications. In this study, we report the 

successful cloning and very high-level expression of the NS1 protein and purification 

from E.coli as inclusion bodies and subsequent refolding. 

 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Vector and chemicals 

Restriction endonucleases and modifying enzymes were purchased from New England 

Biolabs [Mississauga, Canada]. The anti-His6 MAb was purchased from Novagen Inc. 

[Madison, USA]. Prestained low range protein molecular weight markers, 40% 

acrylamide: bisacrylamide, glycine and protein assay reagents were purchased from Bio-

Rad [Mississauga, Canada]. ECL nitrocellulose membrane, X-ray film and Western 

blotting reagent were purchased from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech [BaiedUrfe, 

Quebec, Canada]. Glutathione [reduced and oxidized], sodium deoxycholate, L-arginine, 

GAM-HRPO, urea and other general molecular biology grade reagents were purchased 

from Sigma [Oakville, Canada]. Ni–NTA agarose, plasmid DNA isolation and gel 

extraction kits were obtained from Qiagen [Mississauga, Canada]. 

 

2.2.2 Construction of plasmid [pDS21NS1] 

The NS1 full-length nucleotide sequence of dengue [DEN-1] was codon optimized for 

E.coli expression and chemically synthesized by GENEART Inc., Germany. The codon 
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optimized NS1 gene, containing plasmid obtained from GENEART Inc. and the 

expression vector pBM802 [7] were digested with NdeI and EcoRI, gel purified and 

ligated. The ligation mixtures were transformed in E.coli top 10 cells and bacterial 

colonies were analyzed by plasmid DNA isolation and restriction digestion fragment 

mapping [8]. 

 

2.2.3 Analysis of recombinant clones 

Single bacterial colonies were cultured in 2 ml TB medium [8] containing 5 µg/ml of 

tetracycline [Tet5] and were incubated overnight at 37 ºC with shaking [250 rpm]. The 

overnight culture was diluted to 1/100th volume in 10 ml fresh TB/Tet5 medium and 

grown at 37 ºC. The bacterial culture was induced when the optical density [OD600nm] 

reached approximately 0.5–0.6 with arabinose [0.2% [w/v]] overnight [~16 h] at 37 ºC, 

where as in control sample arabinose was not added. The bacterial culture of test and 

control samples were harvested by centrifugation at 5000g for 10 min at 4 ºC and the 

total cell lysate was prepared [8]. Total cell protein [TCP] was analyzed by SDS–PAGE 

using 10% polyacrylamide gel [9] with a Mini Protean III apparatus [Bio-Rad]. The 

protein gel was stained with 0.25% [w/v] Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 in 10% acetic 

acid and 45% methanol and destained with 10% acetic acid and 30% methanol. 

2.2.4 Expression optimization [Temp, Time and Inducer] 

The expression of the NS1 protein was optimized for three different temperatures, time 

durations and inducer [arabinose] concentrations. Bacterial growth condition was similar 

to that described above. For arabinose dose optimization, the bacterial culture was 

induced with different concentrations of arabinose [2%, 0.2%, 0.02%, 0.002% and 
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0.0002% [w/v]] and allowed to grow overnight [16 h] at 30 ºC. For temperature 

optimization, the bacterial culture was induced with arabinose [0.2% [w/v]] and allowed 

to grow overnight [16 h] at three different temperatures [37, 30 and 24 ºC]. For time 

optimization, the bacterial culture was induced with arabinose [0.2% [w/v]] and allowed 

to grow for 0 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h and overnight [~16 h] at 30 ºC. Total cell proteins from each 

optimization experiment were analyzed by SDS–PAGE and Western blot to select the 

ideal condition for optimum protein expression. 

2.2.5 Medium scale expression and purification 

A single bacterial colony was inoculated in 10 ml TB/Tet5 medium and allowed to grow 

overnight at 37 ºC shaker. The overnight culture was diluted [1:100] in fresh 4 X 1 L 

TB/Tet5 medium and grown at 37 ºC until an OD600nm of 0.5–0.6 was reached. 

Expression was done by optimized conditions as described in the previous section. 

Induction was initiated by adding 0.2% [w/v] arabinose and bacterial culture was 

incubated for 16 h with vigorous shaking at 30 ºC. Bacterial culture was harvested by 

centrifugation at 5000g for 20 min at 4 ºC and total cell protein [TCP] from induced and 

uninduced culture was analyzed by SDS–PAGE and Western blot probed with anti-His6 

MAb. 

2.2.6 Purification of inclusion bodies 

The purification of inclusion bodies was done according to previously published method 

[10]. Briefly, 19.6 g of bacterial wet pellet from 4 L bacterial culture was suspended in 

196 ml PBS [10 ml PBS per g of pellet] and completely lysed by passing through a 

French Press [20,000 psi]. The total cell lysate was clarified by centrifugation at 27,000g 

for 30 min at 4 ºC and supernatant was collected as total soluble protein. The pellet was 
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resuspended in lysis buffer [Table 2.1] and then 2% sodium deoxycholate was added. The 

mixture was incubated at room temperature for 30 min with gentle shaking and 

centrifuged at 27,000g for 30 min at 4 ºC. The pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer and 

washed thrice at 27,000g for 20 min at 4 ºC to completely remove sodium deoxycholate. 

2.2.7 Immobilized Metal Affinity Chromatography (IMAC) purification  

Inclusion bodies were solubilized in denaturing buffer B [Table 2.1] for 1 h at room 

temperature with gentle shaking. Solubilized denatured rNS1 proteins from insoluble 

materials were separated by centrifugation at 27,000g for 30 min at 4 ºC. Final yield of 

solubilized denatured protein was determined by protein assay using BSA as the standard 

protein [11]. A Ni–NTA column was prepared by loading the Ni–NTA agarose on a 

plastic column [Bio-Rad] and equilibrated with 10 bed volumes of buffer B. Twenty 

milligrams of solubilized denatured rNS1 protein was loaded on the column and the 

column was washed with 5–10 bed volumes with buffer C. After complete wash, bound 

protein was eluted with buffer D and buffer E. All the eluted fractions were analyzed by 

SDS–PAGE prior to refolding. 
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Table 2.1 Buffer used for purification of inclusion bodies and refolding 

Buffer Composition 

Lysis Buffer 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA 

Buffer B 8M Urea, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris- Cl, pH 8.0 

Buffer C 8M Urea, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris- Cl, pH 6.3 

Buffer D 8M Urea, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris- Cl, pH 5.9 

Buffer E 8M Urea, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris- Cl, pH 4.5 

TA Buffer 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 0.4 M L- arginine 
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2.2.8 Refolding   

Protein assay was done to quantitate the amount of protein eluted from the Ni–NTA 

column and it was estimated about 0.4– 0.6 mg/ml with a total amount of around 12–14 

mg. Refolding was done in three different concentrations to evaluate the best refolding 

condition. The eluted protein was adjusted to 100, 75 and 50 µg/ml with refolding TA 

buffer and refolding was done by dialysis in TA buffer in the presence of 1.0 mM GSH 

[glutathione, reduced], 0.1 mM GSSG [glutathione, oxidized] for 3 days with two 

changes at 4 ºC. Final dialysis was done in PBS pH 7.4 at 4 ºC. 

2.2.9 Western blot analysis 

TCP, inclusion bodies, IMAC eluted fractions or refolded rNS1 protein were 

electrophoresed on SDS–PAGE using 10% polyacrylamide gel and then electroblotted 

onto Hybond ECL nitrocellulose membranes [12]. The nitrocellulose membrane was 

blocked with 5% skim milk in PBST [0.1% Tween 20 in 1X PBS, pH 7.3] for overnight 

at 4 ºC. The membrane was washed four times with PBST and incubated with anti-His6 

MAb for 1 h. After washing, the membrane was incubated with HRPO labeled goat anti-

mouse IgG [GAM-HRPO] for 1 h. Finally, the membrane was washed with PBS and 

enhanced chemiluminescence based detection was performed to visualize the binding. 

2.2.10 In gel digestion 

Protein identification was performed at the Institute for Biomolecular Design, University 

of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.  Briefly, stained bands [spots] were excised and 

an automated in-gel tryptic digestion was performed on a Mass Prep Station [Micromass, 

UK].  The gel pieces were destained, reduced with DTT, alkylated with iodoacetamide, 

then digested with trypsin [Promega Sequencing Grade Modified] and the resulting 
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peptides were extracted from the gel and analyzed via LC/MS. LC/MS was performed on 

a CapLC HPLC [Waters, USA] coupled with a Q-ToF-2 mass spectrometer [Micromass, 

UK].  Tryptic peptides were separated using a linear water/acetonitrile gradient [0.2% 

formic acid] on a Picofrit reversed-phase capillary column, [5 micron BioBasic C18, 300 

Angstrom pore size, 75 micron ID x 10 cm, 15 micron tip] [New Objectives, MA, USA], 

with an in-line PepMap column [C18, 300 micron ID x 5 mm] [LC Packings, CA, USA] 

used as a loading/desalting column [13].   

 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 NS1 gene cloning and small-scale expression  

The full-length codon optimized NS1 gene was cloned in the correct reading frame with 

the His6 tag at the C-terminal and designated as pDS21NS1 for high-level expression of 

proteins as inclusion bodies in E.coli [7]. The correct size recombinant clones were 

selected for protein expression. The plasmid containing full-length NS1 gene was isolated 

for expression. Expression results showed that all the NS1 clones selected were 

expressing the target protein of approximately 46 kDa at different levels when analyzed 

by SDS– PAGE where as in control sample [without arabinose] there was no expression 

of the target protein [Fig. 2.1]. The expression of rNS1 protein was confirmed by 

Western blot probed with anti-His6 MAb. The best NS1 clone was chosen for the 

expression optimization and further studies. 
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Fig 2.1: SDS–PAGE analysis of different NS1 clones expression in E.coli. Lane M: 
standard protein molecular weight markers, lanes 1–8: clone# 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 
12, respectively, lane 9: control. 
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2.3.2 Expression optimization   [Inducer, Temp and, Time]] 

The NS1 protein was successfully expressed as inclusion bodies in E.coli. The optimal 

conditions for rNS1 protein expression were 0.2% [w/v] arabinose concentrations [Fig. 

2.2A], 30ºC temperature [Fig. 2.2B] and 16 h induction time [Fig. 2.2C]. 
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Fig 2.2: Expression optimization. [A] SDS–PAGE analysis of arabinose 
concentration dependent rNS1 protein expression. Bacterial cultures were induced 
with different concentrations of arabinose and grown at 30 ºC for overnight. Lane 
M: standard protein molecular weight markers, lanes 1–5: bacterial cultures were 
induced with 2%, 0.2%, 0.02%, 0.002%, 0.0002% arabinose [w/v], respectively, lane 
6: control. [B] SDS–PAGE analysis of temperature dependent rNS1 protein 
expression. Bacterial cultures were induced with 0.2% arabinose [w/v] and grown at 
different temperatures [37, 30 and 24 ºC] for overnight. Lane M: standard protein 
molecular weight markers, lanes 1 and 2: 37 ºC, lanes 3 and 4: 30 ºC, lanes 5 and 6: 
24 ºC. ‘‘+” indicates arabinose was added, ‘‘-” indicates arabinose was not added 
[control]. [C] SDS–PAGE analysis of time dependent rNS1 protein expression. 
Bacterial cultures were induced with 0.2% arabinose [w/v] and grown at 30 ºC for 
different time period. Lane M: standard protein molecular weight markers, lanes 1 
and 2: 0 h, lanes 3 and 4: 2 h, lanes 5 and 6: 4 h, lanes 7 and 8: 6 h, lanes 9 and 10: 
overnight [16 h]. ‘‘+” indicates arabinose was added, ‘‘-” indicates arabinose was 
not added [control]. 
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2.3.3 Medium scale of NS1 expression  

The bacterial expression vector pBM802 was designed for high level expression of 

recombinant protein in E.coli as inclusion bodies. The medium scale expression of the 

rNS1 was performed and there was high-level expression in E.coli when analyzed by 

SDS–PAGE [Fig. 2.3]. Inclusion bodies were prepared from the bacterial pellet by a 

French Press. Following complete bacterial cell lysis, the insoluble inclusion bodies were 

separated from total soluble protein by centrifugation. The pellet was washed with 

sodium deoxycholate and subsequently washed with lysis buffer to remove any sodium 

deoxycholate. The final yield of denatured soluble inclusion bodies was estimated to be 

approximately 230–250 mg/L of initial bacterial culture. The purity of the inclusion 

bodies along with different washes was analyzed by SDS–PAGE. 
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Fig 2.3: SDS–PAGE analysis of medium scale production of rNS1 protein. Lane M: 
standard protein molecular weight markers, lanes 1–4: bacterial culture flask 1–4 
[f1–f4], respectively, lane 5: control. 
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2.3.4 Purification and refolding 

The rNS1 protein was predominantly expressed in E.coli as inclusion bodies. The rNS1 

protein was isolated from inclusion bodies from bacterial shake flask culture and purified 

by IMAC chromatography under denaturing conditions [Fig. 2.4A]. The purity of the 

eluted rNS1 protein was analyzed by SDS–PAGE prior to refolding. Renaturing 

conditions, protein concentrations in the refolding buffer as well as suitable buffer 

compositions are important to simulate correct folding, formation of the proper disulfide 

bond and proper association of different domains. It has been reported that the presence 

of arginine in refolding buffer played an important role in solubilization, inhibiting the 

aggregation of refolding intermediates and thus increases the yield of the refolded protein 

[14]. It has been previously demonstrated in literature that addition of GSH/GSSG into 

the refolding buffer facilitates disulfide bond formation and thus enhances renaturation of 

the protein [15]. The refolding step was done for 3 days by dialysis and any aggregate 

formed during refolding was removed by centrifugation. The supernatant was collected as 

refolded rNS1 for further use. Thus the in vitro refolding proved to be successful in 

recovering soluble protein expressed in E.coli as inclusion bodies. The purification steps 

and yield of rNS1 protein from 1 L of E.coli culture are summarized in Table 2. The 

purity of the refolded rNS1 protein was evident from the SDS–PAGE [Fig. 2.4B] and 

Western blot [Fig. 2.4C] with a single band of approximate molecular weight of 46 kDa. 

Its purity was estimated to be greater than 90%. 
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Fig 2.4: IMAC purification and refolding. [A] SDS–PAGE analysis of IMAC 
purified rNS1 protein. Lane M: standard protein molecular weight markers, lane 1: 
unbound protein, lanes 2 and 3: washes, lanes 4 and 5: elutions. [B] SDS–PAGE 
analysis of refolded rNS1 protein. Lane M: standard protein molecular weight 
markers, lanes 1–3: recovered rNS1 protein refolded at 50, 75, 100 µg/ml, 
respectively. [C] Western blot analysis of refolded rNS1 protein probed with anti-
His6 MAb. Lanes 1–3: recovered rNS1 protein refolded at 50, 75, 100 µg/ mL 
respectively. 
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2.3.5 In Gel Digestion 

Protein identification from the generated LC/MS data was done by searching the NCBI 

[National Center for Biotechnology Information] non-redundant database [Database: 

NCBInr 20071130 [5678482 sequences; 1961803296 residues]] using Mascot Daemon 

search methodology [http://www.matrixscience.com]. Mascot search results showed 

significant hits for the DEN-1 polyprotein which includes NS1 [gi|20135604 polyprotein 

(dengue virus type 1)]. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

Rapid diagnostics of any infectious disease can lead to early therapeutic intervention of 

probable cases as well as suspected cases. In many viral diseases, virus shedding is 

greatest during the early symptomatic phase, i.e. around and immediately following the 

onset of symptoms. It has been reported that the NS1 antigen was found circulating from 

the first day after the onset of symptoms up to day 9. The NS1 levels ranged from 0.04 to 

2 µg/ml in acute phase serum samples [from day 0 to 7], and the level for a convalescent 

phase serum [day 8 and later] was 0.04 µg/ml. In secondary phase infection, NS1 levels 

ranged from 0.01 to 2 µg/ml and were not detectable in convalescent phase sera. An 

antigen capture ELISA has been developed for detection of serum NS1 early in primary 

and secondary dengue infection [6]. According to these studies the presence of NS1 in 

human sera can be confirmed between days 0 and 9 [16,17] and with a peak at days 6–10 

[18]. Dengue NS1 antigen testing is suggested as a helpful tool for the early diagnosis of 

dengue infection after the onset of fever [19,20]. Commercially available dengue NS1 

antigen capture ELISA has been evaluated for the detection of NS1 from patient’s 
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samples in different stages [17, 20–22]. It is therefore an important antigen for rapid viral 

diagnosis. It has been reported in the literature that different expression systems have 

been exploited for NS1 expression and with a typical yield of 10–30 mg/L in bacteria 

[23], 25 mg/L of multi-epitope dengue protein in bacteria [24] and 70 mg/L in yeast [25]. 

Successful expression of NS1 protein has also been reported in both baculovirus and 

mammalian expression systems [26–29]. Here, we have also exploited the bacterial 

expression system for the production of rNS1 protein. Bacterial expression is perhaps the 

most commonly employed expression system for the production of non-glycosylated 

recombinant proteins. The organism is relatively simple to manipulate and the small scale 

analysis of many different parameters can be optimized in a short period of time. This 

allows the rapid identification and optimization of several growth and induction 

conditions for medium scale production. Many eukaryotic genes cannot be expressed 

efficiently in the E.coli host due to the difference in codon preference as well as toxicity 

of foreign protein and mRNA instability for the expression of protein encoded by the 

gene. It is also a very well known fact that heterologously expressed eukaryotic proteins 

are not post-translationally modified when it is expressed in E.coli. It is also difficult to 

express as soluble protein or facilitate the secretion of expressed protein into the culture 

medium. In addition, proteins expressed in large amounts tend to precipitate, forming 

inclusion bodies [10, 30, 31] and present an advantage with respect to higher yield and 

especially the purification of expressed protein. It has been demonstrated in the literature 

that genes can be codon optimized to the host translational system with the significantly 

higher expression level than native genes [7]. Based on this knowledge, we have obtained  

the codon optimized NS1 gene from GENEART Inc. for expression in E.coli. In the 

present study, we have cloned and purified the dengue NS1 protein in E.coli for the 
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development of monoclonal antibody and subsequently bispecific antibodies for early 

diagnostic applications. NS1 gene was cloned under the control of the pBAD promoter 

for high-level expression of recombinant protein as inclusion bodies in the bacterial 

cytoplasm. The final yield of purified inclusion bodies was estimated by Bradford protein 

assay [11] to be approximately 230– 250 mg/L of initial bacterial culture which is 10- to 

25-fold higher compared to previous reports using the native NS1 gene sequence. We 

have expressed several viral antigens in E.coli exploiting codon optimized genes and the 

NS1 expression is the most robust yield we have achieved [Table 2.3]. The bacterial cell 

lysis by French Press and washing steps with detergent were used successfully to purify 

inclusion bodies from soluble protein. SDS–PAGE analysis clearly demonstrated that 

lysis by French Press and several washings with lysis buffer increased the purity of the 

inclusion bodies since the bulk of the E.coli soluble proteins were separated. The purity 

of inclusion bodies was also judged by SDS–PAGE and Western blot. The purification 

method exploits the immobilized metal affinity chromatography [IMAC] under 

denaturing conditions. The effectively adsorbed His-tagged protein could be purified to 

homogeneity [10]. IMAC purification under denaturing conditions yielded significant 

amount of pure rNS1 protein with a single band as judged by SDS–PAGE and with a 

typical yield of 60– 80% of starting denatured inclusion bodies [Table 2.2]. Most 

recombinant proteins are expressed in E.coli as inclusion bodies and different refolding 

methods have been reported to renature proteins from inclusion bodies [10,32]. The 

IMAC eluted rNS1 protein was refolded in TA buffer in the presence of a redox pair 

[GSH/GSSG] with three different protein concentrations [Table 2.4].  
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Table 2.2. Purification of dengue rNS1 protein from E.coli in 1 L culture. 

Purification Steps Total protein [mg] rNS1 [mg] Recovery [%] 

Inclusion bodies 250 232 92.8 

IMAC elutionsa 20 12 60 

Refolding 12 12 100 
a In each batch of IMAC purification, 20 mg of protein was used 

 

Table 2.3. Expression yields of various codon optimized genes 

Protein Yield [mg/L] Reference 

SARS- CoV NP 70 [7] 

Dengue NS1 230-250 This report 

H5N1 HA1 15-20 Unpublished 

 

Table 2.4. Different refolding conditions and yield. 

Protein GSH: GSSG 

[mM] 

Refolding TA Buffer Protein Conc. 

In Refolding 

buffer [µg/ml] 

Yield [%] 

rNS1 1: 0.1 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 0.4 M 

L- arginine 

100 No aggregation 

[100] 

rNS1 1: 0.1 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 0.4 M 

L- arginine 

75 No aggregation 

[100] 

rNS1 1: 0.1 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 0.4 M 

L- arginine 

50 No aggregation 

[100] 
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There are 12 cysteines conserved among NS1 proteins of flaviviruses that form disulfide 

bond [S–S] which suggests an important role in structure and function of the protein. The 

crystal structure of NS1 protein is yet not known but Wallis et al. has predicted 6 

disulfide bonds present in the dengue NS1 protein [33]. Therefore the addition of 

GSH/GSSG into the refolding buffer which maintained the oxidizing environment 

enhances S–S bond formation and hence increases the solubility of the recombinant 

protein [15, 34]. The protein concentration plays a crucial role in refolding conditions and 

it was observed that when the concentration was above 100 µg/ mL, aggregation was 

evident. The purity of the refolded protein was judged by SDS–PAGE [Fig. 2.4B] and 

Western blot [Fig. 2.4C] data indicated that anti-His6 MAb reacted with a single band of 

around 46 kDa, suggesting that we had successfully purified rNS1. The identity of 

purified rNS1 protein was confirmed by in vitro gel digestion, mass spectrometry, and 

NCBI non-redundant database searching. The refolded rNS1 antigen is being used to 

immunize mice to develop monoclonal antibodies. The polyclonal antibodies from mouse 

serum were strongly reacting with recombinant antigen [Fig. 2.5A] in Western blot [Fig. 

2.5B]. The rNS1 protein will be useful to select a pair of monoclonal antibodies with 

non-overlapping different specificities for antigen capture ELISA and point of care rapid 

assays [35]. In addition, the rNS1 antigen based ELISA could be the basis of developing 

a sensitive serum diagnostic to monitor dengue outbreaks by detecting the early human 

anti-dengue antibodies. 
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Fig 2.5: SDS–PAGE analysis of refolded rNS1 protein. [A] Lane M: standard 
protein molecular weight markers, lane 1: refolded rNS1 protein. [B] Western blot 
analysis of refolded rNS1 protein probed with mouse anti-NS1 polyclonal 
antibodies. Lane 1: refolded rNS1 protein. 
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MONOSPECIFIC AND BISPECIFIC ANTIBODIES 
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3.1 Introduction 
 

Dengue is one of the leading vector borne diseases worldwide, and more than 100 

million people are infected every year [1,2,3]. Dengue fever is an important mosquito-

borne viral disease of humans. This has been a recurrent phenomenon throughout the 

tropics in the past decade. During 2002, more than 30 Latin American countries reported 

over a million dengue fever [DF] cases with large number of dengue hemorrhagic fever 

[DHF]. Annually, there are an estimated 100-million dengue virus infections worldwide 

[4]. Increasingly cases of the more severe and potentially lethal DHF and dengue shock 

syndrome [DSS] are reported with children bearing much of the disease burden. Dengue 

virus is endemic in at least 100 countries worldwide and causes more human cases than 

any other mosquito-borne virus. The mortality rate of DHF in most countries is 5%, 

primarily among children and young adults. In several Asian countries, this virus is the 

leading cause of hospitalization and death in children. There have been a large number of 

dengue epidemics that resulted in enormous economic and human loss in parts of Asia 

and South America [5]. Hence, there is an urgent need for diagnostic, prophylactic and 

therapeutic reagents to manage DHF. Dengue virus has four serotypes, which are 

antigenically distinct [6]. Among those, the dengue virus non-structural [NS] 1 protein is 

a 46–50 kDa glycoprotein expressed in infected mammalian cells. All 7 NS proteins are 

intracellular proteins with the exception of dengue NS1 protein, which exists as secreted 

as well as a membrane-associated protein. Both forms are demonstrated to be 

immunogenic [7-9]. It was also reported that NS1 is one of 7 NS proteins produced 

during viral replication. It possesses not only group specific but also type specific 

determinants and has been recognized as an important antigen in dengue infection 
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[7,9,10]. A high circulating level of NS1 was demonstrated in the acute phase of dengue 

by antigen capture ELISAs [7,11]. The precise function of dengue NS1 protein remains 

unclear. However, antigen detection of non-structural dengue antigens may be of benefit 

for an early stage rapid diagnosis of infection due to its long half-life in the blood. At 

present there are no vaccines or drugs available to counter this deadly disease and 

diagnosis of infections particularly in endemic regions are clinical [12]. Dengue causes a 

range of syndromes ranging from asymptomatic infection to a severely debilitating and 

life threatening hemorrhagic condition [13]. Detection of non-structural dengue proteins 

will be of great importance for an early stage rapid diagnosis of infection as a result of its 

long half-life in the blood [1]. Morbidity and mortality incidence can be significantly 

reduced with early and accurate detection [14]. Dengue NS1 antigen screening is one of 

the important tools for early detection of dengue infection after the onset of fever [2,3]. 

BsMAbs have many applications in the area of immunodetection and have been 

exploited previously for the targeted drug delivery, vaccine development and gene 

therapy [3,15,16]. In this study, we have produced monoclonal antibodies, and bispecific 

antibodies against dengue NS1 protein. The monoclonal antibodies were characterized by 

dengue NS1 recombinant antigen based ELISA, SDS-PAGE and Western blot. The 

isotypes of the antibodies were also determined, and subsequently used to develop 

preliminary a specific and sensitive antigen capture ELISA for the detection of dengue 

NS1. The sensitivity and specificity of a preliminary antigen capture ELISA was also 

assessed. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 
 

3.2.1 Materials  

 
Fetal bovine serum [FBS] was obtained from PAA cell culture company [Ontario, 

Canada] and streptomycin–penicillin–glutamine was obtained from Gibco [NY, USA]. 

Polyethylene glycol [PEG] 1300–1600, HAT and HT supplement, goat anti-mouse IgG 

conjugated with horseradish peroxidase [GAM–HRPO], bovine serum albumin [BSA], 

fluorescein isothiocyanate [FITC], tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate [TRITC], 

horseradish peroxidase [Type VI], protein G-agarose were purchased from Sigma [St. 

Louis, MO, USA]. Cell strainers for collection of spleen and streptavidin–HRPO [St–

HRPO] were obtained from BD Biosciences Pharmingen [MA, USA]. Hyperflasks were 

purchased from Corning [NY, USA]. Tetramethylbenzidine [TMB] and hydrogen 

peroxide [H2O2] detecting reagent was obtained from KPL laboratories [Gaithersburg, 

MD, USA]. Slide-A-LyzerR for dialysis was obtained from Pierce [Rockford, IL, USA]. 

TMB stabilized substrate for HRP was obtained from Promega Corporation [Madison, 

USA]. Non-sterile flat bottom 96-well ELISA plates were obtained from Nunc 

International Maxisorp [Rochester, NY, USA]. Sterile flat bottom 96-well cell culture 

plates for hybridoma clone production, cell culture flat bottom plates and cell culture 

flasks respectively, were obtained from Corning Incorporated [NY, USA].   
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3.2.2 Preparation of Dengue non-structural protein [NS1] 

 

A full-length codon optimized NS1 gene was cloned in a bacterial expression 

vector and the expressed protein was purified from E.coli cultures [1]. The gene was 

cloned in correct reading frame with His6 tag at the C-terminal end for high-level 

expression within inclusion bodies of E.coli. Restriction digestion mapping and SDS-

PAGE showed that the right size clones [48kDa] were selected. Immobilized metal-

affinity chromatography [IMAC] was used under denaturing conditions to adsorb the 

His6-tagged protein to finally elute the pure NS1.  The glycosylated NS1 was used to 

generate anti-NS1 MAbs, and for screening bsMAbs, 

A single bacterial colony was inoculated in 10 ml Terrific Broth/Tet5 medium and 

grown overnight at 37ºC shaker. The overnight culture was diluted [1:100] in fresh 1 L 

TB/Tet5 medium and grown at 37 ºC until an OD600nm of 0.5–0.6 was reached. NS1 

induction was done by adding 0.2% [w/v] arabinose according to optimized parameters 

and bacterial culture was further incubated for 16 h with vigorous shaking at 30 ºC. 

Culture was harvested by centrifugation at 5000g for 20 min at 4 ºC and the pellet was 

subject to determine total cell protein [TCP] from induced and uninduced culture. The 

NS1 protein was further analyzed by SDS–PAGE and also by Western blot probed with 

anti-His6 MAb. 

The pellet [5 g of bacterial wet pellet] from 1 L bacterial culture was suspended in 

50 ml Phosphate Buffered Saline [PBS] and completely lysed by passing through a 

French Press [20,000 psi]. The total cell lysate was clarified by centrifugation at 27,000g 

for 30 min at 4 ºC and supernatant was collected as total soluble protein. The pellet was 

resuspended in lysis buffer and then 2% sodium deoxycholate was added. The mixture 
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was incubated at room temperature for 30 min with gentle shaking and centrifuged at 

27,000g for 30 min at 4 ºC. The pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer and washed three 

times at 27,000g for 20 min at 4ºC to completely remove sodium deoxycholate.  

 

3.2.3 IB solubilization and immobilized metal affinity chromatography [IMAC] 

purification 

 

The washed pellets, inclusion bodies, were solubilized in denaturing buffer [8M 

Urea, 100mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.0] for 1 h at room temperature [RT] with 

gentle shaking. Solubilized denatured recombinant NS1 proteins from insoluble materials 

were separated by centrifugation at 27,000 X g for 30 min at 4 ºC. A Ni–NTA column 

was prepared by loading the Ni–NTA agarose on a plastic column [Bio-Rad] and 

equilibrated with 10 bed volumes of the denaturing buffer. Twenty milligrams of 

solubilized denatured His6 tagged rNS1 protein were loaded on the column and the 

column was washed with 5–10 bed volumes with washing buffer [8M Urea, 100mM 

NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 6.3]. After complete wash, bound protein was eluted with 

elution buffer [8M Urea, 100mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 5.9] and subsequently 

with the same elution buffer at pH 4.5. The eluted fractions were analyzed by SDS–

PAGE prior to refolding. 

 
3.2.4 Refolding 

 

Protein assay was done to quantitate the amount of protein eluted from the Ni–

NTA column with a total amount of ~4 mg. Refolding was done in three different 

concentrations to evaluate the best refolding condition. The eluted protein was adjusted to 
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100, 75 and 50 µg/ml with refolding Tris-Arginine buffer. The refolding was done by 

dialysis in Tris-Arginine buffer in the presence of 1.0 mM GSH [glutathione, reduced], 

0.1 mM GSSG [glutathione, oxidized] for 3 days with two changes at 4 ºC. Final dialysis 

was done in PBS pH 7.4 at 4 ºC. 

 

3.2.5 Western blot analysis 

 

Total cell protein, inclusion bodies, IMAC eluted fractions or refolded dengue 

NS1 protein were electrophoresed on SDS–PAGE and then electroblotted onto Hybond 

ECL nitrocellulose membranes. The nitrocellulose membrane was blocked with 5% skim 

milk in PBST [0.1% Tween 20 in PBS, pH 7.3] for overnight at 4 ºC. The membrane was 

washed four times with PBST and incubated with anti-His6 MAb for 1 h. After washing, 

the membrane was incubated with HRPO labeled goat anti-mouse IgG [GAM-HRPO] for 

1 h. Finally, the membrane was washed with PBS and enhanced chemiluminescence 

based detection was performed to determine the binding. 

 

3.2.6 Preparation of anti-dengue NS1 mouse monoclonal hybridomas 

 

 6–8 week old female BALB/c mice were immunized 3 times intraperitoneally 

with 25 ng of NS1 antigen on day 0, and 14 using complete and incomplete Freund’s 

adjuvant, respectively, and finally with 10 µg of antigen on day 28 using PBS [pH 7.3] 

[Table 3.1]. The immune response to the antigen was assessed by measuring the serum 

titer in mouse using indirect ELISA [Figure 3.1]. The mice with highest titer were 

ethically sacrificed and their spleens collected on day 3 after the last antigen injection. 

The splenocytes were fused with Sp2/0 murine myeloma cell line [ATCC #CRL 1581, 
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negative HGPRT] at a ratio of 5:1 using 50% [w/v] polyethylene glycol [PEG] according 

to the previously established technique [17]. The anti-dengue NS1 hybridomas obtained 

from five mice were then harvested and characterized by ELISA. These MAbs were used 

to generate quadromas.   
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Fig. 3.1 Titer of ELISA indicating serum titer in mice immunized with recombinant 
dengue recombinant NS1 antigen. Values are the means of triplicate samples. Vertical 
bars indicate the Standard Deviation. 
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Time [days] 
NS1 

antigen 
Adjuvant 

Injection 

volume 
Route 

  Check pre-immune titer from mice via tail bleed 

Day 0  25 µg CFA 0.2 ml IP 

Day 14  25 µg IFA 0.2 ml IP 

Day 21  10 µg PBS 0.2 ml IP 

Day 24 
Check titer from mice followed by hybridoma 

fusion 

Table 3.1 Immunization protocol of balb/c mice with recombinant NS1 antigen 

for MAb production 
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3.2.7 Screening of MAbs by indirect ELISA 

 

Antibody secretion by each of the five hybridoma cells was detected by indirect 

ELISA. 100 µL of purified dengue NS1 protein [10 µg/ mL] was used per for coating 96 

well plates [Nunc-Immuno MaxisorbTM plates, Nunc] overnight at 4ºC. To avoid 

nonspecific binding, the wells were blocked with 2% BSA, for 2 h at 37ºC. After 

washing, the wells were incubated with 100 µL supernatant from each hybridoma clone 

for 2 h at 37 ºC. The wells were washed three times with PBS and the bound antibodies 

were detected using goat anti mouse IgG conjugated with horseradish peroxidase [GAM-

HRPO] [Sigma] as secondary antibody at a 1:10, 000 dilution for 1 h at 37 ºC. 100 µL of 

TMB substrate was finally added to the wells. After 15 min of color development, optical 

density was measured at 650 nm at Vmax kinetic ELISA plate reader. Clones having 

ELISA values three times higher than in the blank were considered positive. Serum of 

non-immunized mouse was used as negative control. Positive sera from hyper immunized 

mice and RPMI media were used as positive control and blank, respectively. 

 

3.2.8 Cloning and recloning of anti dengue NS1 hybridomas 

 

Best clones of each hybridoma were selected for further cloning and recloning. 

Hybridoma containing high titer of MAb were grown in culture media [RPMI with 1% 

PSG and 5% FBS] and subsequently by limiting dilution, 1 cell/well of each hybridoma 

was added in 96-well plates and incubated in a CO2 incubator at 37ºC. In about 2 weeks, 

cell clusters appear and the MAbs are screened for dengue NS1 by indirect ELISA. Re-

clonings were repeated until 100% cloning efficiency was attained. 
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3.2.9 Production of MAb supernatant 

 

The five anti dengue NS1 MAbs were cultured in large scale by two methods. In 

the first method cells were grown in small 75 mm3 flasks and then expanded in large 175 

mm3 flasks.  The supernatant were then harvested and stored at -200C. The cells in the 

flasks were then resuspended again with fresh media.  In the second method, 

HYPERflaskTM [bioreactor] was used to produce large volumes of MAb supernatant. 

Cells were cultured in 25 mm3 flasks and then seeded in to the HYPERflaskTM. The 

supernatant was collected and stored when the cells undergo cell death. Fresh cell 

cultures were then used to seed the HYPERflaskTM for continuous cell culture. RPMI-

1640 with, 5% v/v FBS and supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 50 U/mL penicillin 

and streptomycin was used and production was in an CO2 incubator at 370C. 

 

3.2.10 Relative affinity analysis of anti dengue NS1 antibodies 

 

All the MAbs were analysed for affinity against the dengue NS1 antigen by 

indirect ELISA with modifications. 96-well plates were immobilized with different 

dilutions of NS1 overnight at 4ºC and were subsequently washed and blocked. Following 

this, the MAbs were added in triplicates at a concentration of 10 µg/ mL. The bound 

antigen was detected by GAM-HRPO followed by addition of TMB substrate as 

mentioned earlier. Results were comparable to values obtained while performing titer 

check prior to hybridoma development. 
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3.2.11 Crossreactivity of anti dengue NS1 antibodies 

 

The MAbs generated were analysed by ELISA and Western blot against other 

viral proteins available in our laboratory which included SARS nucleoprotein, SARS S1, 

Dengue envelope, Western equine encephalitis E1 and Ebola GP1. 

 

3.2.12 Cell lines for quadroma fusion 

 

Mouse anti-dengue NS1 hybridoma and rat anti-HRPO YP4 hybridoma were 

chosen for developing quadromas. The anti-HRPO YP4 is a well-characterized rat 

hybridoma. It was selected for drug resistance to 8-azaguanine, making it sensitive to 

aminopterine in HAT medium. YP4 hybridoma secretes monospecific anti-horseradish 

peroxidase [HRPO] antibodies [IgG2a] and was gifted by the late Dr. C. Milstein, 

Medical Research Council for Molecular Biology, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 

 

3.2.13 Development of anti-dengue NS1/anti-HRPO quadromas 

 

The production of anti-dengue NS1/anti-HRPO quadromas involved maintaining 

the two hybridoma cell lines in logarithmic growth phase containing RPMI medium with 

5% FBS at 37ºC supplemented with 5% CO2. A stock solution of tetramethyl rhodamine 

isothiocyanate [TRITC, 0.5 mg/mL] or fluorescein isothiocyanate [FITC, 0.5 mg/mL] 

was diluted in 1:5 ratios to be used as the working solution. The following steps as 

reported earlier were then followed for successful completion of a quadroma fusion 

[18,19]. Briefly, 2×107 cells/ mL of anti-dengue NS1 hybridomas and YP4 hybridomas 

were separately resuspended in RPMI pH 7.4 and 6.8, respectively. Anti-dengue NS1 

hybridomas were then labeled with TRITC [red fluorescence] and YP4 cells were labeled 
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with FITC [green fluorescence]. Following 30 min incubation at 37 ºC in a 5% CO2 

incubator, the cell suspensions were washed and mixed in a 50 mL tube and centrifuged 

at 459 × g for 7 min.  Two mL of PEG was added to the cell pellet slowly over a period 

of 2 min, with gentle mixing. Following addition of PEG, the cell suspension was 

incubated at 37ºC for 3 min.  Twenty mL of serum free RPMI medium was added to 

dilute the toxic effects of PEG. Flow cytometry [FACSAria, Becton Dickinson] with an 

argon ion 488 nm air cooled laser [Dept of Medical Microbiology and Immunology, 

University of Alberta] was used to sort cells with dual fluorescence and seeded at 1 

cell/well in 96-well sterile culture plates with RPMI containing 20% FBS. The plates 

were incubated at 37 ºC with 5% CO2. The clones were screened twice by bridge ELISA. 

The best clones were subject to recloning to select strong positive and highly specific 

quadroma secreting bsMAbs against dengue NS1. 

 

3.2.14 Screening method to detect quadromas secreting bsMAb [bridge ELISA] 

 

The 96-well plate was coated with 5 µg/mL purified dengue NS1 protein 

overnight at 4ºC. Non specific sites were blocked with 2% bovine serum lbumin [BSA] at 

37ºC for 2 h. The plate was then washed three times with Phosphate Buffered Saline – 

0.05% Tween 20 [PBS-T]. 100 µL of various quadroma cell culture supernatants was 

serially diluted with PBS-BSA and added followed by incubation for 1 h at 37 ºC.  100 

µL of 10 µg/mL [diluted in 2% DBSA] HRPO was added to the microtiter plate followed 

by washing with PBS-T three times. 100 ìL of TMB substrate was finally added to the 

wells. Positive quadromas secreting bsMAb were selected after 15 min of color 

development, measured at 650 nm at Vmax ELISA plate reader. PBS was used as blank 

and negative controls were wells not having dengue NS1 antigen. 
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3.2.15 Purification of monospecific MAbs 

 

Cell culture supernatant comprising MAbs were centrifuged at 4 °C at 7900 rpm 

for 30 min to remove the cells. The crude supernatant was loaded on to a Protein-G 

sepharose column equilibrated with PBS at pH 7.4. The bound immunoglobulins were 

eluted by 0.1 M glycine, pH 2.8 and the fractions were neutralized with 1 M Tris pH 9. 

The pooled elutes were finally dialyzed with three changes of PBS at pH 7.2 [Figure 3.2]. 
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Fig. 3.2 Purification Profile of anti NS1 MAb using affinity chromatography 
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3.2.16 Subclass determination of MAbs 

 
The immunoglobulin subclass was determined using the Isostrip mouse 

monoclonal antibody isotyping kit according to instructions from the manufacturer 

[Roche, USA].   

 

3.2.17 Affinity purification of HRPO labeled bispecific antibodies [bsMAbs] 

 

The purification of the quadromas was carried out by a novel method using m-

aminophenylboronic acid agarose column [APBA] established in our laboratory [20]. The 

APBA column was briefly saturated with HRPO to capture the bsMAb along with the 

monoclonal anti-HRPO MAb, leading to eliminating the monoclonal anti-dengue NS1 

species. Following a thorough washing with potassium phosphate buffer, the bound 

antibodies were eluted with potassium phosphate buffer containing 0.1M sorbitol. The 

pooled elutes were finally dialyzed with PBS at pH 7.2. Protein estimation was done by 

Bradford assay [21]. 
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3.3 Results 
 

3.3.1 Production of Anti–Dengue NS1 MAbs 

 

Fusion of spleen cells from all the Balb/C mice (5 in total) immunized with 

recombinant dengue NS1 and SP2/0 murine myeloma cells produced multi-hybridoma 

clones secreting MAbs against dengue NS1 protein. Five positive hybridoma clones 

[P148.1, P148.7, P148.9, P148.L1 and P148.L2] were selected by indirect ELISA for 

production of MAbs against dengue NS1 protein. 

 

3.3.2 Purification of MAbs 

 

Each of the five hybridomas was grown in large quantities in bioreactors and the 

supernatant was purified through a protein G column. P148.L1 and P148.L2 showed high 

yields of MAbs at 0.812 mg/mL and 0.790 mg/mL (mean concentration obtained with 5 

batches of 1500 mL each MAb supernatant purified), respectively [Table 3.2].  
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Anti dengue NS1 MAb Concentration [mg/mL] Total amount of protein 

recovered [mg] 

P148.1 0.757 11.35 

P148.7 0.634 9.51 

P148.9 0.688 10.32 

P148.L1 0.812 12.18 

P148.L2 0.790 11.85 

Table 3.2 Anti dengue NS1 MAb yield after affinity purification (Mean of 5 batches of 

MAb supernatant purified. Each batch volume of 1500 mL) 
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 3.3.3 Isotype determination of MAbs 

 

Isotyping of the five MAbs was done by using a commercially available isotyping 

kit [Roche]. Results confirmed that the heavy chain of three of the anti dengue NS1 

MAbs [P148.1, P148.7, and P148.9] was of the IgG1 type whereas that of P148.L1 and 

P148.L2 was of the IgG2 type. The light chain was found to be kappa for all of the MAbs. 

 

3.3.4 Cross reactivity analysis 

 

Cross reactivity analysis with the aforementioned proteins by Western blot and 

ELISA confirmed the specificity of the MAbs for the dengue NS1 protein, indicating that 

the MAbs could not react to Ebola protein SARS S1, SARS NP, Ebola GP1, Western 

Equine Encephalitis E1 both in ELISA and Western blot [Table 3.3]. 
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Type of Antigen Reactivity 

Dengue type 1 NS1 + 

SARS S1 - 

SARS NP - 

Ebola GP1 - 

Western Equine Encephalitis E1 - 

PBS [Negative Control] - 

Table 3.3 Cross reactivity of anti dengue NS1 MAbs by Western blot and ELISA 
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3.3.5 Specificity of the anti dengue NS1 hybridomas 

 

Specificity of the antibodies was evaluated by SDS-PAGE and subsequent 

Western blot. Analysis confirmed the specificity of purified MAbs against the dengue 

NS1 antigen [data not shown].  

 

3.3.6 Development of Anti–Dengue NS1 and HRPO Quadromas 

 

The development of anti-NS1/anti-HRPO quadromas involved maintaining the 

two hybridoma cell lines [anti-NS1 and anti-HRPO] in logarithmic growth phase 

containing RPMI medium with 10% FBS at 37 °C supplemented with 5% CO2. Trypan 

blue staining of over 90% was observed before the cells were used for fusion. A stock 

solution of tetramethyl rhodamine isothiocyanate [TRITC, 0.5 mg/mL] and fluorescein 

isothiocyanate [FITC, 0.5 mg/mL] was diluted in 1:5 ratios to be used as the working 

solution. The following steps as reported earlier were then followed for successful 

completion of a quadroma fusion [19]. Briefly, 2 × 107 cells/mL of anti-NS1 hybridomas 

[P148.L1, P148.L2] and YP4 hybridomas were separately resuspended in RPMI pH 7.4 

and 6.8, respectively. Anti-NS1 hybridomas were then labelled with TRITC [red 

fluorescence] and YP4 cells were labelled with FITC [green fluorescence]. Following 

30 min incubation at 37 °C in a CO2 incubator the hybridoma cell suspensions were 

washed and mixed in a 50 mL tube and centrifuged at 459 × g for 7 min. To the cell 

pellet, 2 mL of PEG was added drop by drop over a period of 2 min, with gentle mixing. 

Upon the addition of PEG, the cell suspension was then placed at 37 °C in a CO2 

incubator for 3 min, followed by addition of 20 mL of FBS free RPMI medium to dilute 

the toxic effects of PEG. Flow cytometry was then used to sort cells with dual 
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fluorescence and were seeded at 1 cell/well in 96 well sterile tissue culture plates with 

RPMI containing 20% FBS. The plates were incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2. The clones 

were then screened twice using a bridge ELISA [22,23]. The cloning of quadromas was 

performed based on the limiting dilution culture method. The two best clones of each 

fusion P156.1 and P156.2 were then chosen to undergo further recloning [3–4 times] to 

select positive and highly specific quadromas secreting bsMAb against Dengue NS1. The 

yield of fused quadroma cells showed 0.8% [Figure 3.3]. Successive recloning ensured 

strong and stable bsMAb production. After culture, bsMAbs from two clones were 

purified by APBA column. The yield of bsMAbs from each quadroma was 4.15 mg /L of 

culture supernatant. 
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Fig. 3.3 FACS analysis after PEG fusion of the two fluorescent hybridomas. 
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3.3.7 Bridge ELISA  

 

A bridge ELISA was done to screen the purified bsMAbs [Figure 3.4] from two 

quadromas by coating the recombinant dengue NS1 antigen and by adding P156.1 or 

P156.2 as a detecting probe.  
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Fig. 3.4 SDS-PAGE of purified bsMAb 
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Two bsMAbs showed absorbance at 0.5 and 0.55, respectively, indicating the 

high specificity of bsMAb [Table 3.4]. 

 

 

Primary 

Quadroma 

Clones 

Dilution of bsMAb supernatant for screening of positive clones 

 Neat 

 

1:10 1:100 1:1000 1:10000 Blank 

P156.1 

 

0.351 0.578 0.255 0.137 0.070 0.031 

P156.2 

 

0.313 0.539 0.209 0.115 0.045  

 

Clones after 4th recloning 

P156.1 

 

0.869 1.187 0.456 0.161 0.079 

P156.2 

 

0.836 1.240 0.413 0.144 0.064 

Table 3.4 Screening of quadroma cell lines secreting bsMAb [anti-NS1/anti-HRPO] at 

different dilutions 
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3.3.8 Direct detection of recombinant NS1 using bsMAb 

 

 Assays were done to detect NS1 protein in 96-well plate with bsMAB-HRPO 

complex as the detecting antibody. Different concentrations of the purified protein were 

immobilized on the plate. Detecting antibody concentration was 1 µg/mL and we 

achieved  very low limit of detection [Figure 3.5]. 
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Fig. 3.5 ELISA for direct detection of Dengue NS1 antigen using bsMAb. Vertical bars 
indicate the standard deviation. (X-axis: NS1 antigen concentration; Y-axis: Absorbance) 
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3.3.9 Hetero-Sandwich ELISA to detect recombinant NS1   

 

Preliminary sandwich ELISA formats were performed to detect recombinant NS1 

protein in a 96-well microtiter plate using P148.L2 or P1148.L1 MAb as the capture 

antibody [CAb] and the bsMAb–HRPO [P156.1] [Figure 3.6] complex as the detecting 

antibody [DAb] [24,25]. Evaluation of the ELISA formats for detection of NS1 showed 

that bsMAb was sensitive and capable of detecting nanogram levels of antigen [data not 

shown]. Good sensitivity coupled with minimum background was observed during 

detection of dengue NS1 when CAb concentration was 10 µg /mL and DAb concentration 

was 1 µg /mL. Further optimization of these assays would enable development of a rapid 

screening procedure for dengue suspected individuals. 
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Fig. 3.6 Sandwich ELISA for detection of Dengue NS1 antigen using bsMAb. Vertical 
bars indicate the Standard Deviation. (X-axis: NS1 antigen concentration; Y-axis: 
Absorbance) 
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3.4 Discussion 
 

The main objective of this study was to develop a panel of MAb [Figure 3.7] and 

bsMAb for dengue NS1. The P148 series of MAbs developed showed high specificity for 

recombinant dengue NS1 antigen. These panels of MAbs were analyzed against 

recombinant dengue envelope protein and other viral proteins and were found to be non 

cross-reactive.  
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Fig. 3.7 SDS-PAGE of purified anti dengue NS1 MAbs 
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The P156 series bsMAb which is functionally monovalent also shows the same 

pattern of strain reactivity [26]. This is expected since the paratope would be the same in 

both the antibodies except that the bsMAb is monovalent for each paratope. We chose the 

hybrid–hybridoma approach to generate the P156.1 and P156.2 bsMAbs from the P148 

monoclonal antibody owing to its simple method [23,24,27]. The bridge ELISA for 

screening of bsMAbs provides a specific labeling of enzyme to antibody, leaving the 

second paratope for dengue NS1 epitope binding [26,28]. More over the APBA agarose 

matrix employed for the affinity purification provide good yields of quadromas 

associated with HRPO in two steps [20,24,26]. The use of bsMAb overcomes the 

drawbacks of chemical coupling that results in inactivation of the enzyme and antibody 

component. The bsMAb approach develops a highly specific activity moiety with every 

molecule bound to HRPO. The use of bsMAb avoids the limitations of chemical coupling 

that could lead to inactivation of both enzyme and antibody components. The bsMAb 

approach generates a high specific activity tracer with every molecule bound to HRPO. 

The bsMAb has molecular uniformity unlike chemical conjugation of enzyme and 

antibody widely used. The bsMAb–HRPO conjugate provides a clean signal to 

background noise ratio and theoretically has the highest specific activity of the antibody 

tracer contributing to the higher sensitivity and lower backgrounds [19]. Our bsMAb–

HRPO along with the panel of MAbs would be used to develop an ultrasensitive and 

rapid dengue detection assay to be used in point of care settings and sudden outbreaks. 

The purity of the anti-dengue NS1 MAbs was evaluated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis [SDS-PAGE], and Western blot analysis showed the 

specificity of purified MAbs to dengue NS1 antigen [data not shown].  
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The codon-optimized recombinant NS1 gene was used to determine the 

specificity of the MAbs by Western blotting. When the protein G-purified antibodies 

were used all the MAbs were found to react specifically to full-length dengue NS1 

antigen. There was no cross-reactivity between the MAbs when reacted with other viral 

antigens [Table 3.1]. The specificity of the newly developed MAbs for dengue NS1 was 

evaluated by Western blotting. Sandwich assays with all five MAbs exhibited strong 

binding only with dengue NS1 and no cross-reactivity with other proteins was observed. 

Previous articles stated that the NS1 antigen was found circulating from day 1 after the 

onset of fever up to day 9 and NS1 levels were between 0.04 and 2 µg/mL in acute-phase 

serum samples [from day 0 to 7], and for a convalescent phase serum [day 8 and later] 

was around 0.04 µg/mL. In secondary infection, NS1 concentrations were between 0.01 

and 2 µg/mL and absolutely not detectable in convalescent-phase sera [11,29]. Dengue 

NS1 antigen analysis is reported to be an important tool for the early detection of dengue 

infection after the onset of fever [30,31]. Commercially available dengue NS1 antigen 

capture ELISA has been evaluated for the diagnosis of NS1 from clinical samples at 

various stages [29,31,32,33, 14,36]. It is therefore, an important antigen for rapid viral 

diagnosis. Our preliminary assays to screen NS1 antigen was able to detect nanogram 

levels. We designed two different formats to detect recombinant NS1 antigen. Direct 

detection method involved coating of plates with different concentrations of recombinant 

antigen and detecting with bsMAb. In this case the limit of detection was found to be 

0.0312 µg/mL whereas in the sandwich format the cut-off increased to 0.0039 µg/mL. 

Thus, our new MAbs and bsMAbs could be useful reagents for diagnostics, as well as 

functional analysis of NS1 and basic research of dengue infection. 
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Antibody capture ELISAs along with the hemagglutination inhibition [HI] test are 

routinely used techniques for the detection of dengue virus infections. The HI test was 

used to distinguish between primary and secondary dengue infections. Subsequently 

antibody capture ELISA started to be routinely used. There are several drawbacks of the 

HI test among which the most significant is its inability to detect isotype-specific 

antibody response, and furthermore high cross-reactivity of flavivirus-specific IgG 

antibodies, which make accurate diagnosis extremely complex [34, 35]. NS1 antigen 

circulates in serum from the day of infection; therefore, development of a sensitive 

antigen capture diagnostic would be very beneficial for accurate and fast detection of 

dengue for early therapeutic intervention. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Dengue fever [DF] is an acute febrile illness caused by a mosquito-borne 

flavivirus. The more severe form of DF is known as dengue hemorrhagic fever [DHF], 

and dengue shock syndrome [DSS], which can be fatal, especially among young children. 

This accounts for the majority of the 5% annual case-fatality rate in countries where DF 

is endemic [1,2,3]. Global infestation of all four dengue virus serotypes throughout the 

tropical areas has led to more severe outbreaks. Efficacy in diagnostics as well as costs, 

are important concerns for disease management. The dengue viruses are enveloped and 

contain a single, positive-sense RNA genome of about 11 kb that is composed of three 

structural protein genes that encode the nucleocapsid protein, a membrane-associated 

protein, an envelope protein, and seven nonstructural [NS] proteins [4,5]. NS proteins do 

not form a part of the virion structure, but are expressed on the surface of infected cells 

[6]. The function of NS1 is yet to be fully defined but reports mention a viral RNA role in 

replication process [7]. The nonstructural protein, NS1 is a 46- to 50-kilodalton [kDa] 

glycoprotein that is expressed in both membrane-associated and secreted forms [5,8]. 

One of the problems associated with patient management during dengue infection relates 

to quick and accurate diagnosis. Initial symptoms are often similar to other diseases such 

as malaria, which is often prevalent in areas where infection is endemic. Thus, being able 

to accurately identify the different virus strains with a rapid, cheap, and sensitive 

diagnoses, is essential for proper patient care. Common methodologies used for detection 

of dengue infection are virus isolation, RNA and specific IgM/IgG antibodies diagnosis 

in patients’ sera. In general, combinations of these methods are mostly used [9]. A 

significant limitation of these techniques, however, is time; usually, it takes from 3 to 5 

days after the onset of the symptoms to detect anti-dengue IgM and from 1 to 14 days for 
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anti-dengue IgG to become detectable [11]. Also, viral isolation is expensive and time 

consuming and requires proper cell culture infrastructure in laboratories to be confirmed. 

Cell culture propagation is inherently time consuming and thus costly. The PCR based 

methods, although sensitive, are also expensive and time consuming. Clinical access to 

this data is also limited [9]. Commercial anti-dengue antibody diagnosis is available 

however; results cannot be confirmed until at least 4-5 days after onset of suspected 

dengue infection [10].   During the acute phase of dengue infection, found in patients 

with primary and secondary symptoms, enhanced NS1 protein levels have been 

found [11]. Hence, immediate detection of the NS1 protein after the onset of suspected 

Dengue infection may prove to be a viable alternative to the other methods currently 

employed.   

The objective of the present study, therefore, is to develop a highly sensitive 

ELISA assay for the detection of dengue NS1 antigen using high affinity monoclonal 

antibody [mAb] and bispecific antibody [bsMAb] detection. In comparison to traditional 

methods employed, our diagnosis for NS1 protein is more sensitive, takes less time to 

complete, thus less money spent, while leading to, potentially, a more efficacious 

treatment. 
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

 

4.2.1 Cell line 

An anti-horse radish peroxidase [HRPO] rat hybridoma cell line [YP4], and an 

anti-dengue NS1 murine hybridoma cell line [P148], was used in this study. YP4 was a 

kind gift from the late Dr. C. Milstein [Medical Research Council for Molecular Biology, 

Cambridge, United Kingdom] while the P148 producing anti-NS1 mAb was developed 

and characterized in our laboratory.  The quadroma cell line [P156] was also developed 

in our laboratory fusing P148 and YP4. 

 

4.2.2 Other materials and reagents 

Cell culture media RPMI 1640 and penicillin-streptomycin-glutamine [PSG] were 

purchased from Gibco [Grand Island, New York, USA]. Fetal bovine serum [FBS] was 

purchased from PAA laboratories [Pasching, Austria]. Goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated 

to horseradish peroxidase [GAM-HRPO], bovine serum albumin [BSA], polyethylene 

glycol [PEG] 1300–1600, fluorescein isothiocyanate [FITC], tetramethylrhodamine 

isothiocyanate [TRITC], HRPO Type IV, protein G-agarose, m-amino phenyl boronic 

acid [m-APBA] agarose, and long chain sulfosuccinimidyl NHS biotin were purchased 

from Sigma Chemicals [St. Louis, Missouri, USA]. Streptavidin tagged HRPO [St-

HRPO] was purchased from BD Biosciences [San Jose, California, USA]. 

Tetramethylbenzidine [TMB] was purchased from BioFx Laboratory [Burlington, North 

Carolina, USA]. For Western blots, hybond-ECL nitrocellulose membranes were 

procured from Amersham Biosciences, [Freiburg, Germany] and the Western blot 

detection system was procured from GE Healthcare [Waukesha, Wisconsin, USA]. Nylon 
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fibre swabs were bought from Micro Rheologics [Brescia, Italy]. Non-sterile flat bottom 

NUNC maxisorp 96-well ELISA plates were purchased from VWR [Ontario, Canada]. 

Fluorescence activated cell sorter, FACS Aria [BD Biosciences, USA], was accessed 

from the Department of Medical, Microbiology and Immunology, University of Alberta. 

For protein purification, we used a Biologic Duoflow system [Bio-Rad, USA] while the 

ELISA absorbance was read using a Versa max microplate reader [Molecular Devices, 

USA]. Rabbit serum was obtained from the Health Sciences Laboratory Animal Services 

[HSLAS], University of Alberta. 

 

4.2.3 Protein preparation 

The full length dengue virus type 1 NS1 nucleotide sequence was codon optimized for 

prokaryotic expression and synthesized from GENEART [Burlington, Ontario, Canada]. 

The optimized NS1 gene was PCR amplified and cloned in the correct reading frame in 

pBM802 vector along with the His6 tag at the C-terminal for enhanced expression of 

proteins in inclusion bodies of E.coli. The recombinant clones were analyzed by 

restriction digestion fragment mapping and the correct clones were subsequently selected 

for protein expression. Protein purification was done by IMAC chromatography from 

inclusion bodies according to a previous protocol [12]. The NS1 protein was used to 

develop anti-NS1 mAb and bsMAb for the development of this ultrasensitive 

immunoassay.  

4.2.4   Preparation of anti dengue NS1 hybridomas 

Immunizations were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the 

Institutional Animal care and use committee. Six to eight week old female BALB/c mice 

(n=5) were immunized intraperitoneally 3 times with 25 µg of dengue envelope antigen 
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on day 0, and 14 using complete and incomplete Freund’s adjuvant, and once with 10 µg 

of antigen on day 28 using phosphate buffered saline [PBS] pH 7.3. The humoral immune 

response to the antigen was assessed by measuring the titer of polyclonal antibody in 

mouse serum using indirect ELISA. The mice with highest titer were splenectomized on 

day 3 after the last antigen injection. The splenocytes were fused with SP2/0 myeloma 

cells at a ratio of 5:1 using 50% [w/v] polyethylene glycol [PEG] according to the 

technique established by Kohler and Milstein [1975] [13]. Using this methodology, five 

anti-NS1 mAbs [P148.1, P148.7, P148.9, P148.L1, P148.L2] were developed and 

characterized. 

 

4.2.5 Purification of mAb 

The production, purification and characterization of the anti dengue NS1 mAb’ 

were performed by affinity chromatography according to the published protocol [14,15]. 

This purified mAb antibody was subsequently used in the ELISA assay, as the capture 

antibody.  

 

4.2.6 Production of bispecific monoclonal antibody from quadroma 

The bsMAb was developed by fusing two different hybridoma cell lines, P148.L1 

anti-NS1 mAb and YP4 anti-HRPO mAb each hybridoma at 2×107 cells was separately 

isolated from the two cell lines in their logarithmic growth phase. The anti-HRPO YP4 is 

a well-characterized rat hybridoma that was previously selected for drug resistance to 8-

azaguanine, making it sensitive to aminopterine in HAT medium. The P148.L1 [re-

suspended in RPMI media, pH 7.4] was labeled with the red dye TRITC. The YP4 [re-

suspended in RPMI media, pH 6.8] was labeled with the green dye FITC. Both 
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hybridomas were incubated for 30 min in a 5% CO2 chamber [37°C]. Excess dye was 

removed by repeated washes [x3] with RPMI serum free media. The cells were 

thoroughly mixed and then centrifuged at 459× g for 7 minutes. The pellet was collected 

and suspended in RPMI. The supernatant was removed and the fusion of the two cell 

lines was done by drop-wise addition of 2 ml of polyethylene glycol to the cell pellet with 

continuous stirring for 2 minutes at 37°C. The toxic effect of PEG was immediately 

addressed by diluting the mixture with 20 ml of serum free RPMI media. This mixture 

was then centrifuged at 114× g for 5 minutes and the cell pellet was again suspended in 

RPMI media containing 10% FBS. The fused cells were sorted by fluorescence-activated 

cell sorting [FACS] and the dual positive cells were seeded in a 96-well sterile tissue 

culture plate at a concentration of 1 cell/well. The cells were cultured in 20% FBS media 

at 37°C with 5% CO2 and their growth was regularly monitored. Based on cell growth, 

after approximately two weeks of culture, the cells were screened for their activity using 

the bridge ELISA technique. 

 

4.2.7 Purification of bsMAb 

The stable, cloned bsMAb secreting cells were seeded in a hyper flask for large-

scale expansion.  7–10 days later the supernatant was harvested and centrifuged at 5000 

rpm for 30 minutes. The collected supernatant was passed through a 0.22 µm filter to 

remove cell debris and the clarified supernatant was further processed to obtain pure 

bsMAb antibody. The purified bsMAb was then used as the detection antibody in the 

bsMAb ELISA immunoassay. An earlier published two-stage purification procedure, 

developed in our lab, was adopted for bsMAb purification [16]. 
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4.2.8 Optimization of the capture antibody concentration 

Purified P148.L2 mAb was subsequently selected as the capture antibody [Cab] in 

the formation of the ELISA assay. A microtitre plate was coated overnight at 4°C with 

100 µl of various concentrations of P148.9 mAb ranging from 0 to16 µg/ml in triplicate. 

The plates were then blocked with 200 µl of 3% dialysed BSA [DBSA] in PBS at 37°C 

for 3 hours. 100 µl of 5 ng/ml dengue NS1 recombinant antigen was then added and 

incubated for 2 hours, and subsequently 4 µg/ml of P156 bsMAb [DAb] was added and 

incubated for 1 hour. The plate was washed [x3] with PBST after each of the steps 

mentioned above. Lastly, TMB was added for color development and read at 650 nm 

using a microplate reader.  

 

4.2.9 Optimization of the detection antibody concentration 

P156 bsMAB was used as the detection antibody. A fixed concentration of capture 

antibody [10 µg/ml] was used to coat a microtitre plate and different dilutions of 

detection antibody ranging from 0 to 16 µg/ml were used. The assay protocol and the 

concentration of the other parameters were identical as capture antibody optimization and 

the results were also similarly analyzed. 

 

 

4.2.10 Optimization of the conjugate Streptavidin-HRPO 

Serial two-fold dilutions of the conjugate St-HRPO [in PBS with 1% BSA] ranging from 

1:4,000 to 1:48,000 were used in the assay. The previously optimized concentrations of 

the other components such as CAb [4 µg/ml], DAb [2 µg/ml] and dengue NS1 antigen [5 
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ng/ml] were kept constant. The assay was performed as described in section 2.10 and the 

data was similarly analyzed. 

 

4.2.11 Biotinylation of anti dengue NS1 mAbs 

Anti-NS1 mAbs were biotinylated by using long arm biotinaimdo hexanoic acid-3-sulfo-

N-hydroxysuccinimide ester. 1µg each of protein-G purified [five anti-spike mAbs] in 

PBS, pH 7.4 was added to 20 µl of long chain biotin [30 µg/ml] and incubated at room 

temperature [RT] for 1 h. 10 µl of glycine [100 µg/µl] was then added and the solution 

kept on a shaker for 10 min [17]. The solution was then dialyzed in a slide-A-lyzer 

against PBS, pH 7.4 overnight at 4ºC. 

 

4.2.12 ELISA formats 

4.2.12.1 Indirect ELISA 

Hybridoma culture supernatants were assayed for binding to Dengue NS1 coated 96 well 

plates. Plates were coated with 100 µl of purified Dengue NS1 [5µg/ml] in PBS and 

incubated overnight [4ºC] and then blocked with 3% BSA for 2 h at 37ºC. The ELISA 

plates were then washed three times with PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20 [PBS-T]. 100 

µl of conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG HRPO, diluted [1:2,000] in 1% BSA in PBS was 

then added to the wells and incubated for 1 h at 37ºC. The plate was again washed 3 

times with PBST.  TMB substrate was added to the plate and incubated 10 minutes, then 

read at [650 nm] for antibody detection using a Vmax ELISA plate reader. Mouse immune 

and preimmune sera were diluted 1:1,000 with 1% BSA in PBS for use as positive and 

negative controls respectively. 
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4.2.12.2. ELISA format for detection of bsMAb in quadroma culture supernatants 
 

The fused quadroma cells generally secrete three stable antibodies, the two parent mAbs 

[P148 and YP4] and the newly fused bsMAb antibody. A bridge ELISA technique was 

adopted [18] to screen for clones that secrete bsMAb, The 96-well plates were 

immobilized with 100 µl of recombinant dengue NS1 antigen [10µg/ml] and incubated at 

4°C for overnight. The plates were washed [x3] with PBST [PBS with 0.05% Tween-20] 

and the non-binding sites were blocked with 2% bovine serum albumin [BSA] at 37°C 

for 2 hrs. After washing [x3], 100 µl of diluted [neat, 1:10, 1:100] cell supernatant was 

added and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature [RT]. The plates were again washed 

[x3] with PBST and 100 µl of HRPO [10 µg/ml] was added and incubated for 30 minutes 

at RT. The plates were washed [x6] to remove excess unbound HRPO and finally, 100 µl 

of TMB substrate was added and color development was read at 650 nm using a 

microplate reader. The control was RPMI media only. The clones with maximum bsMAb 

secretion capacity were identified and re-cloned by the standard limiting dilution method. 

Briefly, the cells were placed in a tissue culture plate at a concentration of 1 cell/well. 

They were then cultured as before, and positive clones were screened using bridge 

ELISA. The above cloning and screening steps were repeated until a stable clone was 

obtained. 

 

4.2.12.3 Sandwich ELISA using biotinylated mAb 

 All incubations were done at 37 °C. Washing [4-5x] was done with PBST after 

each step. The assay was performed with Dengue anti-NS1 mAb [P148.L2 or P148.L1] 

as capture antibody and the biotinylated P148.L2 mAb as detection antibody. The anti-
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NS1 mAb P148.L2 was biotinylated with NHS-LC-Biotin [Sigma, USA] as per 

manufacturers’ instruction. A microtiter plate [NUNC, Denmark] was coated with 

100 µL of purified NS1 mAb P148.L2 in 0.05 M carbonate buffer at 4 °C overnight. 

Nonspecific binding sites were blocked with 200 µL of 2% BSA for 2 hr. Different 

concentrations of the dengue NS1 antigen ranging from 20 ng/ mL to 0 [20, 10, 5…0] 

were used, then the plate was incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. Thorough washing [3-5x] was 

completed and 100 µL of the biotin labeled P148.L2 mAb [2 µg/mL] was added to each 

well and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. After incubation, the plate was washed [3-5x] and 

streptavidin-HRPO [Sigma, USA] was added and incubated at 37 °C for 30 min. 

Subsequently, TMB substrate [Kirkegaard & Perry Laboratory, USA] [32] was added. 

OD650 was measured after 15 min using an ELISA Vmax kinetic microplate reader 

[Molecular Devices Corp., USA]. 

 

4.2.12.4 Sandwich ELISA using bsMAb 

Except as otherwise indicated, all incubation steps were performed at 37 °C for 1 h. 

Washing five times was conducted by PBS-T between each step. Plates were coated with 

100 µl of purified anti-NS1 mAb [P148.9L2 or P148.L1] in 50 mM carbonate buffer [pH 

9.6]. The remaining sites on the well surface were blocked with 200 µl of blocking buffer 

[3% [w/v] BSA in PBS-T] at 37 ºC for 1 h. A volume of 100 µl of Dengue NS1 [serial 

dilution in 1% [w/v] BSA in PBS-T] was added to the wells, which was then followed by 

an additional 100 µl of bsMAb-HRPO complex [P156]. Plates were washed [3-5x] and 

TMB substrate was added for colour development and subsequently read at 650 nm after 

5 min incubation using an ELISA plate reader. 
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4.2.13 Assay quality control 

Intra and inter-plate precision profiles were generated using, six replicate standard curves 

on one plate, and six replicate plates, each with triplicate standard curves [19]. 

 

4.2.14 Statistical analyses 

The student’s t-test [one-tailed t-test] was used to analyze the significant difference 

[p < 0.05] between the control [zero antigen] and samples. 
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4.3 Results 

The NS1 nucleotide sequence of Dengue virus was codon optimized 

for prokaryotic expression and synthesized from GENEART [Burlington, Ontario, 

Canada]. The optimized NS1 gene was PCR amplified and cloned in the proper reading 

frame in pBM802 vector along with the His6 tag at the C-terminal for higher expression 

of proteins in inclusion bodies of E.coli. The recombinant clones were analyzed by 

restriction digestion fragment mapping and the correct clones were selected for protein 

expression. Purification of protein from inclusion bodies was done as per established 

protocol [12]. Mice were immunized with recombinant dengue NS1 antigen and the 

polyclonal titer estimated by indirect ELISA indicating a robust immune response [FIG 

4.1].  
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Fig 4.1 Titer of ELISA indicating robust immune response in mice immunized with 
recombinant dengue NS1 antigen. Values are the means of triplicate samples. Vertical 
bars indicate the standard deviation. 
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The mAbs were purified by affinity chromatography as mentioned earlier. The dual 

step bsMAb purification was done according to the established procedure [16]. The 

purified entity from the first stage comprised of a mixture of three antibodies, two parent 

mAbs [anti NS1 mAb and YP4] and bsMAb, all being of the IgG isotype. The second 

step of purification involved using m-amino phenyl boronic acid [m-APBA] agarose to 

remove the anti NS1 mAb as its presence could influence the sensitivity of the assay. The 

bsMAb, obtained from m-APBA column, was attached to the reporter molecule HRPO 

via the HRPO-binding paratope. After two steps of purification an enhanced bsMAb 

activity was observed in the ELISA assay. The purified hybridomas and quadromas were 

analyzed by SDS-PAGE under reduced conditions [data not shown], which confirmed the 

high purity of the antibodies. Cross reactivity studies with other viral recombinant 

antigens like SARS, WEE and Ebola yielded negative results.  

The concentration of bsMAb chosen for this study was 2 µg/ ml as the detecting 

antibody [FIG 4.2]. An optimization of P148.L2 mAb as the capture antibody was 4 

µg/ml [FIG 4.3]. The optimal dilution for streptavidin-HRPO was found to be 1:8000 

[FIG 4.4]. These values were selected based on their statisctical significance. These 

different optimization assays were independently repeated twice and performed in 

triplicate.  
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Fig 4.2 Optimization of detection antibody [DAb] against NS1 in sandwich ELISA. 
Arrow indicates optimized concentration. 
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Fig 4.3 Optimization of the capture antibody [CAb] against NS1 in sandwich ELISA. 
Arrow indicates optimized concentration. 
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Fig 4.4 Optimization of streptavidin-HRPO conjugate. Arrow indicates optimized 

concentration. 
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These optimal levels of antibodies were used to develop sandwich assay having 

nanogram level cut-offs with recombinant dengue NS1 antigen [dilutions from 20 ng/ml 

to 0.156 ng/ ml; n = 3].  Figure 4.5A and 4.5B illustrates that the detection limit of the 

bsMAb based sandwich ELISA assay was found to be 0.3125 ng/ml or 31.25 pg/ml 

[p<0.02] of dengue NS1 antigen [P < 0.05].  
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4.5A 

4.5B 

 

Fig 4.5 ELISA for the detection of NS1 antigen using bsMAb. [A] Sandwich ELISA with 
anti-Dengue-NS1 mAb [P148.L2] as a coating antibody and bsMAb-HRPO complex 
[P156] as a detection antibody. [B] Sandwich ELISA with anti-Dengue-NS1 mAb 
[P148.L1] as a coating antibody and bsMAb-HRPO complex [P156] as a detection 
antibody. The color was developed using TMB substrate. The results are expressed as 
absorbance reading at 650 nm wavelengths. Arrows indicate the cut-off values or limits 
of detection. 
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We also prepared a modified sandwich ELISA assay using a biotin-conjugated 

mAb as the detection antibody and the same mAb as the capture antibody. Biotin 

conjugated detection antibody provided high cut-offs because of the non-reversible 

binding nature of biotin to streptavidin. However, comparative analysis with quadromas 

based immunoassay sensitivity was found to be higher. FIG 4.6A and 4.6B illustrates that 

the assay sensitivity was found to be about 0.625 ng/ml or 62.5 pg /ml [p<0.02] which is 

double that of the bispecific immunoassay. To increase the sensitivity of the sandwich 

assay, we had to increase the concentration of the biotin labeled DAb [data not shown].  
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4.6A 

 

Fig 4.6A ELISA for detection of Dengue NS1 antigen using biotinylated mAb. Sandwich 

ELISA with anti-Dengue-NS1 mAb [P148.L2] as a coating antibody and same mAb 

labeled with biotin as a detection antibody. The biotinylated mAb [P148.L2] was detected 

using Streptavidin-HRPO. 
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4.6B

 

Fig 4.6B ELISA for detection of Dengue NS1 antigen using biotinylated mAb.  

Sandwich ELISA with anti-Dengue-NS1 mAb [P148.L1] as a coating antibody and 

another mAb labeled with biotin [P148.L2]. The biotinylated mAb was detected using 

Streptavidin–HRPO. The results are expressed as absorbance reading at 650 nm 

wavelengths. Arrows indicate the limit of detection. 
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These results indicate that by using the bsMAb as the capture antibody instead of 

the DAb antibody, detection limit was improved. The sandwich assay developed using 

different mAbs generated against dengue NS1 antigen as the capture antibody and the 

dual specific quadroma as the detecting antibody, was clearly illustrated, that all the 

monoclonal antibodies reacted well for the sandwich assay when used as capture 

antibodies with NS1 as the antigen and bsMAb as the detecting antibody, however, with 

different relative affinity [FIG 4.7].  
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Fig 4.7 Titer of Sandwich ELISA with 5 dengue anti-NS1 monoclonal antibodies: anti-
dengue mAbs were coated in the ELISA plate. Ten micrograms per milliliter of NS1 
antigen was added and detected by bsMAb. Values are the means of triplicate samples. 
Vertical bars indicate the standard deviation. OD is optical density 
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The best sandwich pair found, was when P148.L2 and bsMAb were used as 

capture antibodies and detecting antibodies respectively. Since we found no significant 

difference in affinities between the different sandwich combinations we identified the 

best pair and subsequently used these for the development of the ultrasensitive 

immunoassay. A range of different anti dengue NS1 mAbs and bsMAb concentrations [n 

= 6] were used to determine the most efficacious diagnostic pair. The biotinylated mAb 

based assay might be prone to a slightly higher background at times due to the random 

conjugation process involved in labeling resulting in skewed ratio between the mAb and 

biotin. The random conjugation process could also result in partial blocking of the 

antigen-binding site as the biotin conjugation site is variable [Sarkar et al., 2012]. On the 

contrary, the bsMAb with dual paratopes specific for different antigens would always 

maintain a balance leading to low background. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

Rapid and accurate detection of dengue infections in a laboratory setting or, more 

importantly on site, along with the ability to differentiate between multiple infections 

during the acute phase of illness, is an absolute necessity for timely clinical intervention 

and epidemiological control in dengue endemic areas [20]. Furthermore, dengue 

detection kits must be easy to use and inexpensive particularly in resource-constrained 

countries. An ideal assay would be something that is convenient, sensitive, specific, and 

above all affordable and which would be able to quickly and accurately detect viral 

infections [21]. For enhancing early public health interventions for control of dengue 

outbreaks, it is absolutely essential to detect acute infections during the initial period of 

clinical symptoms. Early diagnosis of infection remains a challenge. Currently, a number 
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of techniques are routinely used for the diagnosis of dengue virus infection. These 

applications include viral isolation and identification, RT-PCR based identification of 

viral genome or antibody capture assays. Virus isolation is still considered foremost for 

diagnosis of acute dengue infection, but it is very expensive and time intensive [9]. 

Reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction [RT-PCR] is not readily available at all 

clinical laboratories primarily because of its high cost. Measuring levels of anti-dengue 

antibodies is dependent on the patients’ immune system to produce IgM or IgG 

antibodies against dengue virus antigens. Therefore, all these techniques have limitations 

in providing a rapid diagnosis of infection at a low cost. Detectable antibodies especially 

IgM can only be measured after 5 days post infection [4,22,23]. To address some of these 

problems and limitations we have developed an ultrasensitive quadroma based diagnostic 

tool for the detection of dengue NS1. Quadromas have been shown to play important 

roles in modern medicine, and have been extensively used in therapeutic applications 

including vaccine development, and gene therapy [24,25,26].  Bispecific monoclonal 

antibodies [bsMAbs] have recently been used in the development of immunoassays for 

diagnosis of bacterial and viral infectious diseases [27,28]. In this study, by using bsMAb 

as the detecting antibody, we increased the sensitivity of the assay considerably to 31.25 

pg /ml which is substantially lower than current dengue detection assays. Furthermore, 

with the use of second-generation quadromas, we were able to significantly lower the 

antigen detection limit thereby enabling us to diagnose dengue infection at its earliest 

phase.  

To our knowledge, the development of bsMAb secreting quadroma as a 

bifunctional immunoconjugate possessing two paratopes as a diagnostic reagent is the 

first of its kind against dengue virus NS1. The presence of intrinsic enzyme binding 
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activity within the bsMAb makes it an ultra-sensitive tool in the development of specific 

diagnostics against dengue infections particularly for those with negligible NS1 

background. The sensitivity of the assay developed, in detecting low levels of NS1 

antigen, suggests its usefulness and subsequent potential for detecting dengue virus 

particles as well. Our assay could effectively be adopted in a sandwich format as well as 

an indirect ELISA format for detection of dengue virus or NS1 antigen. This assay is 

particularly user friendly and reduces the number of steps required for diagnosis. Based 

on our current strategies, we are developing an immunoswab assay for the detection of 

dengue virus NS1 as a point of care diagnostic tool. Hence, we are in the process of 

developing a highly sensitive and inexpensive detection system for all the diagnostic 

markers associated with dengue virus infection. In 2002, Alcon and co-workers [20], by 

using their NS1 antigen-capture ELISA, reported that dengue virus NS1 antigen could be 

detected up to 9 days after onset of fever. Hence, selection of our ultrasensitive dengue 

NS1 protein-capture ELISA immunoassay involving hybridomas and quadromas would 

be a worthy choice for a fast, accurate and inexpensive alternative to the presently 

employed methods. Future studies include optimization of the assay using clinical 

samples as well as transfer of the technology to other platforms for ease of use and to 

different settings with minimal facilities. 

This rapid ultrasensitive sandwich ELISA could also be extended to help control 

other infectious pathogens. Literature cites a number of studies wherein mAbs in 

combination with polyclonal antibodies have been employed for developments of NS1 

capture ELISA with good specificities [27]. Our endeavor elucidates the use of bsMAb 

secreting quadroma, which was developed using one of the anti dengue NS1 mAbs as the 

detecting antibody. With respect to polyclonal antibodies, the quadromas offer some 
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evident advantages. bsMAbs can be developed in perpetuity with stable batch 

reproducibility [21,29,30]. This is very significant in the context of assay robustness over 

time. Traditional diagnostic assays involving monoclonal antibodies and polyclonal 

antibodies need an extra step in the context of the addition of a secondary antibody 

chemically tagged to a certain enzyme [31]. Enzyme-antibody tagging by chemical 

methods is difficult to perform repeatedly while also maintaining similar efficacy [21]. In 

contrast, our second-generation bsMAb secreting quadroma is already conjugated with 

HRPO during purification [16], thereby reducing the additional steps of secondary 

antibody addition, and thereafter the multiple washing steps. This modification, alone, 

significantly minimizes the time to carry out the assay. Our assay is able to detect the 

dengue NS1 antigen suggesting that this assay could be useful in detecting the whole 

virus as soon as the infection sets in, rather than later, when the antigen gets secreted in 

body fluids.  

 

4.5  Conclusions 

We have developed a sensitive dengue virus NS1 diagnostic tool by optimizing a 

sandwich ELISA immunoassay for the detection of the NS1 antigen. We evaluated the 

efficacy of a panel of monoclonal antibodies [mAbs] with high affinity and specificity for 

the NS1 dengue 1 antigen along with a combination of different bi-specific monoclonal 

antibodies [bsMAb] for antigen detection. By using recombinant NS1 protein from 

dengue virus, we established a detection sensitivity of 31.25 pg/ ml. For the future, the 

sandwich ELISA developed could be translated to other infectious diseases and perhaps 

be viewed as a possible replacement for other diagnostic techniques that are more 
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expensive, time consuming and labor intensive. Implementation of this “time saving” 

diagnostic tool could assist in preventing serious viral outbreaks by allowing earlier 

therapeutic interventions.  
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5 
DIAGNOSTIC OF DENGUE TYPE 1 NS1 PROTEIN USING 
CHICKEN IgY 
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5.1 Introduction 
 

Dengue is one of the foremost vector borne diseases globally, and more than 100 

million people are infected every year [1,2]. Dengue fever is an important mosquito-

borne viral disease and has been a fatal issue in the tropical regions. The severe Dengue 

Hemorrhagic Fever [DHF] and dengue shock syndrome [DSS] are mostly associated with 

children. There have been huge dengue epidemics causing economic damage and loss of 

human life in Asia and South America [3]. There is immediate requirement for efficient 

and sensitive diagnostic, prophylactic and therapeutic agents for effective management of 

Dengue fever. Dengue virus has four serotypes, which are antigenically distinct [Das 

2009]. The dengue virus non-structural 1 [NS1] protein is a 46–50 kDa glycoprotein 

expressed in infected mammalian cells. All the NS proteins are intracellular proteins with 

the exception of dengue NS1 protein, which exists as secreted as well as a membrane-

associated protein. Both forms have been known to be immunogenic [4-6]. It was also 

reported that NS1 is produced during viral replication. It possesses group specific as well 

as type specific determinants and is considered an important antigen in dengue infection 

[5-7]. High circulating levels of NS1 were demonstrated in the acute phase of dengue by 

antigen capture ELISAs [6,8]. The exact function of dengue NS1 still remains unknown 

but antigen detection of non-structural dengue antigens may be of significant usefulness 

for an early stage rapid detection of infection owing to its long half-life in blood. 

Currently, there are no vaccines or drugs available to combat this challenging disease and 

diagnoses of infections particularly in endemic regions are generally clinical [3,9]. 

Dengue induces asymptomatic infection to a severely weakening and life threatening 

hemorrhagic version [10]. Morbidity and mortality incidence can be considerably 
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lowered with early and accurate detection [13]. Dengue NS1 antigen screening is one of 

the coomonly utilized tools for early detection of dengue infection after the onset of fever 

[11,12]. 

Therefore requirement for the development of sensitive and highly specific 

diagnostic kits is essential.   Polyclonal antibody [pAb] and mAb are used for different 

clinical diagnostic applications.  Pathogenic strains of bacteria and viruses can be 

detected by exploiting pAb for its enhanced sensitivity due to its ability of binding to 

multiple epitopes.  

Avian pAb against different antigens produces chicken IgY in humongous 

amounts when compared to mammalian and rodent species. Chicken IgY can also be 

obtained by non-invasive methods by collection of antibodies in the egg yolks of hens 

hyper immunized with the specific antigen. Utilizing hens to produce polyclonal 

antibodies is a viable alternative to the use of other animal models mainly due to lower 

cost of productions and also being more ethical [14]. 

Chicken IgY is similar to mammalian IgG structurally and in affinity, but its 

molecular weight [~180 kDa] is higher than IgG [~150 kDa] as it comprises of extra 

heavy chain constant domain and carbohydrate chain. Chicken egg yolk antibodies [IgY] 

have been successfully employed for diagnostic, prophylactic and therapeutic purposes 

[15]. It has been  established in applications includes quantitation of tumor biomarkers 

[16, 30], as  immunotherapeutic agents against Candida albicans [31], detection of E.coli 

O157  [17], Salmonella [18,19] and SARS [15,20]. 

  This study involved the development an ultrasensitive heterosandwich ELISA 

diagnostic method using mouse mAb and chicken egg yolk IgY directed against dengue 

virus NS1 antigen.  
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5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Materials 

Acrylamide: bisacrylamide [40%], prestained low range protein molecular weight 

markers and protein assay reagent were purchased from Bio-Rad Laboratories Ltd. 

[Ontario, Canada]. Western blotting reagents were purchased from Amersham Pharmacia 

Biotech [BaiedUrfe, Quebec, Canada]. Bovine serum albumin [BSA], rabbit anti-chicken 

IgY–horseradish peroxidase [HRP], 2-2’-azino-bis [3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic 

acid] and other general reagents were purchased from Sigma [St. Louis, MO, USA].  

Microtiter 96-wells plates were purchased from Costar Inc [Cambridge, MA, USA] and 

3,3′,5,5′-Tetramethylbenzidine [TMB] substrate from KPL Inc [Frederick, MD, USA]. 

The ELISA Vmax kinetic microplate reader was obtained from Molecular Devices Corp 

[Sunnyvale, CA, USA]. 

 

5.2.2 Protein preparation 

Full-length Dengue type 1 NS1 protein was expressed in Escherichia coli and purified 

according to established method [21]. Full-length NS1 was used for chicken 

immunization as well as an antigen for the development of the heterosandwich ELISA. 

 

5.2.3 Generation of mAbs 

Five 6-8 weeks old Balb/C mice were injected intraperitoneally with 25 µg of 

NS1 antigen emulsified with an equal volume of Freund’s complete adjuvant [FCA] and 

subsequently boosters with Freund’s incomplete adjuvant [FIA] at two week intervals. A 

final booster injection with 10 µg of NS1 in phosphate buffered saline [PBS] was given 2 
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days prior to hybridoma fusion. Mice were sacrificed and spleens were harvested for 

hybridoma fusion according to our published methods [22]. We have developed and 

characterized 5 mAbs directed against Dengue NS1 protein. 

 

5.2.4 Chicken Immunization 

Immunization of hens was carried out as previously established [23]. Dengue NS1 

[100 µg of protein/ml] was suspended in PBS [pH 7.3] and emulsified with an equal 

volume of FIA. Two 23-weeks-old Single Comb White Leghorn chickens were 

intramuscularly injected with the emulsified antigen [0.25 ml] at four different sites in the 

breast muscles. A booster immunization was given after two weeks. Eggs were collected 

everyday and preserved at 4°C until further purification and characterization of the 

antibodies. 

 

5.2.5 Purification of anti-Dengue NS1 IgY polyclonal antibody 

Water-soluble fraction [WSF] comprising of specific IgY against Dengue NS1 

antigen was prepared from egg yolk by modified water dilution method [19]. 8 volumes 

of cold distilled water [acidified with 0.1 M HCl] was mixed with the egg yolk was 

separated from egg white. Following this cold acidified distilled water [pH 2.0] was 

added slowly to make the final dilution of 1:10 and the mixture was then adjusted to a pH 

of 5.0-5.2 and incubated at 4°C for 12 h. The WSF was then separated by centrifugation 

[3,125 x g at 4°C] for 20 min. Subsequently the IgY-rich WSF was mixed with 60% 

saturation of ammonium sulfate to precipitate the IgY and purified by Sephacryl S-300 

gel chromatography. Finally the purified IgY was titrated by indirect ELISA. Non-

specific IgY obtained from non-immunized eggs was also prepared to serve as a control.  
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5.2.6 SDS-PAGE and Western blot analysis 

Purified IgY was electrophoresed on SDS-PAGE using 10% polyacrylamide gel to 

determine the purity of the antibody [24]. Recombinant dengue NS1 was electroblotted 

onto Hybond ECL nitrocellulose membranes [25] and blocked with 5% skim milk in 

PBS-T for 1 h at RT. The membrane was subsequently washed 4 times with PBS-T and 

incubated for 1 h at RT with anti-Dengue NS1 IgY [1 µg/mL]. After washing 4 times 

with PBS-T, the nitrocellulose membrane was incubated with rabbit anti-chicken IgY-

HRP for 1 h at RT. Finally, the membrane was washed with PBS 4 times and 

chemiluminescent detection was performed to observe the specific binding. 

 

5.2.7 Determination of titer of Dengue NS1 specific IgY by ELISA 

Anti Dengue NS1 IgY was analyzed by ELISA according to a previously 

published method [26]. 96-well plates were coated with 100 µl [10 µg/ml] of Dengue 

NS1 in carbonate-bicarbonate buffer [0.05 M, pH 9.6] and incubated at 37°C for 90 min. 

Following incubation the plates were washed four times with PBS containing 0.05% 

Tween 20 [PBS-T]. Then 200 µl of 2% bovine serum albumin [BSA] solution [w/v] in 

PBS-T was added to each well for blocking non specific binding and the plates were 

again incubated at 37°C for 45 min. Following another washing step, dengue specific IgY 

or non-specific IgY as a control at a dilution of 1:5,000 in PBS-T was added to each well 

[100 µl/ well] and the plates were again incubated at 37°C for 1 h. The plates were again 

washed 3-4 times with PBS-T and 100 µl of rabbit anti-chicken IgY-horseradish 

peroxidase [HRP, diluted 1:5,000 in PBS-T] was added to each well and incubated at 

37°C for 90 min. The plates were then washed four times with PBS-T, followed by the 
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addition of 100 µl of freshly prepared 2-2’-azino-bis substrate solution in 0.05 M 

phosphate citrate buffer [pH 5.0] containing 30% hydrogen peroxide. Absorbance was 

measured at 405 nm after 30 min using an ELISA Vmax kinetic microplate reader. The 

ELISA value of specific IgY activity was determined by subtracting the value of the 

control IgY from that of specific IgY.  

 

5.2.8 Heterosandwich ELISA 

96-well plates were coated with 100 µl [10 µg/ml] of all five dengue anti-NS1 

mAbs [P148.1, P148.7, P148.9, P148.L1 and P148.L2] and incubated at 4oC overnight. 

After washing four times with PBS-T, the plate was blocked with 2% BSA for 2 h at RT. 

Following washing, 100 µl of recombinant dengue NS1 [10 µg/ml in 1% BSA] antigen 

was added and incubated for 1 h at RT. The plate was then washed four times with PBS-

T and incubated with 100 µl anti dengue NS1-IgY [5 µg/ml diluted in 1% BSA] for 30 

min at 37oC. The plate was again washed with PBS-T and incubated with 100 µl of rabbit 

anti-chicken IgY-HRP [1:5000 diluted in 1% BSA] for 45 min at 37oC. After another 

washing, TMB substrate and hydrogen peroxide [1:1] was added and absorbance was 

measured at 650 nm using an ELISA Vmax kinetic microplate reader after 5 min. The 

wells containing capture mAbs without dengue NS1 antigen were used to determine a 

nonspecific adsorption.  

 

5.2.9 Ultrasensitive ELISA  

We selected anti-NS1 mAb P148.L2 as capture antibody and the chicken IgY as 

detecting antibody in the development of an ultrasensitive ELISA for Dengue NS1 
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detection. NS1 antigen optimization was done by coating microtitre plates with 100 µl of 

8 µg/ml of P148.L2 mAb in PBS [pH 7.3] at 4oC overnight. The plates were then washed 

five times with PBS-T and blocked with 2% BSA for 2 h at RT. After washing four times 

with PBS-T, 100 µl of serially diluted concentrations of recombinant NS1 antigen diluted 

in 1% BSA was added and incubated for 1 h at RT. The plate was then washed four times 

with PBS-T and incubated with 100 µl IgY [5 µg/ml diluted in 1% BSA] for 1 h at 37oC. 

Detecting antibody concentration optimization was done similarly. Following blocking 

100 µl of 1 µg/ml of NS1 antigen diluted in 1% BSA was added and incubated for 1 h at 

RT. After washing, the plate was incubated with 100 µl of different concentrations of IgY 

diluted in 1% BSA for 1 h at 37oC. Following incubation, the wells were washed and 

incubated with rabbit anti-chicken IgY-HRP [100 µl of 1:5,000 diluted in 1% BSA] for 

45 min at 37oC. The colour was developed with TMB substrate and hydrogen peroxide 

[1:1] for 5 min at RT. The well containing capture mAb without antigen was used as 

negative control.  The absorbance was measured at 650 nm using an ELISA Vmax kinetic 

microplate reader. A student “t” test was used to analyze the significant differences [p < 

0.05] between the samples and control. 
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5.3 Results 

 

Intramuscular immunization of hens was carried out with Dengue NS1 antigen 

and eggs collected everyday. Activities of anti-Dengue NS1 IgY from chickens 

immunized with the recombinant antigen were analysed by indirect immunoassay at 

specified time point during immunization [Figure 5.1].   
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Figure 5.1. The change of specific activity of IgY in the egg yolk of chickens immunized 

with Dengue NS1 antigen. The level of IgY activity in a 3,000-fold dilution of IgY was 

measured by the ELISA using Dengue NS1 as an antigen and expressed as OD value 405 

nm. Values are the mean of quadruple samples. Vertical bars indicate the standard 

deviation. Arrows indicate the week of immunization. 
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The IgY titer measured by indirect ELISA demonstrated an initial response coupled with 

activity enhancement. After a subsequent booster dose a rapid secondary response was 

observed with higher Dengue NS1 specific IgY activity at a peak of 8 weeks. This shows 

that high affinity anti-Dengue NS IgY could be obtained from egg yolks collected within 

the immunization period of 6 to 10 weeks. WSF of egg yolk was purified and analyzed 

for purity and specificity to NS1 antigen. The crude egg yolk IgY WSF showed only 

about 38-40% purity, indicating presence of contaminants such as alpha and gamma 

livetins, lipoproteins, fatty acid molecules, etc. Crude IgY WSF from immunized hens 

were again purified by ammonium sulfate precipitation and finally by Sephacryl S-300 

gel chromatography. The purified IgY was then analyzed by SDS-PAGE under reducing 

conditions, which confirmed that the purity of IgY was greater than 95% [Figure 5.2]. 

The specificity of the anti-Dengue IgY was also analyzed by Western blot, strong binding 

between IgY and recombinant dengue NS1 protein was observed. Cross reactivity studies 

with recombinant Dengue envelope protein and SARS NP proteins were negative. 
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Figure 5.2. SDS-PAGE of purified IgY [Lane M: standard protein molecular weight 

markers, lane 1: IgY antibody] 
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Heterosandwich immunoassayassay was designed employing different anti-

Dengue NS1 mAbs as capture antibody and IgY as detecting antibody. All the five mAbs 

made good heterosandwich when used as capture antibodies, with NS1 as antigen and 

IgY as detecting antibody with different affinities [Figure 5.3].  The best heterosandwich 

pairs were when P148.L1 and P148.L2 mAbs were used as capture antibodies 

respectively with IgY as the detecting antibody. There were no significant differences in 

affinities between the pairs therefore we selected P148.L2 as capture antibody and IgY as 

detecting antibody for the development of the ultrasensitive ELISA.  

Different anti-Dengue NS1 IgY concentrations [n=4] were used for optimization 

of detecting antibody concentration that would be used in the ultrasenstive ELISA and 

also enhance assay sensitivity [limit of detection]. The optimized concentration of 

Dengue NS1 IgY was 2 µg/ml [Figure 5.4]. 

  The optimized anti-Dengue NS1 IgY concentration was used to develop the 

ultrasensitive immunosorbent assy with NS1 antigen [in serial dilutions from 4 µg/ml to 

0.12 ng/ml; n=4] with P148.L2 as capture antibody [8 µg/ml]. When 2 µg/ml of anti-

Dengue NS1 IgY [as detecting antibody] was used in the assay with P148.L2 mAb as 

capture antibody, 0.96 ng/ml of NS1 antigen could be detected which was found to be 

statistically significant [p < 0.05] [Figure 5.5].  
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Figure 5.3 Heterosandwich ELISA with five anti-Dengue NS1 mAbs: Anti-Dengue NS1 

antibodies were coated in ELISA plate. 10 µg/ml NS1 antigen was added and detected by 

chicken IgY. Values are the mean of quadruplet samples. Vertical bars indicate the 

standard deviation. 
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Figure 5.4 IgY optimization assay: P148.L2 mAb was coated in ELISA plate. 1 µg/ml of 

NS1 antigen was added and detected by different concentrations of chicken IgY. Values 

are the mean of quadruplet samples. Vertical bars indicate the standard deviation. 
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Figure 5.5 Ultrasensitive ELISA: P148.L2 mAb was coated in ELISA plate. Each 

serially diluted NS1 antigen [from 4 µg/ml to 0.12 ng/ml] was added and detected by 

chicken IgY. Values are the mean of quadruplet samples. Vertical bars indicate the 

standard deviation. 
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5.4 Discussion 

 

In this study we have developed an ultrasensitive heterosandwich ELISA to detect 

dengue NS1 using both murine monoclonal antibodies and chicken IgY for the rapid and 

early diagnosis of dengue infection. Serological techniques are widely used for dengue 

detection but not sensitive enough before 5 days after infection [27]. Virus isolation 

procedures and PCR based detection systems are also established methods but both are 

extremely time intensive and expensive. It has been reported that NS1 antigen is in 

circulation up to day 9 after onset of fever at a concentration range of 0.04-2 µg/ml. 

Another report suggested that dengue type 1 specific NS1 protein could be detected even 

up to day 18 [28]. Therefore a low cost sensitive diagnostic for screening of dengue 

infection is very important. Chicken were intramuscularly immunized to generate the 

anti-Dengue NS1 IgY antibody as reports suggest that avian maternal antibodies are 

transferred from serum to egg yolk to confer passive immunity to their offspring in the 

form of IgY antibody. Reports confirm that intramuscular immunization in chicken 

results in enhanced antibody production characterized by higher specificity [29]. 

Chickens are also known to be more tolerant towards immunological adjuvants [14]. This 

technology has been widely used for development of antibodies against a variety of 

antigens both viral [32] and bacterial [15,26]. IgY antibodies developed are of high 

quality due to the phylogenetic gap between mammals and birds. IgY antibodies also 

have characteristic high affinity and avidity [33]. Another advantage is IgY production is 

more ethical as it involves daily collection of eggs and not repetitive bleeding of animals 

[34].  There is also significantly higher yield of chicken IgY in relatively less time is 
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beneficial antigen specific generation of IgY antibodies [35]. It has also been 

demonstrated that IgY is stable at various conditions such as heat, pressure, alkalinity, 

acidity [> pH 3.5] as well as in presence of proteolytic enzymes like trypsin and 

chymotrpsin [36]. Therefore the ability to produce high amounts of antigen specific IgY 

with reasonably high stability makes production of IgY against various viral antigens a 

viable option to be used in diagnostics [37], antibiotic-alternative therapy [38] and 

therapeutics [39]. Anti-Dengue NS1 IgY generated increased over time and Dengue NS1 

specific IgY titer also increased peaking around the eighth week. SDS-PAGE analysis 

confirmed the purity of the IgY. The structure of IgY is similar to mammalian IgG 

consisting of two heavy and two light chain but IgY has a mass of of 180 KDa that is 

higher than the IgG molecule [150 KDa]. The higher mass of IgY is due to a higher 

number of heavy chain constant domains and carbohydrate chains [15]. The presence of 

IgY was also analyzed by Western blot [data not shown]. The ultrasensitive IgY based 

sandwich immunoassay was able to detect upto 48 pg /well or 0.48 ng/ml of dengue NS1 

antigen. This sensitivity is higher than comparable assays routinely used for the diagnosis 

of dengue infection but the advantage lies in its low cost and abundant supply of 

diagnostic IgY with high specificity. The combination of mAbs and IgY could potentially 

be an essential diagnostic tool for the better management of dengue fever globally. 
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5.5 Conclusion 

 

In this study we have developed Dengue diagnostic tool by heterosandwich 

ELISA for detection of NS1 antigen using high affinity mAb and IgY [chicken egg yolk 

polyclonal antibody] for antigen detection with a limit of detection of 0.48 ng/ml or 48 pg 

/well of recombinant dengue NS1 antigen. This sensitive immunoassay being much more 

economical can potentially be replicated for the diagnoses of other infectious diseases. 

IgY based detection of Dengue NS1 antigen developed in the laboratory could be an 

effective alternative for screening purposes during a Dengue outbreak. 
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6 
HETEROSANDWICH IMMUNOSWAB ASSAY FOR 
DENGUE VIRUS NS1 ANTIGEN DETECTION 
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6.1 Introduction 
 

Dengue is a mosquito borne disease caused by any of the four known serotypes of 

the dengue virus [DENV1-4]. According to the World Health Organization [WHO], 

around 100 million cases of dengue occur each year, and among them about half a 

million result in the severe Dengue haemorrhagic fever [DHF] [1-4]. Dengue fever and 

its significantly fatal variants, DHF and Dengue Shock Syndrome [DSS] are becoming 

very important public health concerns, mostly in the emerging economies thereby 

threatening development [2-6]. Dengue fever, DHF, and DSS represent a spectrum of 

disease resulting from infection with the dengue virus, which is transmitted primarily by 

the mosquito, Aedes aegypti. The spectrum of clinical illness is various from mild 

symptoms such as fever to death [9]. Dengue virus infection is clinically similar to many 

other acute febrile illnesses, in which serological testing plays an important role in early 

diagnosis and management [4, 7]. DHF and DSS, which are the more severe clinical 

manifestations of the disease, occur more commonly in individuals with a second or 

subsequent infection [8], and thus early laboratory diagnosis may be of prognostic value. 

Routine serological diagnosis relies on ELISA or hemagglutination inhibition [HI] based 

on the detection of dengue-specific IgM antibodies during the acute phase of infection 

[9]. However, anti dengue antibodies of the IgM class develop rather slowly. So during a 

primary dengue infection, antibodies detected by any of the prevalent methods like HI or 

neutralization assays are sluggish and also have low titers [22]. A rapid and sensitive 

immunoassay needs to detect Dengue NS1 which is nonstructural protein that localizes 

on the surface of Dengue virus infected cells and is released into the circulatory system. 

NS1 antigen half-life in blood has been found to be much higher than that of the virus 
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perse and has been detected in sera till about 18 days after symptoms occur [23]. Another 

major feature is serotype specific anti NS1 antibodies does not react with other dengue 

serotypes or even other flavivirus NS1 proteins [24]. 

Recently, bsMAbs that play an important role in modern medicine have been 

exploited in therapeutic applications including vaccine development, and gene therapy 

[10, 11].  BsMAbs were used in the development of immunoassays for diagnosis of 

bacterial and viral infectious diseases [12, 13]. The development of quadromas as 

bifunctional entities possessing two binding sites for dengue NS1 and an enzyme, 

horseradish peroxidase would help reduce diagnosis time significantly. The immunoswab 

assay based on bsMAbs, the first of its kind against dengue NS1, makes it a useful tool in 

the development of specific diagnostics against dengue NS1 with clean backgrounds 

along with sensitivity and rapidity. This articles reports bsMab based immunoswab assay 

in two different formats, one being a direct detection of NS1 antigen using a bsMAb and 

second is the heterosandwich assay for NS1 diagnosis. Both the formats are easy to use, 

sensitive, rapid and inexpensive. 
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6.2 Materials and Methods 
 
6.2.1 Cell lines 

 

Mouse hybridoma cell line P148.L1 was used to produce monoclonal antibody for  

the NS1 protein of dengue virus. The YP4 was a generous gift of the late Dr. C. Milstein, 

Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Medical Research Council, Cambridge, United 

Kingdom. The quadroma P156, a fuse with P148.L1 hybridoma producing anti-NS1 

monoclonal antibody and a rat hybridoma YP4 producing an anti-HRPO mAb.  

 

6.2.2 Materials 

Fetal bovine serum [FBS] was obtained from PAA cell culture company [Ontario, 

Canada], streptomycin–penicillin–glutamine [PSG] and cell culture media RPMI was 

obtained from Gibco [NY, USA].   Bovine serum albumin [BSA], Goat anti-mouse IgG 

HRPO, horseradish peroxidase [Type VI], Protein G-agarose, m-amino phenyl boronic 

acid [m-APBA] agarose, was purchased from Sigma [St. Louis, MO, USA]. Streptavidin 

tagged HRPO was obtained from BD Biosciences [California, USA] HyperflaskTM cell 

culture vessel was obtained from Corning Inc [NY, USA]. Tetramethylbenzidine [TMB] 

was obtained from BioFx Laboratory [North Carolina, USA]. Sterile swab with tip 

flocked with nylon fiber was obtained from micro Rheologics [Brescia, Italy]. Slide-A-

LyzerR for dialysis was obtained from Pierce [Rockford, IL, USA].  Pooled rabbit serum 

was procured from Health Sciences Laboratory Animal Services [HSLAS], University of 

Alberta. 
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6.2.3 Protein preparation 

Full-length dengue NS1 was expressed in E.coli and purified as illustrated previously 

[14]. The purified NS1 was used for antibody generation as well as an antigen for the 

development of the immunoswab assays. 

6.2.4 Hybridoma culture and purification 

P148.L1 cell bank was taken from liquid nitrogen storage, and thawed with RPMI 

media comprising of 5% FBS and 1% PSG. Subsequently the cells were grown in the 

above media at 37ºC and 5% CO2 for anti-NS1 antibody production. On achievement of 

steady growth rate and confirming activity with ELISA, cells were expanded in a 

HyperflaskTM. After 7 days, the supernatant was harvested at 7900 rpm for 20 mins at 

4ºC. Following centrifugation, the supernatant was passed through a protein G column to 

obtain purified antibody using established procedure [15]. The eluted antibody was 

dialysed in PBS overnight at 4ºC. The integrity and activity of the purified hybridoma 

was determined by SDS-PAGE and Western Blot. 

6.2.5 Development of anti-dengue NS1/anti-HRPO quadromas 

The production of anti-dengue NS1/anti-HRPO quadromas involved maintaining the two 

hybridoma cell lines in logarithmic growth phase containing RPMI medium with 5% FBS 

at 37ºC supplemented with 5% CO2. A stock solution of tetramethyl rhodamine 

isothiocyanate [TRITC, 0.5 mg/mL] or fluorescein isothiocyanate [FITC, 0.5 mg/mL] 

was diluted in 1:5 ratios to be used as the working solution. The following steps as 

reported earlier were then followed for successful completion of a quadroma fusion [Das 

and Suresh, 2005; Tang et al., 2004]. Briefly, 2×107 cells/ mL of anti-dengue NS1 
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hybridomas and YP4 hybridomas were separately resuspended in RPMI pH 7.4 and 6.8, 

respectively. Anti-dengue NS1 hybridomas were then labelled with TRITC [red 

fluorescence] and YP4 cells were labeled with FITC [green fluorescence]. Following 30 

min incubation at 37 ºC in a 5% CO2 incubator, the cell suspensions were washed and 

mixed in a 50 mL tube and centrifuged at 459 × g for 7 min.  Two mL of PEG was added 

to the cell pellet slowly over a period of 2 min, with gentle mixing. Following addition of 

PEG, the cell suspension was incubated at 37ºC for 3 min.  Twenty mL of serum free 

RPMI medium was added to dilute the toxic effects of PEG. Flow cytometry [FACSAria, 

Becton Dickinson] with an argon ion 488 nm air cooled laser [Dept of Medical 

Microbiology and Immunology, University of Alberta] was used to sort cells [fig 6.1] 

with dual fluorescence and seeded at 1 cell/well in 96-well sterile culture plates with 

RPMI containing 20% FBS. The plates were incubated at 37 ºC with 5% CO2. The clones 

were screened twice by bridge ELISA. The best clones were subject to recloning to select 

strong positive and highly specific quadroma secreting bsMAbs against dengue NS1. 
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Fig 6.1 FACS analyses after PEG fusion of the two fluorescent labelled hybridomas. The 

dot plot analysis performed after PEG fusion shows the number of double-fluorescent 

cells [Area P5]. The double-positive cells from area P5 were sorted at one cell per well. 
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6.2.6 Screening method to detect quadromas secreting bsMAb [bridge ELISA] 

The 96-well plate was coated with 5 µg/mL purified dengue NS1 protein overnight at 

4ºC. Non specific sites were blocked with 2% Bovine Serum Albumin [BSA] at 37ºC for 

2 h. The plate was then washed three times with Phosphate Buffered Saline – 0.05% 

Tween 20 [PBS-T]. 100 ìl of various quadroma cell culture supernatants was serially 

diluted with PBS-BSA and added followed by incubation for 1 h at 37 ºC.  100 µL of 10 

ìg/mL [diluted in 2% DBSA] HRPO was added to the microtiter plate followed by 

washing with PBS-T three times. 100 ìL of TMB substrate was finally added to the wells. 

Positive quadromas secreting bsMAb were selected after 15 min of color development, 

measured at 650 nm at Vmax ELISA plate reader. PBS was used as blank and negative 

controls were wells not having dengue NS1 antigen. 

 

6.2.7 Quadroma culture and purification 

P156 cell line was removed from liquid nitrogen tank and quickly thawed 

employing aforementioned protocol. Cell line was subject to HyperflaskTM expansion for 

large quantities. After around 7-8 days, the supernatant was collected and centrifuged at 

7900 rpm for 20 min at 4ºC. The supernatant was further filtered to remove any unwanted 

junk. Following this a new two stage purification procedure established in our laboratory 

was adopted [16]. After passing the supernatant through the protein G column, it was 

subject to another passage through a HRPO saturated APBA column which would bind to 

the quadroma as well as the anti-HRPO monoclonal antibody. Final elution of the bsMAb 

was done with 0.1M sorbitol containing phosphate buffer after several steps of washing. 
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The purified antibody was dialysed in PBS and analyzed by ELISA and SDS-PAGE for 

determination of functionality and integrity. 

 

6.2.8 Immunoswab assay design and antigen spiking in different matrices 

Immunoswab assay involved the use of nylon fiber tipped swabs along with a 

plastic robust shaft as previously established in our laboratory [15, 17].  The sharp end of 

the swab was used to coat the capture antibody or the antigen depending on the format 

[Figure 6.2] and subsequently used in antigen detection as discussed in the following 

sections. Dengue NS1 antigen was spiked in two different matrices, normal saline [pH 

7.3–7.4] and naïve rabbit serum. 
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[B] 

 

 

Fig 6.2 bsMAb based immunoswab assay format, [A] bsMAb based direct detection of 

dengue NS1, [B] bsMAb based heterosandwich assay for dengue NS1 detection 
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6.2.9 Direct detection of dengue NS1 using bsMAb 

The swabs were spiked with different concentrations of NS1 antigen in saline and 

rabbit serum [50 µL]. The immunoswabs were then incubated at room temperature for 20 

min, fixed with 50 µL of 95% ethanol for 5 min and dried. The swabs were finally 

blocked with 5% dialyzed BSA [DBSA] for 30 min. Control swabs without antigen 

spiking was also processed. The swabs were finally washed extensively with PBS-tween 

multiple times by simple fill-and-aspiration steps [15]. Subsequently, the swabs were 

incubated with bsMAb [5 µg / mL] for 30 mins. Following this, the swabs were again 

washed as mentioned above and incubated with TMB [50 µL] for color development.  

 

6.2.10 bsMAb based heterosandwich assay for dengue NS1 detection 

The nylon tipped swabs were coated with MAb [50 µL], and incubated at room 

temperature for 20 min. Then it was dried for 5 mins and fixed with 95% ethanol. 

Following fixation, the swabs were blocked with 5% DBSA for 30 min. The swabs were 

then washed with PBS-tween, and incubated for 20 min at room temperature with 

different concentrations of NS1 antigen spiked in different matrices. Next, the swabs 

were washed again as mentioned before and incubated with the detecting bsMAB for 30 

min. After this the swabs were washed again and incubated with TMB for visual end 

point. 

 

6.2.11 Stability of immunoswab 

Stability studies with the immunoswabs were also carried out at three different 

temperatures [RT, 4ºC and - 20º C] and at 1, 2 and 4-week time points. 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 

There is an urgent requirement for a rapid, inexpensive, and simple test for the 

detection of dengue virus, which result in huge human and economical suffering. Current 

immunosassay is based on IgM sera detection for dengue viral infection, however, in 

acute primary dengue virus infection, production of dengue IgM antibodies delays about 

5-7 days after the dengue viral infection [18]. Therefore, insufficient levels of the 

antibody against dengue NS1 antigen during the early period of infection may result in 

false negative diagnosis. Since dengue NS1 is known to circulate in the system during 

acute phase of infection, it can be measured by antigen capture assays [18, 19]. In the 

present study, recombinant dengue NS1 antigen was chosen for developing an 

immunoswab assay to diagnose dengue virus infection.  

The immunoswabs developed in two different formats consist of [1] being direct 

detection of antigen and [2] a heterosandwich assay. The direct detection of NS1 

involved coating of the swabs with various concentrations of antigen and detecting was 

done with the bsMAb. In the direct immunoswab assay the swabs were incubated with 

various concentration of NS1 followed by detection with the bsMAb [P156]. The 

diagnostic time is considerably less in this format as the number of steps involved is 

greatly reduced from a traditional monoclonal based sandwich assay The limit of 

detection [LOD] was found to be different in saline and serum. The sensitivity of direct 

immunoswab assay was higher in saline [7.5 pg/swab or 150 pg/mL] [fig 6.3B] compared 

to 12.5 pg/swab or 250 pg/mL [fig 6.3A] when antigen was spiked in serum. Yet another 

factor is, when used in clinical settings or ports of entry, nonavailability of capture  
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Fig 6.3 Anti-dengue NS1/anti-HRPO BsMAb immunoswab assay for detection of 

Dengue NS1, [A] in rabbit serum, [B] in saline. [ ] Limit of detection 
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antibody coated swabs would not be a hindrance in conducting assays particularly in 

urgent situations. 

In the heterosandwich based immunoswab assay, the sensitivity was even higher. 

The LOD in saline was 15 pg/mL or 0.75 picogram per swab [fig 6.4B]. In serum, the 

sensitivity was 1 picogram per swab or 20 pg/mL [fig 6.4A]. BsMAbs generally have 

higher sensitivity owing to their greater molecular uniformity [20]. The assays defined 

above were done in duplicates and repeated three times and results were in accordance 

each time. 
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Fig 6.4 Anti-dengue NS1/anti-HRPO BsMAb heterosandwich immunoswab assay for 

detection of Dengue NS1, [A] in rabbit serum, [B] in saline. [  ] Limit of detection 
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The swabs were further analyzed for their stability and shelf life. 1, 2 and 4 week 

time periods were selected to understand the shelf-life under different temperature 

conditions. We selected the 1 pg/ swab as a reference to analyze the stability, which is 

also LOD for the heterosandwich immunoswab assay. The swabs remained constant and 

sensitive at all the different time points and temperature parameters. We suggest the 

swabs can be stored for further periods with good sensitivity, if it can be kept at sub zero 

conditions [15]. In certain dengue endemic countries where access to electricity is an 

issue maintaining sub zero temperatures for storage is challenging. Our immunoswabs 

have maintained good sensitivity when stored in room temperature upto 4 weeks. Storing 

the immunoswabs in iceboxes can be an alternative for prolonging sensitivity in 

developing countries. 

The limit of detection for recombinant NS1 antigen using bsMAB as the detecting 

antibody was in picogram levels. The immunoswab assay involved rapid diagnosis of the 

NS1 antigen spiked in two matrices, saline and serum. This form of infection analysis of 

NS1 antigen was performed to essentially mimic actual screening of suspected 

individuals where minimally trained persons can perform the assay during a future 

dengue epidemic. The estimated time to perform the assay with the both the bsMAb 

based direct detection and the double antibody based heterosandwich assay format was 

much less than an hour. Another important factor is the level of labeling of bsMAb 

antibodies with HRPO during the purification step is potentially consistently one to one, 

which lessens batch variations and enhances overall assay reliability [17]. 

The first of its kind dengue immunoswab assay illustrated in this chapter is 

simple, rapid and easy to perform. Diagnostic end points can be obtained very fast in 
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about an hour’s time. The assay can be performed by minimally trained personnel which 

is an advantage. The diagnostic end point can be analysed visually and expensive 

machinery is not essential. This particular assay can be the basis of an ideal detection 

system for a fatal infection like dengue and has all the attributes essential primarily for 

the developing world [21]. 

Therefore, the non structural protein NS1 as a biomarker is a very suitable 

diagnostic marker, which can be efficiently measured during the initial phase of the 

disease. The immunoswab assay is significant in measuring picogram levels of NS1 

spiked in serum, indicating the potential use of the assay in public health. The use of 

highly specific bsMAb with negligible batch variations has the ability to do away with 

problems such as false negatives in case of prevalent antibody detection assays. Also UV 

based assays, PCR and virus isolation techniques are labor intensive and extremely 

costly. Antibodies with enzyme tags are used extensively in biochemical and 

immunochemical applications. The enzyme is generally labelled to a monoclonal 

antibody or a polyclonal antibody by a covalent linker [20]. This chemical cross-linking 

method can be a problem owing to variability and partial inactivation of the enzyme or 

the antibody; competition from unreacted entities which could lead to low specific 

activity; less shelf life; and intra batch variations in the sizes and properties of the 

conjugate [17]. Cross-linked large protein aggregates may induce nonspecific binding, 

resulting in noise enhancement in the assay. bsMAbs are bifunctionally engineered 

antibodies having two different antigen-binding sites in a single antibody molecule. 

Hence, use of our quadroma has resulted in the development of a novel first of its kind 

designer bsMAb nanoprobe that has one antigen-binding site capable of binding to 
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dengue NS1 and the other capable of binding to an enzyme [HRPO].  As the assay is fast 

the use of immunoswab-based dengue NS1 diagnosis during an outbreak or an epidemic 

will not cause unnecessary inconvenience to people. This kind of assay can significantly 

lower people’s paranoia, anxiety and worry during dengue pandemics. The immunoassay 

can also be used in areas where sufficient health care is unavailable. Another significant 

advantage of this novel diagnostic is its extremely low cost/low tech approach. Although 

the assay demands a couple of washing (fill and aspirate) and incubation steps, we 

believe that can be easily done by the personnel with minimal technical training. 

Furthermore, the cost of the reagents required to perform the assay is less than 1.00 CAD 

per swab (cost analysis not shown) The use of immunoswab does not need sophisticated 

technology or highly skilled persons to carry out the test. Any person with minimal 

training can conduct this test in a primary healthcare or rural setting. It will not be a 

economic burden to people in developing countries who have to invest in expensive 

diagnostic procedures in case of pandemics and outbreaks. This assay is very beneficial 

in parts of the globe where unavailability of sophisticated and expensive technology can 

be a deterrent in diagnosis of Dengue and several other viral infections. 

Future effort would include more optimization of the assay, use of clinical 

samples from dengue infected patients for analyses. More optimized development of the 

assay could allow dengue screening to be done in a physician’s office, hospitals and 

healthcare facilities as well as ports of entry to monitor outbreaks of dengue as well as 

early diagnosis for therapeutic intervention. We would also develop similar immunoswab 

assays for other dengue serotypes.  
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7 
ENHANCED PROKARYOTIC EXPRESSION OF DENGUE 
VIRUS ENVELOPE PROTEIN  
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7.1 Introduction 

Dengue virus is the most important arthropod-borne human pathogen. The 

incidence of dengue fever epidemics has increased significantly over the last few 

decades, and it is estimated that up to 100 million cases occur annually. In addition, a 

severe form of the disease, dengue hemorrhagic fever [DHF], has emerged in the same 

period causing 500,000 cases worldwide each year [1]. There are four different but 

antigenically closely related serotypes of dengue virus [DEN-1, 2, 3 and 4], and it is 

believed that DHF may result from secondary infection by different virus serotypes, in a 

process known as antibody mediated disease enhancement [2]. This feature has made 

vaccine development efforts against the dengue virus a difficult issue. Nevertheless, 

researchers around the world are exploring different approaches towards dengue vaccine 

development based on recombinant viral proteins expressed in different systems, 

inactivated viruses, conventional live attenuated viruses, antigen encoding plasmids and 

viral vectors encoding antigen genes [3]. 

The envelope [Env] protein of the dengue virus is the most studied antigen. Several 

studies confirm that the Env protein can be an effective vaccine candidate. Multiple 

strategies including subunit Env vaccines, DNA vaccines and attenuated viruses are being 

undertaken to develop a suitable vaccine for controlling the viral infection [4-7].    

The dengue virus Env protein is around 50-55 kDa in size, with the N terminal 

corresponding to the ectodomain, which is exposed on the virion surface. The C terminal 

constitutes the trans-membrane hydrophobic domain and helps anchor the molecule on 

the lipid bilayer. The envelope is a multifunctional protein with important roles in host 

cell surface receptor binding [8].  The Env protein is also very important from the 
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viewpoint of humoral immunity against the virus [9]. Hence, efforts are made to express 

the Env protein in heterologous systems in order to develop it as a vaccine candidate. 

The goal of this study was efficient cloning and expression of DEN-1 full length 

Env gene in E.coli that could be used to develop monoclonal antibodies [MAbs] by 

hybridoma technology or as a viable antigen for diagnostic and vaccine purposes.  In this 

study, we report the successful cloning and high-level expression of the Env gene, 

purification from E.coli as inclusion bodies and its subsequent refolding. After 

purification with an affinity column and subsequent refolding, the protein was tested for 

its capability to induce robust humoral immune response in mice and virus blocking 

capability. The functionality of the refolded protein was further determined with heparan 

sulfate binding assay. Dengue virus infectivity has been reported to be dependent on the 

Env protein binding to heparan sulfate in the target cell [10].  The recombinant antigen 

has been evaluated as a diagnostic reagent. This article illustrates enhanced expression 

and functionality of the recombinant protein. 
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7.2 Materials and Methods 

 

7.2.1 Vector and Chemicals 

Restriction enzymes were procured from New England Biolabs [Mississauga, 

Canada]. The anti-His6 was purchased from Novagen Inc [Madison, USA]. 40% 

acrylamide: bisacrylamide, prestained low range protein molecular weight markers and 

protein assay reagents were obtained from Bio-Rad [Mississuaga, Canada]. Hybond ECL 

nitrocellulose membrane, X-ray film and the ECL Western blotting reagents were 

obtained from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech [Baied Urfe, Quebec, Canada]. Glutathione 

[GSH] and glutathione disulphide [GSSG] were purchased from Boehringer Mannheim. 

Baby Hamster Kidney [BHK 21] cells, C6/36 mosquito cells were obtained from 

American Type Culture Collection [Virginia, USA], Dengue-1 virus [Hawaii strain] was 

maintained in the C6/36 cells. Briefly, monolayers of C6/36 were incubated with virus at 

a multiplicity of infection of 0.01 and incubated at 26°C in 5% CO2 for 5 days, heparan 

sulfate, sodium deoxycholate, arginine, goat anti mouse-HRPO [GAM-HRPO], urea and 

other general reagents were obtained from Sigma [Oakville, Canada]. Ni-NTA agarose, 

plasmid DNA isolation kit and gel extraction kit were obtained from Qiagen 

[Mississauga, Canada].  

 

7.2.2 Construction of Plasmid [pDS20Env] 

Codon optimized Env nucleotide sequence for E.coli expression was chemically 

synthesized from GENEART, Germany. The codon optimized Env gene comprising of 

the plasmid and the expression vector pBM802 were NdeI and EcoRI digested followed 

by gel purification and ligation. The ligation mixtures were subsequently transformed in 
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E.coli Rosetta [ATCC 87064, E.coli DE3] by a heat shock method for recombinant 

protein expression. Screening of the resultant transformants was done by plasmid DNA 

isolation and restriction digestion [11]. 

 

7.2.3 Analysis of recombinant clones 

Individual bacterial colonies were grown in 2 mL Terrific Broth [TB] medium 

[1.2% tryptone, 2.4% yeast extract, 0.4% [v/v] glycerol and 25 mM Hepes pH 7.2] 

comprising tetracycline and chloramphenicol, 5 µ gmL-1 and 34 µ gmL-1, respectively, 

followed by overnight incubation at 37°C with shaking at 250 rpm. The culture was 

diluted 100 fold the next day in fresh TB medium comprising 5 µ gmL-1 tetracycline and 

34 µ gmL-1 chloramphenicol and grown at 37°C with brisk shaking at 250 rpm. The 

bacterial culture was induced with 0.2% [w/v] of arabinose on reaching optical density 

[OD600nm] of approximately 0.5-0.6 and was thereafter allowed to grow overnight [~16 h] 

at 37°C with shaking at 250 rpm. The bacterial culture was harvested by centrifugation at 

5,000 x g for 10 min at 4°C and the total cell protein lysate was prepared [12]. The total 

cell protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE using 10% polyacrylamide gel, according to 

Laemmli’s method [13] and stained.  

 

7.2.4 Expression optimization [Temperature, Time and Inducer] 

The Env protein expression was optimized for three different sets of temperatures 

[37°C, 30°C and 24°C], varied time durations and inducer [arabinose] concentrations. 

Bacterial growth conditions were identical as defined earlier. The bacterial culture was 

induced with 0.2% [w/v] of arabinose at optical density [OD600 nm] of 0.5-0.6 and allowed 

to grow overnight [~16 h] at three different temperatures. For time optimization, the 
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bacterial culture was induced with 0.2% [w/v] of arabinose after an absorbance of 0.5 

was reached. The cultures were further allowed to grow for 0 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h and 

overnight [~16 h] at 37°C. The bacterial cultures were induced with different 

concentrations of arabinose [2%, 0.2%, 0.02%, 0.002% and 0.0002%] and allowed to 

grow over night [~16 h] at 37°C. The total cell proteins obtained from each experiment 

were analyzed by SDS- PAGE and Western blot. 

. 

7.2.5 Medium scale expression and purification of the viral antigen 

A fresh single colony of E.coli transformants containing pDS20Env was 

inoculated in 10 mL TB medium containing 5 µ gmL-1 of tetracycline and 34 µ gmL-1 

chloramphenicol and allowed to grow overnight at 37°C in an incubator shaker at 250 

rpm. The overnight culture was diluted 100 times in 1 L TB medium containing 5 µ gmL-

1 of tetracycline and 34 µ gmL-1 chloramphenicol and grown at 37°C with shaking at 250 

RPM until an OD600 nm of 0.5–0.6 was reached. Induction was done by arabinose addition 

to a final concentration of 0.2% [w/v] and bacterial culture was incubated for 16 h with 

vigorous shaking [250 rpm] at 37°C. Pellets were collected by centrifugation at 5,000 X g 

for 20 min at 4°C. Total cell proteins from both uninduced and induced culture were 

analyzed by SDS–PAGE and Western blot.  

7.2.6 Processing of inclusion bodies 

The bacterial pellet [3 g] was resuspended in 30 mL PBS and lysed by French 

Press [20,000 psi]. The cell lysate was clarified by centrifugation at 27,000 X g for 

30 min at 4°C and the supernatant was discarded. The pellet was again resuspended in 50 
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mL lysis buffer [50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl and 1 mM EDTA] and adjusted to 

2% sodium deoxycholate, incubated at room temperature for 30 min and centrifuged at 

27,000 X g for 30 min at 4°C. The pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer and washed 

three times at 27,000 X g for 20 min at 4°C. 

 

7.2.7 Protein purification [IMAC] under denaturing conditions 

Inclusion bodies from the above step were solubilized in denaturing buffer [8 M 

urea, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0] for 1 h at room temperature with 

occasional shaking. Solubilized proteins were separated from insoluble material by 

centrifugation at 27,000 X g for 30 min at 4°C and the final yield of solubilized protein 

was determined by Bradford assay. An IMAC based separation system was prepared by 

loading 9 mL of Ni–NTA agarose on a column. The column was equilibrated with 5 bed 

volumes of denaturing buffer [8 M urea, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8]. 

Denatured soluble protein was loaded on the column and the column was washed initially 

with 5 bed volumes of washing buffer [8 M urea, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 

pH 6.3]. Bound protein was eluted with elution buffer [8 M urea, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 

10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 4.5]. The various eluted fractions were analyzed by SDS–PAGE to 

measure the purity. 

7.2.8 Refolding 

Protein assay was done by Bradford method to quantify the amount of eluted 

protein from the IMAC column.  The eluted protein was diluted to 75 µ gmL-1 and 60 µ 
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gmL-1 with Tris Arginine [TA] dialysis buffer [50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 0.4 M L-arginine] to 

identify the appropriate refolding condition. Refolding was done by dialysis in TA buffer 

in the presence of 1.0 mM GSH and 0.1 mM GSSG, and changed three times over three 

days at 4°C. Final dialysis was done in PBS at 4°C. Any aggregation was removed by 

centrifugation and the supernatant was collected as a soluble refolded protein. 

7.2.9 Western blot analysis 

Total cell proteins, inclusion bodies, IMAC eluted fractions or refolded Env 

proteins were separated on SDS–PAGE using 10% polyacrylamide gel and transferred 

onto hybond ECL nitrocellulose membranes [14] with a transblot apparatus [Bio-Rad] 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The membrane was blocked with 5% skim 

milk in PBST [0.1% Tween 20 in PBS, pH 7.3] for 1 h. The membrane was washed four 

times with PBST and incubated for 1 h with anti-His6 MAb. After washing four times 

with PBST, the membrane was incubated with GAM-HRPO for 1 h. Finally, the 

membrane was washed with PBST four times and ECL-based detection was performed 

according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

7.2.10 In gel digestion 

Protein identification by LC-MS was performed at the Institute of Biomolecular 

design, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.   

7.2.11 Heparan Sulfate binding assay 

Refolded protein was analysed for recognition of heparan sulfate by ELISA. 

Briefly, 96–well Maxisorp plates were coated with 0.5 µ gmL-1 heparan sulfate and 
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blocked with 3% bovine serum albumin [BSA]. Heparan sulfate coated wells were 

incubated with refolded protein for 1 h at 37°C. Serial dilutions of refolded Env 

protein were analysed. Then, wells were washed four times with PBST and incubated 

with 100 µl of diluted [1:1,000 in 5% BSA] anti-His6 MAb for 1 h at room temperature. 

The wells were washed again and incubated with anti-mouse IgG HRP [at 1:1,000 

dilutions in 5% BSA] for 1 h at room temperature. The color reaction was developed 

with TMB. The optical density was measured at 650 nm. Two negative controls [all assay 

components minus the recombinant protein and the other minus heparan sulfate] and a 

blank [containing only the detection reagents] were also included in the assay. The assay 

was repeated 3 times. 

7.2.12 Immunization of mice 

Groups of five balb/c mice were intra-peritoneally injected with 60 µg of purified 

Env protein in PBS emulsified with an adjuvant [protocol number 074/09/09, approved 

by Health Science Animal Protocol Committee, University of Alberta]. The protein was 

administered to the mice on days 0, 14 and 28 using Freund’s complete adjuvant for the 

first administration and Freund’s incomplete adjuvant for the second administration. The 

final injection was with 10 µg of protein in PBS. Mice were bled one week after the last 

administration and serum samples were then collected for further analysis. 

 

7.2.13 Preparation of Dengue virus type 1 stock 

The culture supernatant, obtained from dengue 1 virus [Hawaii strain]-infected C6/36 

Aedes albopictus cell culture after removal of cellular junk by centrifugation, was used as 

the source of virus. The stock was titrated on BHK cells grown in culture plates. The 
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virus dilution at which 50% of the infected wells resulted in cytopathic effect was done 

by an established method [39] and viral titers were formulated as the reciprocal of the 

dilution in terms of tissue culture infective doses [TCID50] [31]. 

 

7.2.14 Virus binding blocking assay 

The ability of the Env protein to block dengue virus type 1 binding to cells in tissue 

culture was performed [31]. BHK cells were immobilized in 96-well plates [2 × 103 

cells/well]. At about 60% confluency, they were pre-incubated for 30 min at 37 °C with 

200 µl of 1× PBS containing either the test [Env] or control proteins. We used BSA as a 

control. Protein concentration in each case was from 0 to 20 µg per well. Following pre-

incubating with the proteins 50 µL dilute Dengue type 1 virus [equivalent to 250 TCID50] 

was added to each well and incubated for 30 min at 37 °C. After this, the protein/virus 

mixture was aspirated out the cells were washed three times with 1× PBS and fresh 

medium [200 µL/well] was added followed by incubation for 3 days in a humidified 10% 

CO2 incubator at 37 °C. After 3 days the wells were scored for the presence or absence of 

cytopathic effects [CPE] by microscopic examination.  

 

 

 

7.2.15 Envelope Protein as a diagnostic reagent 

 

 Access to clinical samples being limited, we spiked different concentrations of 

anti-dengue monoclonal antibody 8A5 in rabbit serum and neat serum as blank. We also 

used serum spiked with SARS antibodies as negative control. We blinded the tubes and 
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labelled the samples 1-7 randomly. The purified full length Env protein was diluted to 10 

µgmL-1 in 0.1M bicarbonate buffer [pH 9.6] and 96–well Maxisorp plates were coated 

overnight at 4°C. The coated plates were washed with PBS and blocked with 2% BSA for 

2 h at 37°C. The plates were washed again with PBS. 100 µL of the samples were added 

to the wells and incubated for 2 h at 37°C. The plates were washed again with PBS and 

anti-mouse IgG conjugated to horseradish peroxidase was added [1:10000 dilution] for 

30 min at 37°C. The plates were washed again with PBS and TMB substrate added and 

absorbance was read at 650 nm. The assay was done in triplicate. 

 

 

7.3 Results 

 

7.3.1 Env gene cloning and expression 

The full length Env gene was successfully cloned with the C-terminal His6 tag 

and denoted as pDS20Env for higher expression of proteins in E.coli in the form of 

inclusion bodies [15]. Recombinant clones pertaining to the right size were selected for 

protein expression. The full length Env gene comprising plasmid was isolated for 

expression. Expression results of various clones showed that all the Env full length clones 

selected expressed the protein of interest at approximately 54 kDa at varying levels as 

determined by SDS-PAGE analysis. This was confirmed by Western blot probed with 

anti-His6 MAb [Figure 7.1]. In the control sample, no expression of Env protein was 

observed. The best Env clone was selected for expression optimization and further 

studies. 
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Fig 7.1 Envelope protein expression. Lane M: Marker, Lanes 1 – 12: Clone # 1 – 

12, and Lane C is Control. 
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7.3.2 Expression optimization [Temperature, Time and Inducer] 

The Env protein was successfully expressed as a recombinant protein in E.coli. 

The optimal conditions for Env protein expression were 0.2% [w/v] arabinose 

concentration [Figure 7.2a and 7.2b], 37°C temperature [Figure 7.3a and 7.3b] and 16 h 

induction time [Figure 7.4].  
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7.2a 

 

Fig 7.2A Arabinose dose optimization of envelope protein expression. SDS-PAGE. Lane 

M: prestained marker, Lane C: Control, Lane 1-5: 2%, 0.2%, 0.02%, 0.002%, 0.0002%. 
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7.2b 

 

Fig 7.2B Arabinose dose optimization of envelope protein expression. Western blot. Lane 

M: prestained marker, Lane C: Control, Lane 1-5: 2%, 0.2%, 0.02%, 0.002%, 0.0002%. 
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7.3a 
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7.3b 

 

Fig 7.3 Time induction of envelope protein expression. a SDS PAGE. Lane M: 

prestained marker, Lane C: Control, Lane 1-5: 0 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h, overnight. b Western 

blot. Lane M: prestained marker, Lane C: Control, Lane 1-5: 0 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h and 

overnight. 
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Fig 7.4 Temperature optimization of envelope protein expression by Western blot. Lane 

M: prestained marker, Lane 1: 24ºC  Control, Lane 2: 24ºC Test, Lane 3: 30ºC Control, 

Lane 4: 30ºC Test, Lane 5: 37ºC Control, Lane 6: 37ºC Test. 
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7.3.3 Medium scale expression of Env protein 

The recombinant Env was expressed and the bulk of the antigen was in the 

inclusion bodies [Figure 7.5]. Inclusion bodies were prepared from bacterial pellet by 

French press. After completion of cell lysis, the insoluble inclusion bodies were separated 

from the soluble bacterial protein by centrifugation and thereafter the pellets were washed 

with sodium deoxycholate. Any remaining sodium deoxycholate were removed from the 

inclusion bodies by subsequent washes with lysis buffer. The purity of the inclusion 

bodies along with the different washes was analyzed by SDS-PAGE. The final yield of 

purified soluble inclusion bodies was estimated by Bradford protein assay to be 

approximately 15-20 µ gmL-1 of bacterial culture.  
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Fig 7.5 Accumulation of envelope protein in inclusion bodies [Lane 1] and soluble 

fractions [Lane 2] by Western blot.  M: prestained marker. 
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7.3.4 Purification and Refolding 

The insoluble protein was isolated from inclusion bodies with a final purified 

protein yield in the range of 15-20 mgL-1 of bacterial shake flask culture and purified by 

immobilized metal–affinity chromatography [IMAC] under denaturing conditions. The 

purification method involved IMAC for separating recombinant proteins from major 

bacterial contaminants. Employing this method, pure proteins were eluted out from the 

IMAC affinity column as determinated in the methods section. The eluted protein showed 

a single band of approximate molecular weight of 54 kDa, with purity greater than 90% 

[Figure 7.6]. Folding of proteins and disulphide bond formation and association of 

various domains require renaturing conditions and suitable buffers. The presence of 

arginine in the refolding buffer helped in solubilization, inhibiting aggregation of 

refolding intermediates and thereby increasing the yield [16].  Refolding was done over 

three days by dialysis. No aggregation was observed after refolding. The supernatant was 

collected as refolded Env protein for future use. Hence, the in vitro refolding was 

successful in recovering the soluble protein expressed in E.coli in form of inclusion 

bodies. 
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Fig 7.6 Refolded envelope protein by Western blot. Lane M: prestained marker, Lane 1: 

refolded envelope protein [75 µ gmL-1], Lane 2: envelope protein [60 µ gmL-1]. 
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7.3.5 In Gel Digestion  

Non-redundant National Center for Biotechnology Information [NCBI] database 

was searched for protein identification from the LC/MS data according to established 

protocol [11]. Significant hits were obtained from the search for the DEN- 1 polyprotein 

which included Env [gi]130423 polyprotein [Dengue virus type 1]. 

 

7.3.6 Immunogenicity of the purified Env protein 

Mice were immunized intra peritoneally [60 µg at two week intervals] Sera from 

immunized mice were analyzed by ELISA [Figure 7.7] and Western blot [Figure 7.8]. 

The results indicate development of robust humoral immunity in mice. Immunized mice 

sera could also bind to the purified and refolded dengue Env protein on Western blot. 
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Fig 7.7 Indirect ELISA of mice sera immunized by Dengue envelope protein at 

absorbance of 650 nm. Analysis of humoral immune response to dengue envelope 

protein. 
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Fig 7.8 Western blot analysis of refolded envelope protein probed with mouse anti-Env 

polyclonal antibodies. Lane M: prestained marker, Lane 1: refolded envelope protein. 
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7.3.7 Refolded Env protein blocks Dengue virus – 1 infection 

After refolding, the recombinant protein’s biological functionality was assessed by virus 

blocking assay. Pre-incubated BHK cells with various concentrations of refolded Env 

protein were infected with Dengue type 1 virus. Total blocking was observed at 

concentrations 16 µg and higher [Figure 7.9]. This substantiates a successful refolding of 

the recombinant protein. 
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Fig 7.9 Biological function assessment of refolded Env protein. BHK cells were pre-

incubated with various concentrations of Env protein and BSA [control] and then infected 

with dengue virus type 1 [250 TCID50 per well]. After 3 days, the wells were examined 

under a microscope for cytopathic effects.  
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7.3.8 Binding Assay 

The recombinant protein was found to be biologically functional based on the 

heparan sulfate binding assay [Figure 7.9]. Denatured protein was also analyzed in a 

parallel assay wherein the binding was not as significant as previously reported by 

pattnaik and co-workers [17]. 
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Fig 7.10 Receptor binding assay with purified and refolded Dengue env protein. ELISA 

plate wells were coated with 0.5 µgmL-1 cell free soluble heparan sulfate, except the 

control wells. Different concentrations of refolded protein were used. Refolded protein 

bound to heparan sulfate in a concentration dependant manner.  
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7.3.9 Diagnostic evaluation of anti-dengue antibodies using recombinant antigen 

 The recombinant env protein was used in indirect ELISA for detection anti 

dengue antibodies in the blinded spiked samples. We tested 5 samples with varying 

dengue antibody concentrations along with blank and negative control. The assay could 

positively detect the 5 samples that had spiked dengue antibodies and the remaining two 

samples yielded negative result. The specificity of the ELISA was found to be 100% 

[Table 7.1]. 
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Range of OD value Blinded Sample No Original Sample 

0.736 - 0.910 1  8 ngmL-1 anti den MAb 

0.588 - 0.692 2 6 ngmL-1 anti den MAb 

0.000 - 0.096 3 Neat Serum 

0.211 - 0.289 4 2 ngmL-1 anti den MAb 

0.951 - 1.078 5 10 ngmL-1 anti den 

MAb 

0.000 - 0.127 6 10 ngmL-1 SARS MAb 

0.473 - 0.535 7 4 ngmL-1 anti dengue 

MAb 

Table 7.1 Range of OD650 values in blinded diagnostic assay 
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7.4 Discussion 

The Env protein of Dengue viruses is widely recognized as a major subunit 

vaccine component. The Env protein is a multifunctional protein with proven roles in 

host cell surface receptor binding [18]. It is also one of the important targets to induce 

protective and prolonged immune response [19].  Earlier studies have used different 

expression systems involving yeast, insect cells and E coli for Env expression [20-22]. In 

most of the previous expression systems and purification methods the recombinant 

proteins were associated with fusion tags such as glutathione S-transferase [GST] and 

maltose binding proteins for expressing the protein in soluble form with subsequent 

affinity purification [23]. Most studies show that yields of the Dengue Env protein to be 

low associated with significantly high cost of production. Low expression levels and 

difficulty in purification has been a major hindrance in the development of Env based 

subunit vaccines [24]. Baculovirus based expression of the antigen has been reported to 

form aggregates [25]. The Env glycoprotein is also very important for vaccine and 

therapeutic aspects due to the presence of neutralizing epitopes [26-27]. 

In the present study we have used the E coli system for the production of Env 

protein which is one of the most frequently used method for recombinant protein 

expression. An advantage of the E.coli system is its convenient expression capability and 

low cost. It is known that E.coli expressed eukaryotic protein folding is difficult to obtain 

as a soluble protein. Large scale expression of proteins is conducible to precipitation 

thereby forming inclusion bodies [28-29]. Protein purification from inclusion bodies 

gives a better yield and is relatively simple to purify as previously demonstrated in our 
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laboratory. Earlier studies show that codon optimized genes boost expression level than 

the native gene [28].   

In this study, we have obtained codon optimized Env gene chemically for 

expression in E.coli.  Codon optimization substantially enhances gene expression that 

leads to higer level of protein expression. Codon optimization was carried out using 

optimizer software in Geneart. They follow a deterministic sliding window algorithm for 

multiparameter sequence optimization. The target sequences are determined with a 

quality attribute taking codon usage, GC content, mRNA structure and species-specific 

sequence motifs into consideration. The first codon of the best candidates’ variation 

window is made absolute and the window is shifted by one codon position towards the 3’ 

end [30]. We have cloned and purified the Dengue Env in E.coli for the development of 

MAbs for primarily translational applications. The Env protein could also be used for 

dengue detection and therapeutic and vaccine applications. The 6x His tag was inserted at 

the C-terminal end of the recombinant protein to augment easy purification. This tag has 

negligible immunogenicity and hence need not be removed from the recombinant protein 

[31]. We also analyzed a range of conditions to validate the optimal temperature, time 

and inducer concentration for highest protein expression [11]. 

The Env gene was cloned in presence of a promoter for high-level expression of 

recombinant protein as inclusion bodies. The pBM802 vector was used for cloning under 

the control of the pBAD promoter that is nothing but arabinose promoter hence arabinose 

was used as inducer [32]. This promotes high level expression of recombinant protein as 

inclusion bodies in the bacterial cytoplasm. The final yield of purified inclusion bodies 

was estimated by Bradford protein assay [33] and estimated to be approximately 15-20 
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mgL-1 [Table 7.2] of initial bacterial culture which is 5-10 fold higher compared to 

previous studies using the native Env gene sequence [19,22,31].  
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Dengue Envelope 

Type 

Affinity 

Tag 

Host Yield Reference 

Dengue 1 Env His6 E.coli 15-20 mg L-1 This article 

Dengue 1 Env GST E.coli 2 mg L-1 [22] 

Dengue 1 Env GST Pichia 0.1 mg L-1 [22] 

Dengue 2 Env HBsAg Pichia 0.5 mg L-1 [38] 

Dengue 2 Env MBP Sf9 1 mg10-9 cells [21] 

 
Table 7.2 Comparative analysis of production of full length Env proteins 
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The purity of inclusion bodies was determined by SDS-PAGE and Western blot. 

French Press lysis of cells and subsequent washing steps with detergent were adopted to 

purify the inclusion bodies from soluble proteins. SDS-PAGE analysis demonstrated that 

lysis by French Press and further washing with PBS substantially enhanced the purity of 

the inclusion bodies as a large amount of the E.coli soluble proteins could be separated.  

The purification method comprising of IMAC under denaturing conditions adsorbed the 

His-tagged protein [23]. IMAC purification under denaturing conditions produced better 

amounts of pure Env protein with one band as determined by SDS-PAGE analysis. 

Bradford assay estimated a final concentration of around 80% of the initial amount. 

Recombinant proteins are expressed in E.coli as inclusion bodies and various refolding 

methods have been described to renature the proteins from inclusion bodies [23].  The 

IMAC purified Env protein was refolded using TA buffer consisting of a redox pair 

[GSH/GSSG] with two different protein concentrations [75 µ gmL-1 and 60 µ gmL-1]. No 

aggregation was visible with both the concentrations during the process of refolding. 

SDS-PAGE and Western blot analyses were used to determine the purity of the refolded 

protein. Anti-His6 MAb reacted with a single band of ~54 kDa, suggesting a successful 

purification of recombinant Env. The identity of purified protein was further confirmed 

by in vitro gel digestion, mass spectrometry, and NCBI non-redundant database search 

which proved that the purified protein band to be the dengue polyprotein of our interest. 

The protein was also probed with dengue Env MAbs thus confirming proper refolding.  

The Env protein was also successful in inducing a robust humoral immune response in 

balb/c mice as evidence from the high antibody titers and western blot analysis. The 

refolded Env protein was used as an antigen to immunize mice for development of 

MAbs. The polyclonal antibodies from mice sera were strongly binding with the 
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recombinant protein in Western blot [Figure 7.8].  The conformation of the Env protein 

plays an important role during viral infection [34]. We did not analyze the crystal 

structure of the recombinant Env protein but putting it in perspective to findings by 

various research groups we can predict our refolded protein to be having a postfusion 

conformation. It has been reported that exposure to detergent and acidic pH would lead to 

trimeric postfusion conformation [35]. As our procedure involves similar parametric 

conditions we can anticipate the structural conformation. In addition anti dengue MAbs 

8A5 and 12A1 were sourced from our collaborators in the United States to probe our 

refolded Env protein in Western blot as well as standard ELISA and we found desired 

level of interaction.  Further assessment of the functional integrity of the refolded protein 

was conducted by performing a dengue virus-blocking assay [Figure 7.10]. The assay 

demonstrated the ability of the recombinant Env protein to completely block dengue virus 

infectivity. The functionality of the recombinant protein was further analyzed with 

heparan sulfate based assay. The recombinant protein may also be used as a diagnostic 

antigen. Our mimic blinded optimized diagnostic assay resulted in 100% specificity and 

sensitivity. Further optimization would offer a rapid alternative to whole virus antigen 

based diagnostic assays. This expression system can be exploited for other recombinant 

proteins as well which would be biologically functional and also in developing a dengue 

vaccine owing to high yield protein production at a very reasonable cost. The 

recombinant Env protein will be used to develop several MAbs with different 

specificities from immunized mice. MAbs against dengue Env is known to protect mice 

against dengue infection [36].  

In summary the Den-1 full length Envelope protein was efficiently expressed in 

the E.coli system. We hope to develop several MAbs in future to develop an oligoclonal 
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antibody cocktail-based therapeutic formulation against all the dengue virus serotypes. 

The full length Env protein could also be used for dengue diagnostic studies [37]. 

Development of drugs inhibiting the Env mediated dengue infection can be exploited 

with a functional recombinant protein. This would be highly inexpensive procedure for 

the development of antigens for large-scale use in terms of therapeutics and diagnostics.  
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PRODUCTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 

MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES AGAINST DENGUE VIRUS 

ENVELOPE PROTEIN 
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Dengue is one of the foremost vector-borne diseases recognized in the world with 

more than 50 million dengue fever cases per year [1,2]. The vector, Aedes aegypti is most 

common in tropical regions [3,4] whereas the vector, Aedes Albopictus, is generally 

found in temperate environments, which result in dengue outbreaks [5]. The flavivirus 

Env glycoprotein is known to induce protective immunity. This protein is critical for 

binding to cellular receptors and endosomal membrane fusion. Based on the studies, the 

Env protein folds itself into three functional domains. Domain I comprises of both virus-

specific and cross-reactive epitopes, which are generally non-neutralizing. Domain II 

contains a conserved ‘fusion loop’, which participates in structural rearrangements as 

well as several overlapping immune-dominant epitopes that induce neutralizing 

antibodies. Domain III is considered the most important as it contains the host cell 

receptor-recognition site, which elicits the production of virus-specific, highly protective 

neutralizing antibodies [5, 6, 7]. 

Four antigenically distinct dengue serotypes [DEN-1, DEN-2, DEN-3 and DEN-4] 

coexist in many dengue endemic areas [9,10]. Infection with one dengue serotype 

provides life-long immunity to that serotype but cannot offer immunity when infected 

with a different dengue serotype [11]. Most dengue infections remain asymptomatic and 

cause dengue fever [DF]. Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever [DHF] and Dengue Shock 

Syndrome [DSS] are the most severe forms of DF, which are often fatal [12, 13,14]. A 

person previously infected with a dengue serotype on subsequent infection with another 

dengue serotype leads to clinical disease for most serotype combinations, and is deemed a 

major risk for developing DHF or DSS [15]. In this study, we developed and 

characterized three anti-dengue Envelope mAbs, which were raised against the Dengue 
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type 1 Env recombinant protein. We describe mAb affinity towards purified Dengue 

virus as well as towards the env domain III region of all the serotypes. No neutralizing 

activity was observed in vitro. Due to its limited cross-reactivity with the four serotypes, 

the mAbs are ideal candidates for the development of reagents for investigating dengue 

pathogenesis. Moreover dengue-specific mAbs that recognize antigenically different 

serotypes are particularly significant for specific and sensitive dengue antigen-capture 

immunoassays for clinical dengue diagnosis. 

BALB/c mice were immunized intra-peritonially with full-length dengue envprotein 

expressed in E.coli, following an established immunization protocol. Based on high 

antibody titers, splenocytes were isolated from the immunized mice and fused with 

freshly grown SP2/0 myeloma cells using polyethylene glycol. After a third recloning 

step, three stable clones were generated against Dengue env protein and designated 

P150.19, P150.28 and P150.30. Each anti dengue envelope hybridoma clone was 

cultured, and supernatants were purified by affinity chromatography. Immunoglobulin G 

[IgG] yields were between 20-28 mg/liter of cell culture supernatant. Isotyping of the 

three mAbs was carried out by commercially available isotyping strip [Roche]. The 

results indicated that the heavy chain of all three MAbs [P150.19, P150.28 and P150.30] 

was of the IgG1 class and the light chain was found to be kappa for all of the mAbs. The 

purity of the anti-dengue envelope mAbs was evaluated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis [SDS-PAGE], and Western blot analysis showed the 

specificity of purified mAbs to the Dengue envelope antigen. 

Binding studies with purified Dengue virus and dengue env domain III fragments from 

all the four serotypes were carried out. The recombinant protein fragments were selected 
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as they represent the active sites, which are the target for neutralizing epitopes. Also the 

env protein is known to elicit the primary immune response in primary dengue infections 

[19]. ELISA plates were coated with 20 ng of purified dengue virus [DENV1-4] or 200 

ng of recombinant dengue env domain III [rDIII-D1 to D4] [in carbonate buffer at pH 9.6 

for 2 h at room temperature and incubated with blocking buffer [0.05% TBS-T containing 

3% skim milk or 3% normal goat serum] at 37oC for 1 hr. Anti-dengue env mAbs [800 

ng] diluted in blocking buffer were added for 1 h at 37°C followed by alkaline 

phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-human IgG [Sigma] for 1 h at 37°C. Lastly, p-

nitrophenyl phosphate substrate [Sigma] was added to each well and the reaction was 

allowed to develop for 15 minutes before measuring absorbance at 405 nm on a 

spectrophotometer. Results indicated good binding particularly with dengue type 1 virus 

owing to the fact the antibodies were raised against the recombinant envelope protein 

from serotype 1. But the mAbs also showed considerable cross reactivity with the other 

serotypes [Fig 8.1]. ELISA data with recombinant dengue envelope domain III fragments 

also showed considerable binding [Fig 8.2]. It can be assumed from the results that the 

binding region of the mAbs lie in some overlapping regions between Domain III and the 

other domains of dengue envelope protein. 
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Fig 8.1: Binding analysis between mAbs and purified dengue virus of each serotype. 

Absorbance was measured at 405 nm 
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Fig 8.2: Binding analysis between the mAbs P150.19, P150.28, P150.30 and purified, 

recombinant enve Domain III protein from each Dengue serotype to measure binding 

affinity. Absorbance was measured at 405 nm 
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The neutralizing potential of the three anti-dengue env mAbs were measured by a 

focus reduction neutralization test [FRNT] with Vero cells or using a flow cytometry-

based neutralization assay with the U937 human monocytic cell line stably transfected 

with DC-SIGN according to a previously established procedure [16]. All the three mAbs 

turned out to be non-neutralizing but appeared to be slightly enhancing supporting the 

phenomenon of antibody dependent enhancement.  P150.30 was found to be the mAb 

with the strongest affinity against the purified virus as well as the protein fragments. 

In the hetero-sandwich immunoassay, an optimal concentration of 5 µg/ml was used for 

the capture antibody and 1 µg/ml was used for the detection antibody. These 

concentrations were optimized in preliminary experiments using checkerboard titrations 

[17]. Full-length recombinant dengue env protein at different concentrations was used in 

the immunoassay. The immunoassay was specific and sensitive to detect nanogram levels 

of antigen [Fig 8.3]. 
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[B] 

Fig 8.3: Evaluation of hetero-sandwich pairs of anti-dengue env mAbs at low antigen 

concentrations. P150.19 [A] and P150.30 [B] formed excellent hetero-sandwich pairs 

with P150.28 as the detecting mAb. Detection was carried out by the addition of 

streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase to the biotin labeled detecting antibodies after the env 

protein was captured by capture antibodies.  
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Hence, the anti-dengue envelope mAbs generated and characterized in this study can be 

used, as effective diagnostic reagents to detect dengue infection and also be used in 

immunological studies to better understand dengue pathogenesis. 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDIES 
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The non-structural protein 1 [NS1] of dengue virus is a useful target for 

developing diagnostics of dengue infection since the protein is abundantly circulating in 

blood during the acute phase of the disease during both primary and secondary infections. 

Prior work has established that secreted NS1 levels in plasma correlates with viremia 

levels and hence can also be used to diagnose patients at the risk for developing dengue 

hemorrhagic fever. Thus detection of non-structural dengue antigens may be of benefit 

for an early rapid diagnosis of dengue infection due to its long half-life in the blood. Here 

we describe a simple and efficient method for the expression of NS1 in E. coli, which 

could potentially be used to develop monoclonal and bispecific antibodies for point of 

care diagnostics. E.coli codon optimized synthetic full-length NS1 gene of dengue 

serotype 1 [DEN-1] was successfully cloned and expressed in very high-level as 

inclusion bodies. The NS1 protein was successfully affinity purified and refolded as a 

recombinant NS1 [rNS1] protein in E.coli and yield was 230– 250 mg/L of bacterial 

culture. The rNS1 protein was used to immunize mice for hybridoma development. The 

polyclonal antiserum from animals immunized with this rNS1 protein was found to 

specifically recognize the rNS1, thus demonstrating the immunogenic nature of the 

protein. The rNS1 protein purified from E.coli could be useful for developing a sensitive 

serum diagnostic assay to monitor dengue outbreaks. 

We tried raising monoclonal antibodies and second-generation bispecific 

antibodies for dengue diagnostic research. A bridge ELISA was used to select the 

quadromas obtained for bispecific monoclonal antibody purification and characterization. 

Preliminary enzyme linked immunosorbent assays for dengue NS1 antigen detection was 

also carried out. Optimization of these novel reagents would help to develop simple and 

inexpensive dengue diagnostics like the quadroma-based capture enzyme-linked 
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immunosorbent assay for the diagnosis of the dengue virus nonstructural protein NS1. 

The hetero-sandwich assay involves using mAb and bsMAb as capture and detection 

antibodies, respectively. By using the bsMAb capture-antibody, the sensitivity of the 

sandwich ELISA assay developed, was significantly enhanced. We were able to establish 

a detection sensitivity of 31.25 pg/ ml for NS1 protein from dengue 1 virus. A significant 

feature of the assay is, that it reduces the number of steps required to determine detection 

thus reducing the cost of the diagnosis. The ELISA assay developed, because it is 

quicker, more sensitive and cheaper to administer, has the potential to become another 

useful diagnostic tool for dengue virus detection.  

Another study was conducted to develop a quantitative detection system for dengue viral 

protein, targeting the dengue non-structural protein [NS1] to determine the presence of 

infection in suspected individuals using a combination of chicken IgY and mAbs. Full 

length NS1 was used to generate chicken polyclonal IgY antibodies for development of 

heterosandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay for early diagnostic of dengue 

infection. The sensitivity of the developed heterosandwich ELISA can detect nanogram 

levels of recombinant NS1. This study illustrates an ultrasensitive ELISA using mAb as 

capture antibody and IgY as detecting antibody for the detection of dengue NS1 antigen. 

One of the most important findings was the use of inexpensive polyclonal IgY antibody 

to increase the sensitivity of the detection system for dengue at picogram level. 

Furthermore, the IgY based dengue NS1 antigen detection immunoassay developed could 

be an effective and sensitive method of diagnosing dengue suspected individuals during 

dengue outbreaks and screening people at ports of entry. 

Yet another embodiment in the development of effective dengue diagnostics is the simple 

to use immunoswab based diagnostic procedure employing monoclonal antibodies and 
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the second-generation quadromas. The detection limit for NS1 has been established to be 

in the sub nanogram range. The assay is very sensitive, has a visual end point and also 

being extremely inexpensive. With this assay, screening time for a dengue-infected 

person would be very rapid. 

 

Apart from the development of sensitive and specific dengue detection systems, it 

is imperative to simultaneously develop vaccine candidates and other constructs to 

understand the pathogenesis of dengue infection. Dengue virus infection is now a 

worldwide problem affecting nearly 2.5 billion people. The spread of the four-dengue 

virus serotypes had also led to the increased incidence of dengue haemorrhagic fever 

[DHF]. Endeavors towards developing safe and effective vaccines against dengue are a 

global priority. Dengue virus infection poses a serious public health threat and presently 

there is no licensed vaccine available. The dengue virus encoded envelope protein carries 

multiple conformation-dependent epitopes important for virus infectivity. We have 

expressed and purified the recombinant dengue virus type-1 antigen exploiting the codon 

optimized full-length envelope for increased yield in E.coli. A 6x His tag was inserted at 

the C terminus to facilitate purification. The purified protein was recognized in Western 

blot by monoclonal antibody specific for the tag. The in vitro refolded recombinant 

protein was used to immunize mice for the development of hybridomas and also analyzed 

for its biological functionality with heparan sulfate binding assay. The polyclonal anti-

sera from the immunized mice were found to recognize the envelope protein thereby 

establishing the immunogenicity of the protein. Our recombinant envelope protein was 

able to successfully block dengue virus infection in vitro. The purified envelope protein 

was also used towards dengue diagnostics and vaccine development efforts. 
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Three monoclonal antibodies [mAbs] against recombinant dengue envelope protein were 

developed by hybridoma technology. Mapping by Western blot and ELISA studies with 

purified Dengue virus and recombinant dengue envelope domain III protein showed that 

these anti-dengue env mAbs bind to overlapping domains of dengue env proteins of all 

four dengue serotypes. These anti-dengue env mAbs, with their high specificity, are 

potentially ideal candidates for developing early and sensitive diagnostic assays for 

dengue as well as can be useful in studying dengue pathogenesis. The monoclonal 

antibodies were comprehensively characterized and it was observed its was able to 

significantly detect dengue virus type 1 and possessed limited cross reactivity to the other 

serotypes. These antibodies can be used in diagnostics as well as to better understand the 

pathogenesis of dengue. 

We successfully proved all the hypotheses proposed in the thesis and beyond. We 

designed and produced the first of its kind second generation self-assembling bi-specific 

antibodies with binding specificities to dengue virus antigens NS1 in one paratope and 

HRPO in the second paratope and developed highly sensitive diagnostics for detection of 

Dengue NS1 antigen. The immunoassay thus developed possesses enhanced sensitivity in 

the bsMAb-based format in comparison to the conventional chemically conjugated mAb 

[biotin labeled] based format. The bsMab-based immunoassay was able to detect Dengue 

specific antigen at the point of care level. Another immunoassay involving chicken IgY 

as a diagnostic probe with good sensitivity and less expensive was also successfully 

developed as a supplementary diagnostic to detect Dengue infection. We also produced 

and characterized the dengue envelope antigen with higher yields and also developed 

monoclonal antibodies against the protein that were used to further substantiate dengue-

screening assays. The Dengue envelope protein as a potential vaccine candidate was able 
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to neutralize viral infection. 

 

 Current studies are underway to address some of the limitations with our 

diagnostic assays. We are in the process of developing a tetravalent immunoassay that 

would be ideal for dengue screening particularly in endemic areas where there is 

simultaneous circulation of all the dengue serotypes. Sensitivity and specificity studies 

with dengue infected clinical samples are being planned to make our immunoswab assay 

more robust and effective. We are also addressing intra dengue serotype cross reactivity 

analysis for our assays maintaining precision parameters as well. Another limitation with 

the immunoswab assay in its present form could be the requirement of blood for analysis. 

Obtaining blood sample particularly from children may be difficult. To address this, we 

are in the process of developing a saliva-based assay that would be more user friendly. It 

should also be noted that another limitation of the assay, or any assay relying on a 

qualitative visual detection, is inter observer variations, which influences the sensitivity. 

To minimize the inter observer variability; the result of the assay should always be 

compared with a robust negative control. Future efforts involving development of 

targeted monovalent and tetravalent dengue DNA vaccines and exploiting of plant based 

expression of dengue antigens our discussed in the following sections. 
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9.1 Development of Low Dose Dendritic Cell Targeted Dengue DNA 

Vaccine 

 

9.1.1 BACKGROUND 

The enhanced transmission and global spread of dengue fever [DF] and its most severe 

presentations, dengue hemorrhagic fever [DHF] and dengue shock syndrome [DSS], 

make it one of the most crucial and challenging mosquito-borne viral disease of humans. 

Four distinct serotypes of dengue viruses are transmitted to humans through the bites of 

the mosquitoes. Currently, there is no vaccine or antiviral drug against dengue virus 

infections. Cross-protection between serotypes is limited and antibody dependent 

enhancement [ADE] contributes significantly to the severity of the disease. To address 

this severe human health hazard, we are investigating the in vivo efficacy of dendritic cell 

targeted [DEC-205] bifunctional fusion protein based tetravalent and monovalent dengue 

DNA vaccine formulations. 

 

9.1.2 METHODS AND RESULTS 

Based on consensus amino acid sequence, human codon optimized and RNA optimized 

constructs were obtained from GENEART, Germany. The codon-optimized sequence 

was further cloned into pVAX expression vector. The expression vectors are referred by 

their serotypes. Dengue-universal construct, pDENV-U encodes the combination all four 

DIII regions together as one open reading frame under CMV-promoter. In pDENV-U, 

DIII sequences are separated by endoproteolytic target sequences. The five DNA 

contructs were labelled with photobiotin acetate as per manufacturers instruction. Prior to 
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their application in vaccination, the ability of the monovalent as well as tetravalent DNA 

expressing plasmids to produce appropriate gene products was confirmed.  Lipofectamine 

based transfection was done in HEK293T cells Western blot analyses was done with anti 

– Dengue MAbs to verify expression. The DC targeting vector was prepared using our 

established protocol. The pWET-7 vector was chemically transformed into BL21-

CodonPlus® [DE3]-RIPL E.coli cells, cultured in 2xYT medium with antibiotics and 

induced with IPTG when OD reached 0.4 to 0.6. Following the induction the bacterial 

culture was grown at 26°C for 5 hr and harvested by centrifugation. Protein was extracted 

and lysate was cleared by centrifugation and loaded onto to the Ni-NTA matrix. The 

purification of periplasmic soluble protein was performed using immobilized metal 

affinity chromatography [IMAC]. A total of five mice per group are used for evaluating 

immune responses against vaccine construct. Mice are injected subcutaneously near the 

inguinal lymph node. The immunization protocol was based on our previous 

communicated data [1].  Serum was collected for analysis. The DIII regions of four 

subtypes were cloned individually as well as together under one open reading frame into 

the pVAX vector. In order to maximize expression as well as secretion into the blood 

stream efficiently, a highly efficient Ig-E leader sequence was fused in frame to the DIII 

domain coding sequence at its N-terminus. Similarly, the codon usage of this fusion gene 

was adapted to the codon bias of Homo sapiens genes to further enhance expression 

levels. Prior to mice immunization in vitro expression of the Dengue DIII fragments was 

confirmed in transfected HEK293T cells. After immunizing mice with vaccine 

constructs, serum was collected from each group and sent for analysis to our 

collaborators at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, United States.  
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9.1.3 CONCLUSION 

Four monovalent and one universal dengue DNA vaccine constructs were successfully 

made and functionality verified with in vitro expression. Mice were successfully 

vaccinated IM and serum analysis are underway. Future studies also include alternate 

models of antigen production particularly plant based systems which have been discussed 

in the next section. 
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9.2 Overview of Plant-Derived Vaccine Antigens: Dengue Virus 

 

9.2.1 BACKGROUND 

The success story of any immunization programme depends upon the efficacy of 

the vaccine [1-4]. For many reasons, developing countries cannot afford to produce 

expensive vaccines [1, 2, 5, 6]. There are many issues associated with the production of 

vaccines that have been widely   reviewed and discussed [1-4]. Traditional vaccines are 

produced by the application of fermentation technology in various cell culture systems. 

However, there are many limitations involved with fermentation so that development of 

alternative systems for the production of vaccines is timely [1-3, 5, 6]. Plants have been 

used as herbal drugs for millenia; they also play an important role in modern medicine. 

Recent advances in the area of plant biotechnology have revealed many achievements, 

including the production of desired vaccine antigens in plants [4,7-16]. The use of plants 

for the production of vaccines has many advantages, which have been previously 

discussed [1, 2, 4, 6, 13, 14, 15, 17-22]. Plant cells also play an important role in the 

accumulation of foreign proteins in specialized cell compartments, allowing for the 

retention of native biological activity [7, 21, 23-27]. There are many established and 

published protocols in the literature for the isolation of protein from plant tissues. 

Purification of an antigenic protein from plant cell culture is very simple since the 

antigenic protein is histidine-tagged and can be separated using an immomobilized-metal 

affinity chromatography [IMAC] system. Plants are considered to be effective alternative 

production systems for subunit vaccines as they are likely to contribute to all of these 

critical features of effective vaccines [12, 14, 28-33]. The strategy for the production of 

plant- derived vaccine antigen [PDVA] against human infectious diseases is 
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diagrammatically presented in Figure 1. Furthermore, plants are photoautotrophic and use 

light as their energy source, unlike mammalian or insect cell culture growth, resulting in a 

more robust and inert system for the production of subunit vaccines in different plant 

systems [4, 34]. Several plant-derived vaccines have been through Phase I and II clinical 

trials in humans and are increasingly developed [4, 13, 15]. Plant derived vaccines 

constitute a technology with proven worth as a cheap and easy means to scale-up the 

production of valuable materials [7, 15, 21, 26, 27, 35]. The production of antigenic 

protein in plants affects protein yield. The yields of PDVA can be as high as 45% of a 

plant cell’s total protein compared to that of vaccines produced from a mammalian cell 

culture system [36]. Thus far, several plant species, including potato, tobacco, tomato, 

Arabidopsis, soybean, alfalfa, lettuce, lupin, rice, banana, grapes, watermelon, black-eyed 

bean, cowpea, and corn have been used for production of vaccine antigens against 

dengue, tuberculosis, human immune deficiency virus [HIV], foot and mouth disease, 

hepatitis virus B surface antigen, cholera toxin B, severe acute respiratory syndrome 

[SARS], Norwalk virus capsid protein, avian influenza [H5N1 subtype], swine fever, 

malaria, diabetes-type 1, human papilloma virus, rotavirus, and smallpox recombinant 

vaccine virus [3-5, 30- 33, 37, 38]. Separately, the use of a magnifection system 

increased the total soluble protein accumulation level of hepatitis B virus [HB core] in 

tobacco by more than 7% [6, 39-41]. Plant-derived vaccines [PDVs] could soon be on the 

market due to many advantages. This is mainly due to the established plant tissue culture 

protocols for many commercial plants, as well as established gene cloning and plant 

transformation technology [42]. A number of factors may modulate gene expression in 

plants, including: appropriate codon optimization popularized by Geneart Inc., Germany, 

Integrated DNA Technologies [IDT], USA, Biobasic Inc., Canada, Abnova Inc., Taiwan; 
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promoter, leader and polyadenylation signals. A very powerful tool in biotechnology is 

genetic transformation and transgenic plants represent a potentially stable and cheap 

propagation source for the production of a protein of pharmaceutical interest such as a 

vaccine [42-46]. This is achieved by the transfer of a foreign gene of interest into the 

nuclear or organelle [chloroplast] genome of the plant to generate transgenic plants that 

express the antigenic protein [3, 34, 47-48]. Transgenic plants are most commonly 

obtained by Agrobacterium-mediated gene transfer or by bombardment with DNA coated 

high velocity gold/tungsten particles [43, 49-53], both followed by an appropriate plant 

tissue culture regeneration methods either via organogenesis or somatic embryogenesis 

[54-65]. Therefore, the successful application of plant tissue culture techniques and 

genetic transformation plays an important role in the production of PDVs.  

 

9.2.2 GLYCOENGINEERING 

Plant and mammalian glycosylation are not similar [7, 12, 22, 66-67]. The covalent 

attachment of sugar molecules to proteins in glycosylation has improved folding capacity, 

biological activity and solubility [22- 23, 68-69]. Proteins produced by plants lack the 

terminal galactose and sialic acid residues commonly found in animals and have α-[1, 3] 

fucose and β- [1, 2] xylose which are absent in mammalian systems [7, 22, 70]. Recently 

these issues have been addressed by the application of genetic engineering techniques 

[22]. On the other hand, PDVAs have shown higher immunogenicity than other 

expression systems [7, 22, 38]. However, the immunogenicity of plant glycans is still of 

major concern in the context of plant proteins [7, 21, 22, 26, 27, 71]. Furthermore, 13 [1, 

4]-galactosyltransferase is one of the key enzymes that plays an important role in the 

glycosylation pathway [7, 22, 71]. Production of transgenic tobacco resulted in 15% of 
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proteins expressing terminal [1, 4]-galactose residues [7, 21, 22, 71]. Various methods 

have been adopted to modify the N-glycosylation pattern in plants [68, 69, 72, 73]. 

Therefore, plants could be used for the production of glycosylated proteins for the 

development of vaccine antigens against human diseases [68, 69, 74]. 

 

9.2.3 COMMERCIALIZATION AND CLINICAL TRIALS 

Plant-derived vaccines will likely replace traditional vaccines in the pharmaceutical 

industry in the future [6, 15, 38, 39, 68, 69]. A review article published by Tiwari and co-

workers [15] highlighted the outcome and results of most clinical trials of plant-derived 

vaccines. Our paper updates that review with some more information on clinical trials. 

On the basis of published reports, PDVAs were successful during phase I clinical trials 

[15, 69]. There are many plant-derived vaccines that, during clinical trials, induced 

neutralizing antibodies following immunization [9, 15, 44-46, 68, 69, 75, 76, 77, 78]. A 

US-based company [Dow Agro Sciences LLC] received regulatory approval for a plant-

made vaccine from the US Department of Agriculture [USDA] Centre for Veterinary 

Biologists in 2006 [15, 68]. This plant culture-derived veterinary vaccine antigen that 

protects poultry from Newcastle disease [www.thepoultrysite.com] also met the 

requirements of the FDA [15, 68, 69]. In another development, a Canadian-based 

company from Calgary, SemBioSys Inc., has completed Phase II trials of insulin 

produced in transgenic safflower [Carthamus tinctorius L.], and has filed an 

Investigational New Drug Application with the FDA, and submitted a Clinical Trial 

Application to European authorities [38, 79]. Medicago Inc. [Canada] are currently 

undergoing Phase II trials for their avian influenza vaccine produced transiently in 

tobacco [Nicotiana tobaccum], after receiving clearance from Health Canada [38, 80]. 
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Taliglucerase alfa produced in stable carrot cell cultures is used to treat Gaucher disease. 

Protalix Bio-Therapeutics has just completed a Phase III trial and the product was 

approved by the FDA. Furthermore, the FDA has also accepted a New Drug Application 

and granted a Prescription Drug User Act action date in early 2011 [38, 81]. Therefore, 

results of clinical trials have already confirmed the potential of transgenic plant 

biotechnology in diagnostic and therapeutic industry.  
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Fig 9.1 Schematic representation of strategies for the development of plant derived 

vaccines and diagnostics  
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9.2.4 DENGUE EXPRESSION SYSTEMS: CASE STUDIES 

Dengue is one of the major causes of mosquito borne viral disease of humans reported in 

different regions of the world [82-87]. The World Health Organization [WHO] estimates 

that approximately more than 2.5 billion people are at risk of getting infected with 

dengue [82, 84, 86-91]. In some countries, dengue disease has become the leading cause 

of death among children [82-84, 92-98]. Different expression systems [bacterial, 

mammalian, baculovirus, and yeast] have been used for the production of dengue 

antigenic protein from various laboratories around the world. Bacterial expression is one 

of the most commonly employed expression systems for the production of recombinant 

proteins [99, 147]. A gene fragment from the structural envelope glycoprotein [Env] and 

the non-structural protein [NS1] of dengue virus serotype 2 [DEN-2] was expressed in 

E.coli as a fusion protein with Staphylococcal protein A [100]. The expressed protein was 

found to be immunogenic against dengue2 virus in a mouse model [100]. Hermida and 

co-workers [101] immunized Macaca fascicularis monkeys with two variants of these 

proteins [PD3 [insertion variant] and PD5 [fusion variant]] corresponding to serotype 2 of 

dengue disease. The results of this study confirmed the induction of immunity in a 

nonhuman primate model by using E.coli as the expression platform [101]. In another 

development, Khanam and coworkers [102] developed a recombinant adenovirus capable 

of expressing the E domain III [EDIII] of DEN-2 and evaluated its potential as a dengue 

vaccine [102]. This study also showed the induction of antibodies that specifically 

neutralized the infectivity of DEN-2 virus [102]. Furthermore, the dengue antigen 

specific antibody titers elicited by the fusion protein [Domain II of Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis [Mtb] heat shock protein 70 [HSP70], was covalently linked to a recently 

described synthetic dengue virus antigen], and successfully expressed in E.coli [103]. A 
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higher rate of anti-dengue antibodies were produced in mice than those induced by either 

the synthetic dengue antigen alone or a physical mixture of the dengue antigen plus Mtb 

HSP70 domain II protein [103]. A recombinant vaccine strain SL3261/pLT105 of 

attenuated aroA Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium SL3261 strain expressing a 

secreted [DEN-2] non-structural NS1 and Yersinia pestis F1 [Caf1] fusion protein, rNS1: 

Caf1, was developed to test its immunological potential via a prime boost vaccine 

regimen [104]. The addition of an antifungal antibiotic amphotericin B [AmB] to 

Salmonella vaccine further boosted the synergic effects of prime-boost vaccine regimen 

on the elicited NS1-specific serum IgG response and the protective efficacy [104]. 

Therefore, this study clearly demonstrated the potential of amphotericin B [AmB] as an 

effective strategy for dengue vaccine development [104]. Furthermore, a bacterial 

[E.coli] expression system has been utilized to study the immunogenicity and protective 

capacity of a recombinant capsid protein from dengue-2 virus [105]. The results of that 

study also demonstrated the protective capacity of the capsid protein of dengue virus 

indicating the existence of a protector mechanism totally independent of the antibodies 

[105]. The immunomodulatory potential of refolded dengue [D4EIII] protein in 

combination with various adjuvants [Freund’s Complete adjuvant, Montanide ISA720, 

Alum] has been reported by Babu and coworkers [106]. All the formulations resulted in 

high antibody titers that neutralized the virus entry in vitro [106]. D4EIII, in combination 

with montanide ISA720 and Freund’s complete adjuvant, gave highest antibody endpoint 

titers followed by alum [106]. Therefore, this study demonstrated the recombinant D4EIII 

protein expressed in E.coli induced neutralizing antibodies and cell-mediated immune 

response in immunized animals in combination with different adjuvants [106]. On the 

other hand, Sim and coworkers [107] noted that mucosal vaccines present several 
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advantages over conventional vaccines, including their ease of administration and low 

cost [107]. Their study showed that the antibody’s response depended on the route of 

administration and on the mouse strain inoculated [107]. A simple and significant method 

for the expression of NS1 in E.coli has been demonstrated to develop monoclonal and 

bispecific antibodies for dengue point of care diagnostics [99]. An E.coli codon-

optimized synthetic full-length NS1 gene of dengue serotype 1 [DEN-1] was successfully 

cloned and expressed at very high levels as inclusion bodies [99]. The rNS1 protein was 

used to immunize mice for hybridoma development [99]. The polyclonal antiserum from 

animals immunized with this rNS1 protein was found to specifically reorganize the rNS1, 

thus demonstrating the immunogenic nature of the protein [99]. The rNS1 protein 

purified from E.coli could be useful for developing a sensitive serum diagnostic assay to 

monitor dengue outbreaks [99]. Dengue NS1 antigen testing is one of the important tools 

for the early diagnosis of dengue infection after the onset of fever [99]. Commercially 

available dengue NS1 antigen capture ELISA has been evaluated for the detection of NS1 

from patients in different stages. It is therefore, an important antigen for rapid viral 

diagnosis [99, 108]. Khanam and co-workers [109] successfully produced a tetravalent 

vaccine against dengue disease by mixing four monovalent vaccine components [109]. 

This vector induced effective immune responses and virus-neutralizing antibodies 

specific to each of the four dengue virus serotypes [DENVs] in mice [109]. Interestingly, 

anti-AdV5 antibodies did not suppress the induction of DENV-specific neutralizing 

antibodies [109]. Therefore, it could be an alternative approach for the development of a 

single component tetravalent vaccine that bypasses the complexities inherent in the 

currently adopted four-in-one physical mixture approach [109]. Very recently, Block and 

coworkers [110] evaluated the high yield insect cell expression, neutralizing and 
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enhancing antibody response to E domain III [dIII] proteins of dengue virus in which 

serotype-specific neutralizing determinants were concentrated [110]. Therefore, vaccine 

strategies directed to DENV-dIII-targeted neutralizing antibody production remain 

attractive [110]. In another development, Brandler and coworkers [111] evaluated for the 

first time a new strategy based on the expression of a single minimal tetravalent DV 

antigen by a single replicating viral vector derived from pediatric live attenuated measles 

vaccine [MV] [111]. That study reports the successful induction of neutralizing 

antibodies against DENVs [111]. 

Hence, this study concluded the possibility of a combined measles-dengue 

vaccine, which might be feasible to immunize infants against both diseases [111]. In 

another study by Batra and coworkers [112], biotinylated chimeric dengue antigens have 

been used to exploit the high affinity of the biotin–streptavidin interaction for the 

detection of anti-dengue antibodies [112]. On the other hand, Ramanathan and co-

workers [113] highlighted two major problems in the development of a dengue vaccine: 

failure of a neutralization effect and the unequal presentation of antigens against DENVs 

[113]. This study also revealed the problems of allergic or varying levels of immune 

responses against dengue in different patients [113]. These problems have led many to 

consider the effectiveness of PDVAs and also DNA vaccines as a potential platform for 

the development of a dengue vaccine. Therefore, a PDVA against dengue would be 

immunogenic and offer protection from the disease. The ability to induce neutralizing 

antibodies against DENVs disease with a single immunogen is a significant advantage. 

 

9.2.5 RELEVANCE OF PLANT-DERIVED VACCINE AGAINST DENGUE 

Despite decades of efforts, no licensed vaccine for dengue disease is currently available 
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on the world market [84, 113, 114]. Vaccine development would be a major concern 

because dengue virus infections have led to the death of many people and now it is a 

major economic issue, especially in developing countries [84, 114, 115]. The 

development of a dengue virus vaccine is difficult, because every serotype provides life-

long immunity, but infection with a heterologus virus enhances the disease severity [113, 

114, 115]. This phenomenon is called ADE, and occurs often in children born to dengue-

immune mothers [114]. A tetravalent vaccine with low reactogenicity would be an 

effective choice of treatment [113, 114, 115]. Several groups attempted to develop a 

vaccine, including live attenuated viruses, chimeric viruses, recombinant subunit 

antigens, vector-based vaccines and DNA vaccines. The Dengue E glycoprotein has been 

produced in several heterologous expression systems such as E.coli [116, 117], Pichia 

pastoris [118, 119], and baculovirus [120] with appropriate yields of the antigenic and 

immunogenic dengue 2E protein. However, the expression level of the full length or 

ectodomain of the dengue 2E protein is low in mammalian or insect cells or the expressed 

protein is easily degraded [115]. In addition, the existing expression systems have failed 

to show antibody neutralizing activity against DEN-2. To explore alternative expression 

systems, it is necessary to evaluate the production of dengue antigenic protein in plant 

cell culture and in transgenic plants. Recently a gene fragment-encoding domain III of the 

dengue 2 envelope protein [D2EIII] was successfully expressed in a model plant system 

Nicotiana benthamiana using a Tobacco mosaic virus [TMV]-based transient expression 

system [121-123]. The intramuscular immunization of mice with D2EIII induced the 

production of the antibodies against dengue virus [121-123]. The induced antibodies 

demonstrated neutralizing activity against DEN-2 [121, 122]. The results indicate that the 

plant system produces the dengue virus antigen, which possesses appropriate antigenicity 
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and immunogenicity [121, 122]. Therefore, transgenic plants demonstrate the feasibility 

of using PDVs to prevent infection by the dengue virus [121, 122]. Saejung and co-

workers [121] reported the successful induction of anti-dengue virus antibody as well as 

an anti-D2EIII antibody production in mice by utilizing the N. benthamiana-recombinant 

TocJ, a TMV-based viral vector, as a bioreactor system to produce the D2EIII protein 

[121]. The yield of purified D2EIII protein was 0.28% of total soluble protein TSP [121]. 

The high expression level of D2EIII was achieved by a combination of several factors, 

including targeting the protein to the endoplasmic reticulum [ER] by the signal peptide 

and 5′ UTR [121]. During the study conducted by Saejung and co-workers [121], it was 

also noticed that the higher the level of anti-dengue virus antibody, the higher the 

neutralizing antibody activity in the sera of immunized mice, which was directly 

correlated with the anti-dengue virus antibody level and the neutralizing antibody activity 

of the immunized mouse antisera [121]. The level of induction of immunized-mouse 

antisera to the dengue virus antigen was low [121]. A low level of anti-dengue virus 

antibody induction might be due to the small antigenic fragments resulting in insufficient 

induction of high antibody production, even though an adjuvant was used in the 

experiment [121]. No antibody induction was detected when mice were immunized with 

plant produced D2EIII protein without adjuvant [121]. Immunized mice induced 

neutralizing antibodies, with plant-produced D2EIII protein with Titer Max Gold 

adjuvant many times and for a long period [121]. Therefore, vaccine development should 

focus on high-level induction of neutralizing antibodies [121]. Furthermore, the titer of 

the neutralizing antibody induced by the plant produced D2EIII protein was not high, but 

was quite promising [121]. The neutralizing antibody titer can be increased by changing 

the antigen dose, route of immunization, or by using other adjuvants [121]. The 
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advantages of using TocJ-TMV as an expression system are a high yield of a foreign 

protein up to 10% of TSP in infected leaves, a short time required for protein expression, 

and low toxicity [121]. In another study by Kim and co-workers [122], the plant-

produced domain III of dengue virus E glycoprotein [EIII] was between 0.13 and 0.25% 

of the total soluble protein in transgenic N. tabacum L. cv. ‘MD609’ under the control of 

the 35S promoter [122]. This study demonstrated the feasibility of using plant-based 

vaccines to prevent infection by the dengue virus [122]. A truncated version of dengue 

virus env glycoprotein was designed and expressed alone and coexpressed with dengue 

virus structural proteins [122]. The recombinant proteins were produced in N. 

benthamiana plants and were reactive with the anti-env antibody [123]. The fusion was 

reactive with both anti-env and anti-HB core antibodies [123]. Some studies have shown 

that Flavivirus env glycoprotein produced in different expression systems undergoes 

proteolytic degradation [124]. However, Martínez and co-workers [123] reported the 

absence of any discernible low MW protein when expressed in an N. benthamiana 

system, indicating that there are no plant proteolytic degradation events [123]. They also 

demonstrated that the dengue virus env glycoprotein truncated version with a KDEL 

retention signal or co-expressed with other structural proteins in plants was not subjected 

to such a degradation process [123]. The level of protein accumulation was estimated and 

expressed protein equalled 0.6 mg/g FW leaf at 7 dpi, CMEt at 0.5 mg/g FW leaf at 10 

dpi and HB core-dengue virus env glycoprotein at 0.4 mg/g FW leaf at 7 dpi [123]. 

Furthermore, the production of domain III of the DEN-2 env protein in tobacco plants 

using a TMV transient expression system is safe for humans and the environment [123]. 

N. benthamiana is a non-food crop in which foreign proteins are subsequently purified or 

processed to yield desirable products [34, 42, 121-123]. 
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9.2.6 DENDRITIC CELL TARGETING STRATEGIES FOR DENGUE 

 

Dendritic cells [DCs] have been identified as the most specialized and potent antigen 

presenting cells capable of initiating and directing immune responses following infection 

[125-133]. Wang and co-workers [131, 132] developed a bifunctional fusion protein 

[bsMAb] that can bind any class of biotinylated antigen proteins, peptides, carbohydrates, 

gangliosides and even naked DNA and target them to a DEC-205 receptor molecule 

which is expressed on DCs [131]. In another study, biologically active plant-derived 

medicines have been identified with DC-modulating properties [133]. Plant-derived 

medicines play an important role as immunomodulators of DCs for the maintenance of 

human health [133]. In many infectious and cancerous situations, priming immune 

system to a single antigen may not be sufficient for induction of effective immune 

responses [131, 132]. Therefore, a universal DC-targeting vehicle such as bispecific or 

bifunctional antibody [bsMAb or bfMAb, respectively] that can bind to a mixture of 

biotinylated plant-derived antigens would be the best approach to elicit the immune 

response against dengue [82, 131, 132,134, 135, 136, 137-146]. Therefore, PDVA 

presentation by DC targeting might play an important role in eliciting a good immune 

response with efficient neutralizing antibodies against dengue. 
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9.2.7 LIMITATIONS OF PDVAS 

 

PDVAs have many challenges. The major limitation of this system is the relatively low 

protein yield, protein degradation and incorrect post-translational modifications of protein 

[3, 15, 22]. Recently, these issues have been addressed by improving the protein 

expression levels in plants by some important steps by using ER retention signal 

sequences like KDEL and HDEL, by the use of a proper promoter, choice of vectors, 

methods of transformation, and codon optimization [22]. Development of codon-

optimized genes for plants during expression studies has improved protein yields up to 

200 mg/g FW of tobacco tissue. Recently, the yield of purified dengue 2E III protein was 

0.28% total soluble protein [TSP]. This high expression level was achieved by a 

combination of several factors viz. by inserting the plant signal peptide at the N-terminal 

end, and C-terminal ER retention sequence for plants [121]. Expression of protein in the 

ER has drastically reduced the degradation of expressed protein [antigen] and resulted in 

a higher yield of protein accumulation [12, 15, 22]. Gene silencing issues are another 

major problem during the expression of vaccine antigenic proteins in transgenic plants. 

This is resolved by the use of Agrobacterium, which tends to result in fewer copies of 

transgenes than biolistic transformation [15, 22, 43]. Biosafety, risk assessment, and 

public acceptance of transgenic plants producing vaccine antigens are other issues. These 

issues have been widely discussed by other researchers and are beyond the scope of this 

chapter. Furthermore, cross contamination of transgenic plants with other food crops was 

resolved by applying containment approach technology, thus limiting the environmental 

exposure of transgenic products [15, 22]. The slow growth of plants under in vitro 

conditions has also hindered the commercialization of PDVAs. This is particularly related 
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to the regeneration of transgenic plants under in vitro conditions. This issue is solved by 

the manipulation of media, growth conditions and plant growth regulator concentration to 

develop a reproducible plant tissue culture protocol before considering the right candidate 

for genetic transformation. 

 

9.2.8 CONCLUSION 

Production of a vaccine antigen against dengue, an infectious disease, is one of the 

serious problems due to many issues. There are many disadvantages associated with the 

traditional production of vaccine antigens. This situation has forced many scientists 

throughout the world for the production of PDVA against many human infectious 

diseases including dengue. Recently many private companies and government agencies 

throughout world have also joined hands and funded many projects on the PDVAs in 

order to meet current demands of the immunization programmes particularly in the 

developing countries. DC targeting approach using PDVA may play an important role. 

This would help in the early diagnostic tests in the patients suffering from dengue 

infection. On the other hand, in many instances, plants will replace the traditional 

mammalian system as a cost effective vaccine production system against dengue. This 

would also save of money in developing countries because of high budget of health care 

programmes. Therefore, the plants seem to be a superior expression system, and plant 

biotechnology has a bright future. 
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